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The Clonezone stores are a fixture in the British gay scene.

Mark Lawrence talks about the history of the brand, the

trends that are currently dominating the market, and strate-

gies for long-term success in the brick and mortar trade.

Page 000

Page 000

The company AVE will introduce itself and its 

products to the industry at eroFame. As you know, 

we are  always curious about new companies 

in the erotic realm, and so EAN sought an 

interview with Bo  Todorovic.

The crisis has been particularly destructive in the South of Europe,

and of course, the erotic market in these countries didn't get away

unscathed. Even though things are looking up again, the situation

is still difficult. Pedro Correia, owner of two  stores in Portugal, tells

EAN about the current developments in his home country.

Page 104

Page 242

Sophia Nystrand is an expert for brand communication in today's

erotic market. Knowing her background, it's not surprising that she

only distributes quality brands. But of course, there is much more

to her, so we pelted her with questions in this “Monthly Mayhem“.

Page 136
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C O N T E N T

Twenty years ago, Oliver Redschlag presented his first pro-

duct to the public: a love swing. Thus began the success

story of his company JOYDIVISION. Today, Oliver's products

are sold in more than 60 countries all over the world. In our

EAN interview, he talks about past triumphs and future plans.

Jon Millward analysed the sales of British company Lovehoney

for a period of five months. The results, as presented in his study

“Down the Rabbit-hole“ are surprising, entertaining and interes-

ting in equal measure, but above all, they are useful because

they grant insights into the buying habits of the consumers.
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Hanover, Germany - One of the most important

prerequisites for success in the erotic industry

is a far-reaching network. Establishing new

contacts, maintaining business relationships

with existing partners, and exchanging opini-

ons and information with the trade or the in-

dustry can make all the difference. Now, a new

b2b community has been created to make

communication within the industry easier and

more effective: “www.comeroFame.com“.

www.comero  
New b2b community connects the members of the     

N E W S
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For many people in this industry, October is synonymous

with one of the most important events of the year, also for

us – especially since we are not only the publishers of

the eLINE and EAN trade magazines, but also  mem-

bers of the eroFame advisory board. What you are

holding in your hands right now is this year's eroFame

issue, and apart from the latest industry news, we

want to offer you lots of helpful information about this

major trade convention.

Five years ago, we were asked to organise the b2b event. We were flattered

by the trust the eroFame initiators placed in us, we were proud when we

were welcomed with open arms and as an equal member in the advisory

board, and we were highly motivated when we took on this new challenge.

This year, eroFame is celebrating its fifth anniversary, and in these five years,

the trade convention has become one of the most important events in our

industry. We hope that everybody involved will be happy with the results of

the show when they return home after three eventful days of eroFame. May

this convention be a success for you personally and for your company. Of

course, this trade show would not be what it is today had it not been for the

invaluable support of the advisory board and everybody involved – all those

people who had and have unfaltering confidence in the eroFame concept.

They have made this show a renowned, popular platform where the who is

who of the industry meet. An event where the best products in the erotic

world are presented. And a show where you can have a great time.

At this year's eroFame, we will celebrate numerous anniversaries (see page

24-25) that will make the fringe programme of the event all the more colourful

and entertaining. And on eroFame Thursday, we'll all meet for another instal-

ment of the big eroFame Oktoberfest, of course!

Just in time for eroFame 2014, we can also announce the launch of our

new b2b online platform "comeroFame.com".

We want this to be a place of information and communication for every-

body working in the international erotic industry. So allow us to invite you to

visit the site. Become a member of this special, interesting community –

we are looking forward to meeting all those who are making this industry so

unique and so exciting.

And of course, we also want to express our gratitude to all the readers,

visitors, exhibitors, and to our wonderful team!

Sincerely

Christine Rüter & Wieland Hofmeister

Mediatainment publishing Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

In the age of the internet, one should think that it is the

easiest thing in the world to find, and get in touch with,

the right business partners. But alas, it really isn't that easy.

Of course, you will get all kinds of interesting results at se-

arch engines such as Google, but usually, you don't get

any relevant contact data, and at the end of the day,

you have to find your own way making phone calls and

writing e-mails. To put an end to that, Mediatainment

Publishing eroFame GmbH has launched a new b2b

platform for the erotic industry – for both, offline and on-

line businesses – called www.comeroFame.com. Every-

body who is working in or with our industry can join the

community, and once you are a registered member,

you can get in touch with other members via direct

messaging. Moreover, you can expand you business

network by simply clicking the Invite Contact button.

Posts made by connected community members are

then displayed on your homepage, so you will always

Dear industry members, 
customers, and friends

www.comerofame.com – the new b2b

community for the erotic industry
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be up to date, having the latest information from your

industry friends and partners. But of course, you can do

more than just connect with other users: You can start

interest groups and create a corporate profile. In this

profile section you can post news, but unlike the user

postings, you can add headlines, and naturally, there is

more than enough room for messages and PR announ-

cements. In order to take the community idea one step

further, members have the opportunity to comment on

user and group postings or company news. comero-

Fame.com brings together what belongs together, and

both trade and industry can benefit from this new plat-

form. Of course, the community also represents a great

opportunity for industry newcomers since they can start

a network quickly and easily. comeroFame.com brings together

what belongs together
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Mystim announces ABS 
Holdings as new UK distributor

Fleshlight Girl Misty Stone is 
now manufactured in Spain

From dildos and butt plugs to

nipple clamps, Mystim works their

magic in the market. Their electrosex

cock cage has won acclaim from

customers thanks to its unique chas-

tity function that keeps him under

lock and key. Their unique line of

electro-vibrators is a triple threat - they

combine regular vibrator functions

with the advantages of e-stim toys

and a kegel exerciser. Thanks to their

love of high quality products, the

brand strives for innovation when it

comes to their ever-expanding pro-

duct range. As a result, Mystim has

earned their title as the biggest ma-

nufacturer of e-stim products world-

wide. Over the past few years Mystim

has continuously increased its distri-

bution network, giving customers the

best possible service. Now Mystim

announces ABS Holdings as their new

and only official UK based distribu-

tor. ABS and Mystim are a great fit as

ABS has 35 years worth of experience

in the UK erotic market, and really

understand the value of excellent

customer service. ABS are the lea-

ding erotic goods wholesaler in the

UK, and are thrilled to give Mystim

products the platform they de-

serve. “We at Mystim are excited

about our future cooperation with

ABS Holdings,” says Mystim CEO Chris-

toph Hofmann. “ABS is a great com-

pany with great people and we are

really proud that they decided to

add our products to their assortment.

We are happy that from now on our

UK based customers can profit from

ABS’s services. Of course dealing with

a domestic partner will help to save

time and money, making it even

more attractive to offer Mystim

 products.” ABS Customer Relations

Director Kate Hodgson-Egan says: “I

am delighted that ABS and Mystim

are going into partnership. We don’t

currently stock an electrosex range,

so we are thrilled to be working with

a strong and focused brand like

 Mystim to add this exciting element

to our product portfolio. ABS will be sto-

cking the full Mystim range and I am

particularly excited about the vibrator

collection - the quality is impressive

and the price point is excellent!”

Seville, Spain - Due to the high de-

mand of this deliciously dark Flesh-

light Girl by European clients, the popu-

lar brand of Sex Toys for men has

decided to start manufacturing her va-

gina, mouth and bottom in its Spanish

factory. Fleshlight International has its

headquarters in Seville, Spain where

they produce, distribute, and sell their

products to the whole Europe. Misty

Stone joints the Fleshlight Alien as new

top seller products already made in

Spain and both are produced together

with the other Fleshlight range, which

improves and makes easier the pur-

chase process for Fleshlight’s European

customers. The increase of their manu-

facturing capacity is the consequence

of the Fleshlight brand’s expansion in

Europe, where they have also raised

their entire logistical and business infra-

structure in the last few years.

Mystim increases its distribution network 

Mömbris, Germany - Mystim is excited to announce that they’ve chosen ABS Holdings as their

exclusive UK distributor. Mystim is based in Germany and are known as the leader in electrosex

products. Their strong relationship with ABS will ensure that Mystim products will reach the UK

market efficiently, making the innovative brand easily accessible to their customers. Mystim is

a modern brand that impresses with their line of e-stim toys. 
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Nexus launches new
products at eroFame

Made from quality silicone, it uses unique

technology in the tip that literally strokes

the G Spot using 3 different rhythms controlled

by the user. The waterproof G spot vibrator

also has a clitoral stimulator which boasts 6

stimulation settings,

3 vibration, 2 pulsa-

ting and 1 escala-

ting. Cadence’s

branding will be in

keeping with its

predecessor Bisous

for display purpo-

ses but will be avai-

lable at a cheaper

price point.

Ace, a remote

controlled rechar-

geable butt plug will also be on show. The luxury silicone

butt plug is shaped for comfort and comes with ridges on

the flexible shaft for extra stimulation. Six vibration settings

can be controlled by the slim line remote control and users

can recharge their toy using the magnetic charger. “We are

really excited to share our two new additions”, Says Monique

Carty Director. “It’s great to grow our female range, especially

with a product that uses unique technology and brings

something new to the industry. With Ace, we felt there was a

lack of high end butt plugs and have worked hard to develop

a toy that has all the benefits you could ask for from a butt

plug.” Nexus will have the entire range of products on 

show at stand 199. For further information visit www.nexus-

range.com or email chloe@nexusrange.com

Cadence and Ace to be revealed

The Ace plug offers

six vibration settings

London, United Kingdom - Nexus is launching two

new products at this year’s Erofame and both will

be available for pre order. Cadence, meaning

rhythm or stroke in French will be the second pro-

duct in the Nexus Femme range for females.
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New Additions to the Up! 
Collection at California Exotic Novelties

New items include Turn it Up!

and Amp it Up!, which are

both silicone massagers with seven

intense functions. A memory chip

recalls the last function used and the

easy-touch controller functions intuiti-

vely. Curve it Up! and Flex it Up! are

probes with a designer pull ring. Made

out of heavy-duty metal, the designer

pull ring is easy to use and very sub-

stantial. Jackie

White, Vice Presi-

dent for California

Exotic Novelties,

adds, “The desig-

ner pull ring is one

of my favorite fea-

tures. The metal

has a good

weight to it, and

feels amazing in

addition to looking

gorgeous. I highly

recommend put-

ting out Up! testers.

Once the consu-

mer holds Up! in

their hand, they will

understand the dif-

ference.” Ride it

Up! and Wind it

Up! are new anal

toys with gradua-

ting beads. Pliable,

durable, they are

both made with premium silicone.

Wind it Up! also features a designer

pull ring with reinforced heavy-duty

metal around the interior of the pull

ring. The Tone it Up! Orgasm Balls are

also new. Perfectly weighted, they are

silicone-coated and have a sturdy re-

trieval ring. Rounding out the list of

new Up! products are the Extend it

Up! Vibrating Extension Sleeves. These

stretchy, comfortable, enhancers

have a removable vibrating stimulator

and they add 2”/5 cm to the length

of the penis. All the Up! products

come in pink, teal, purple, blue and

gray hues. The packaging merchan-

dises perfectly with the existing Up!

products, and to help retailers dress

their walls, free Up! Visual Merchandi-

sing Plans are available on the Cal-

Exotics’ website on the Product Infor-

mation Page. Lupe Martinez, Senior

Account Manager for California Exotic

Novelties, says, “Up! is a merchandi-

ser’s dream! The packaging is fun, flirty

and colorful. Everything goes together

so well. I highly recommend devoting

a high-traffic area of your store to a

magnificent Up! display to help 

increase sales.”

Chino, USA - Cal i fornia Exot ic Novelt ies introduces new i tems to the incredibly popular Up!

Col lect ion. Seen for the f i rs t  t ime at the July ANME Show, the new products are fun, afford-

able, and made of high-qual i ty mater ials.  Susan Colvin, President and CEO of Cal i fornia

Exot ic Novelt ies,  says, “Ever yone loves the Up! Col lect ion. I t  keeps growing and growing

because i t  resonates with so many people. Men, women, and couples are drawn to the

bright colors,  classic designs, and the affordable pr ices. Just because Up! is  economical

doesn’ t  mean we sk imped on qual i ty,  though. We use premium s i l icone and the best

motors and components.”

California Exotic Novelties expands its popular line

The new

Flex It Up!
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Get Laid! (gum) from
Kheper Games

Seatt le, USA - Laid! gum is a playful  spoof of

popular brand name gums and gives the ap-

pearance of the typical pack of gum someone

might offer a f r iend when they are out toget-

her.  

The humor comes into play when that person realizes it’s

“Laid!” gum and notices the clever graphics on the back

that demonstrate how fresh breath, plus talking to someone

attractive = Laid! “We are very excited about this product

launch as it has been our most successful ANME product

(pre) introduction to date,” states CEO Brian Pellham. “It’s a

simple and easy impulse buy that most of our customers

plan to place near their register. Just about everyone buys

a regular pack of gum impulsively at minute

marts and in grocery check-out lines. Why

shouldn’t we also have

the same impulse buy in

adult stores.

Seville, Spain - Fleshlight Interna-

tional is pleased to welcome to

a new member to the Sales

 Department, Patricia López, its new

Sales Assistant. Patricia joins Fleshlight

with nearly eight years of commer-

cial managerial, marketing and

sales experience in the touristic and leisure sector, having spent

the last four years as Commercial Manager in a Touristic Con-

sulting Company. She speaks several languages as English,

French, Italian, German and Spanish as her mother tongue

and holds a Sale Management Masters from The University of

Economy of Seville as well as a Bachelor’s degree in Tourism in

the same University. As part of the Fleshlight team, she deals

with Wholesale clients and Distributors, monitoring their accounts

and offering them new marketing and sales solutions.

New product for impulse buys

Patricia López new Sales
Assistant at Fleshlight 

Patricia López, new Sales

Assistant at Fleshlight

Laid Gum is made

for impulse buys 
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Almere, The Netherlands - the late summer days, Scala Playhouse has teamed up with a

Chinese par tner to tend to the Chinese erotic market. These gentlemen shook hands at the

Scala Playhouse off ice in Almere. The star t of prosperous par tnership. Scala Playhouse is

always happy to build new all iances. This t ime they hooked up with a Dutch/Chinese par tner

that wi l l  distr ibute Scala Playhouse’s brands and products to the other s ide of the world.

Soon the Chinese erotic market

will also be familiarized with

brands like TOYJOY and Mae B. 

With the Chinese market showing a

great interest in Western products,

Scala Playhouse makes the logical

step to serve to this question. The

world almost seems too small when

these two big players clap their

hands together and  collaborate. 

While the first autumn leaves are

starting to fall, Scala Playhouse steps

it up a notch and gets together with

a new Chinese partner.

The Dutch company builds a new alliance

Scala Playhouse 
collaborates with Chinese partner

Scala teams up with its

new Chinese Partners
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New Cobeco
Pharma sales division

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Cobeco

str ives for a ‘double f igures’ grow every f ive

 years. Obviously, such a growth cannot be reali-

zed without an extension of the sales division. In

2015 Cobeco Pharma is going to focus at the

penetration and extension of the German market.

AGerman sales- and marketing team has already been

set up, under the supervision of a native German spea-

king account manager. Several promotion campaigns will

be launched, to pay promote our assortment to our current

German customers but also to attract new clients. Besides

effective promotional activities, they realize that it is funda-

mental to obtain the right certifications.They have gained

the ISO 13485 certification in April 2014 for distribution and

control of manufacture of medical devices. This certificate

is issued by BSI Group Deutschland, a highly acclaimed

German notified body. Thanks to this ISO certificate we are

capable to satisfy the high standards and strict quality re-

quirements of our clients. More information can be reques-

ted from Sharon van Gelderen at the following email ad-

dress secvangelderen@cobeco.nl or visit the Cobeco

Pharma website www.cobeco.eu for more information.

German sales division added
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“MaleEdge” and “Jes-Extender” penis 
extender brands now at S&T Rubber

pjur at the Emmys in Hollywood

an important player in the market”,

says Klaus Pedersen. By stocking the

MaleEdge® Pro and the Jes-Exten-

der® Titanium models S&T Rubber

now offers their clients the best pro-

ducts available in the market today.

Additionally all our marketing resources

for both online and offline retail sales

will be available for ST Rubber”.

“There are many reasons why retailers

should stock the penis extenders.

Many men fell dissatisfied with their

penis size, regardless of social- or ma-

rital status, or cultural background, so

the demand is clearly there. Our pro-

ducts are very profitable for retailers,

and the unit price is fairly high per sale,

which is obviously great for the shop.

Furthermore our shop in shop concept

helps customers, and in fact also the

retail staff, to understand our products.

We offer our shop in shop concept to

retailers free of charge, since they

have in some cases proven to qua-

druple the turnover from our products”.

The penile traction method being of-

fered with the MaleEdge and Jes-Ex-

tender products help men increase

their penile using a safe, natural and

proven method. It can be used by

anyone, no matter the starting penis

size or whether the penis is circumci-

sed. Penile traction is today the only

clinically documented method of per-

manent penis growth. Clinical trials

show permanent growth of average

28 % in length and 19 % in girth, which

can be achieved in a 4-6 months pe-

riod. If used for a longer time, growth

will continue. The sky is the limit!!

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - End of

August marked the 66th Emmy

Awards ceremony, one of the world’s

most important television awards –

and pjur was right there in the middle

of the action! Many well-known figures

from the U.S. TV industry made sure to

catch the spectacle and its pre-

events – to celebrate and be cele-

brated. Whatever the outcome in

terms of personal success, all of the

guests were welcome to unique pjur

gift bags and lube samples at the fa-

med Red Carpet Style Lounge. “pjur

rocked the red carpet! They delighted

celebrities with the fantastic bags and

samples,” says organizer Amy Boatw-

right of Secret Room Events. pjur is

also very happy with how the event

went: “The oversized bags naturally

made an impression with the Holly-

wood stars and starlets.“ says PR coor-

dinator Elisabeth Dahmen.

DanaMedic and Danalife sign with S&T Rubber

Copenhagen, Denmark - “It is well known that Germany are world champions in football, but

„International Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery“ recently discovered that German men, also

hold the world record regarding the use of penis surgery in 2013. Therefore we see a documented

need for products like ours, offering German men a safer, cheaper and “at-home” opportunity

available to achieve their desired growth“, says Klaus Pedersen, managing partner at DanaMedic

DanaLife.

S&T Rubber will distribute

MaleEdge and Jes-Extender products

pjur on the red carpet

at the 66th Emmy Awards 

The Danish manufacturer DanaMe-

dic and Danalife sign with S&T Rub-

ber, who will distribute both product li-

nes, available in the new S&T Rubber

catalogue. We are obviously very

happy to expand our listing in the Ger-

man Wholesale segment with such
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Torso Displays Back in Stock and 
Shipping at Pipedream Products

Complimentary Promotional Torso Displays available now

The smooth, white torso proudly displays the Fetish

Fantasy Series logo at the waistline, and features a

sturdy metal hanger with plastic hook to easily hang

this half torso on any display rack, peg, grid, or slat wall.

You can also dress up your complimentary displays with

other wearable Fetish Fantasy Series items, such as vi-

brating panties andstrap-ons.

"Our torso displays are a must-have for any retail envi-

ronment," explains Visual Merchandiser Briana Honz.

"They do all the selling for you, allowing the customer to

really see and feel these exquisite new fetish essenti-

als." Customers are urged to contact their sells rep now

while supplies last. Catalogs are available by request

from your distributor. Online catalogs are available in

multiple formats, including the Fetish Fantasy Series Har-

nesses interactive supplement. Brand and product vi-

deos are also available to download for in-store and

online use at PDTV.

Chatswor th, USA - Br ing the best-sel l ing Fet ish Fantasy Ser ies wal l  to l i fe with Pipedream's

complimentary Promotional Torso Displays. Avai lable to al l  customers who purchase Fet ish

Fantasy Ser ies Harnesses, they can now take the manufacturer 's  award-winning merchan-

dis ing effor ts to your very own store at no addit ional cost!

The white torso displays

the Fetish Fantasy

Series logo at the waistline
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Rocks Off are delighted to 
announce the return of Leslie Shwartzer

With over 25

years of ex-

perience in the

industry as both a

buyer and sales

executive, Leslie

has a lot to bring

to the team. Du-

ring her “break”

from Rocks-Off, Leslie has always

maintained a great love for the

brand and is very happy to be

back: ”I’m very excited to be back

in Europe and the UK, and especi-

ally to be back at Rocks-Off.  So

much has happened here but still it

feels like coming home”.

Leslie’s contacts and knowledge of

the American

market will be im-

plemented into

her work at Rocks-

Off, but she will

also be using her

wealth of experi-

ence in Europe

and the UK , “It is

so nice to be

back here and to

work with the

Rocks-Off team

again. When you

have been away

for a while you

realise even more

so what a great

company Rocks

Off is. I really enjoy

working with this

great group of

people and what

we do here which

is creating well-

designed innovative products with

the best materials possible and in

outstanding quality.”

Working back at Rocks-Off  is also a

very special part of Leslie’s career

path, and she emphasised this by

saying: ”To be working with this team

again feels like coming home, and

even more importantly it’s just like

I’ve never really been away”. Andrea

Duffy International  Sales Director

says “Leslie’s has been away for a

while , but we are  very happy  to

have her back at Rocks-Off and we

are sure that in no time she will be

up to speed with all of the new pro-

ducts that we’ve been working

on.”Leslie will make her debut at ero-

Fame in October this year and

along with the Rocks off sales team

who will be presenting some new

and very  exciting editions to the

range Sue Walsh, Managing Di-

rector,  reveals a tiny little bit more

about a secret product premiere in

Hanover: ”As is always the case, our

customers can look forward to a

new Rocks-Off toy hitting the market,

where quality, design and functio-

nality are a perfect combination !

We are looking to surprise the indus-

try with a super multi-function toy

which we believe will be the top of

the show in October!“

Kettering, United Kingdom - Rocks Off are delighted to announce the Return of

Leslie Shwar tzer, having already worked for  the company  previously for 4 and

a half years,  after two year break, Leslie has decided it’s time to put her roots

down in Great Britain and with that also comes a return to the Rocks Off family.

Leslie Shwartzer to debut at eroFame

Leslie Shwartzer: ”I’m very

the UK, and especially at Rocks-Off.”

excited to be back in Europe and
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JOYDIVISION enters
Indian market

Hanover,  Germany -  In the Indian company,

ThatsPersonal .com by Digi ta l  E-L i fe,  JOYDIVI -

SION international AG has found a fur ther par t-

ner for worldwide distr ibution. For i ts par t,  Digi-

tal E-Li fe trusts in JOYDIVISION’s quality brands.

As a pioneer of India’s erotic industry, Mr Samir Saraiya

(CEO, Digital E-Life) knows that JOYDIVISION is indispen-

sable for his range, as one of the world’s leading brands.

With JOYDIVISION’s sensual, erotic products, Digital E-Life

can market items in India that are of the highest quality

and represent great value for money. The premium quality

of JOYDIVISION’s products, which are solely manufactured

in Germany, will definitely enrich the adult Indian market.

“Recent years have shown that the demand for quality is

consistently rising in India. With JOYDIVISION, we have the

right partner at our side to offer our customers a complete,

high-end range of products,” says CEO, Mr Samir

Saraiya. "Our products represent a laid-back approach to

the subject of sexuality. We are delighted to have Digital E-

Life as our partner who shares our philosophy, and are loo-

king forward to our first presence in India. We are particularly

pleased by the professional and attractive look of the 

website www.thatspersonal.com,” says a satisfied Andreas

Forbrig, JOYDIVISION’s Sales Director.

Digital E-Life and JOYDIVISION team up

Samir Saraiya (CEO, Digital E-Life) and

Andreas Forbrig (JOYDIVISION’s Sales Director)
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
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Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hnajeb@mpnow.eu

2107 Stuff to be rough, ABS Holdings, AD-Corner, Adloran Ltd , Adrien Lastic / Cnex,

Adult Brand Concepts, Allure, Amor Gummiwaren, Anais Apparel, ancelique Xrubber,

Andalea, Aneros, Armoni, Art Stone, B Swish, B2B Styles, BACI / OVO, 

Beijing chun shui, Bellyfashion, Benno von Stein, Bijoux Indiscrets, Black & Blue, 

BLEF DISRIB, Blush Novelties, BMS Factory, Bodispa, Boxer Barcelona, 

Bruno Gmünder, Calex, classic erotic, Cobeco, Concorde, CPR, 

Crackstuffers &-Lube, Creative Conception, Cyrex, Daming, DanaLifeApS, 

Danatoys, DarkInk, dbh/Tessoro, Debranet, Denmark Company / Ave ApS, 

Dessous company, Devis, Diogol, Doc Johnson, Dongguan Beileqing Sex Toys Co.,Ltd,

Double One Latex Factory, Ducht Faun, Durex London, Dusedo, E-Stim, ecoaction, 

EDC Internet, Elmasel, Epi 24 GmbH, eropartner, erotiez / Arme Tekstil, Etas & CO, 

ETO, Eve´s night, EXSENS / Technic, Femarvi, Fifty 6, Film Corporation 2000, 

first light, Fleshlight, FPC Sarl, Fras Fashion / Barcode Berlin, Fräulein Kink, 

Fun Factory, Fun Toys / Lelory, Fushun Leco, Global Products, Goldlight / VPS, 

Grutinet, GTT Warenhandel GmbH, Guangzhou Wilson Electronic, Hot Products, 

Import Kareva, Intimaeline, Intimate Lifestyle Products, Intimate Organics / Rianne, 

Intymnosc, JeJoue, JEP, JimmiJane, Joydivison, JRG, Kama Sutra, Kheper Games, 

Kinglass, Klassica Group, Kraho, l ́ amourose, Ledapol / International Funcenter, 

Leg Avenue, Lelo, Leogifts, Lockerroom, Love Moment, Lovehoney, Lovely Planet, 

LTC Healthcare, Lust Productions, M&C GmbH, Magic Motion, Magic Silk, 

Medical Latex, MIC, Milan Arzneimittel GmbH,Mister B.,  ML Creation, modamerica,

moodzz, MS Harmony, MSX, MW-Großhandel, Mystim, Nalone, Nasstoys, 

natural green holding, Net1on, Nexus, Nilion, Ningbo Dibei, Ningbo Yongcheng, 

Ninghai, NomiTang, Nordmax, NS Novelties, Nuevastyle, O-Products, Odeco, 

Orion, OT Concept, Pasante, peachbud, Peter Domenie, Petits Joujoux, 

Pipedream, Pjur, PM Bodyleather, Pomzero, Premium Bodywear / Manstore,

Pretty Love Toys, R&S Consumer goods GmbH / My Size, RHSmith&Sons / Fever, 

Rimba, Rocks Off, Rouge Garmonts, RUF, RW-Grosshandel, Scala / Playhouse, 

Sensous, Sexy Battery / Callvin, Shanghai Realor Electronic,

Shenzen Greenbaby Sei-Tech Co.Ltd, Shenzen Shaki, Shenzhen Shaki Industrial,

Shots, Shunga, Slap leather, Slim Master, Softland, Solidasarock, St-Rubber,

Svakom, Swiss Navy / MD. Since Lab, Tabassum, Tenga, Tickler, Tokyo Design,

Tonga, Topco, Trigg Laboratiers, Turkuaz Medikal, UM Products, 

United Consortium, Vertical Expo, Vibease, VORZE / RENDS, Voulez-Vous, 

Waligora / Noir Handmade, We-Vibe, Wicked, Xgen Products, XR Brands, Yesfor-

Love, Yiwu Sunspice Lingerie, Zorba, 

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

200*

confirmed
 participants
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The Screaming O Digital
e-Life Partnership

“This was an incredible opportunity to reach an excited and eager

consumer base that’s becoming more acquainted with sex toys

and intimate products every day,” The Screaming O President Justin Ross

said. “It has been a pleasure working with Digital e-Life and supporting

their efforts to expand the adult market into new territories by providing

buyers with the best of the best.”

The Screaming O struck this strategic deal upon learning of Digital e-Life’s

unique approach to erotic product distribution throughout India, which

includes introducing high-quality products from reputable manufacturers

from around the world. Specializing in fun-to-use and easy-to-try sex toys,

The Screaming O was a natural choice for providing affordable and fast-

moving mini vibes, vibrating rings, intimate accessories and other must-

haves slated to leave a lasting impression on this key market. 

“Our approach is to provide the Indian market with the best international

products and sell them in an environment that is conducive to buyers,”

Digital e-Life CEO Samir Saraiya said. “We believe in the highest standards

of quality and we feel that The Screaming O will be a great addition to

our range.”

The Screaming O Expands International Presence

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has s igned an ex-

cit ing new deal with Digital  e-L i fe, the f i rs t  adult  pro-

duct dist r ibutor to master the growing Indian market

and br ing top-level U.S.  brands to consumers throug-

hout the region. This agreement wi l l  fur thr expand The

Screaming O’s presence among a demographic that’s

been experiencing a consistent ly cl imbing sexual l ibe-

rat ion with escalat ing cur iosi ty toward sex toys.

The Screaming O and

Digital e-Life partner up
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Tantus introduces the Slow Drive

Vanity by JOPEN 
receives gorgeous makeover

“With a gentle coaxing they hit

the sweet spot every time,

be it prostate or g-spot.“ The Tantus

Slow Drive is an ideal medium sized

toy measuring 1 ½ “ in diameter

wwith 5” of insertable length. The

smooth, slender shaft allows for gentle

entry with a curved head perfect for

g-spotting. The Slow Drive is also avai-

lable in an extended version equip-

ped with an additional 2” in length,

providing 7” of gratifying pleasure

and giving you the extra length some

need with harness toys.  In the long

and short of it, you have a perfect

toy for strap-on harness play. The Slow

Drive has a new teardrop shaped

base that provides an ergonomic

grip in the hand and a structurally

sound design for optimal comfort

and stability during harness play.

Chino, USA - JOPEN receives a

gorgeous makeover with stun-

ning new packaging. Styled to ap-

peal to today’s discerning luxury shop-

per, the new packaging has fresh,

modern graphics and is perfect for

displaying the award-winning Vanity

Collection. Susan Colvin, President

and CEO of JOPEN, says, “You are

going to absolutely adore the ele-

gant, reimagined Vanity packaging.

It has a foil treatment that

makes it really pop on the

store shelf—you’re going

to love stocking the new

boxes! The new look

is destined to in-

crease sales and

reinforce Vanity’s

position as one of

the premium luxury

pleasure product col-

lections on the mar-

ket.” The beautifully-

styled packaging

doubles as a

keepsake box

with an easy-snap magnetic closure.

Additionally, Vanity charging cords—

with the exception of the based

items—have been converted to USB.

This makes it easy and convenient to

power up the product anywhere in

the world. The USB cords are included

with USB-charging Vanity items. Jackie

White, Vice President of JOPEN, adds,

“Vanity by JOPEN is the picture of exu-

berant sophistication. Sixteen distinct,

award-winning shapes and sizes bring

a new dimension of chic sophistica-

tion, unparalleled power and redefi-

ned luxury to the realm of pleasure

products.” Robin Stewart, Brand Ma-

nager for JOPEN, says, “Talk about fa-

bulous! The Vanity packaging is to-die

for. Sturdy yet pretty, it truly captures

the personality of the flagship JOPEN

Collection. The USB charging cords

are a fantastic feature for today’s girl

on the go!”

New toys specifically designed for strap-on pleasure

Sparks,  USA - Tantus, Inc. bui lds on their  ever growing col lect ion of toys specif ical ly desig-

ned fo r  s t rap-on p leasure w i th  the i r  new products ,  the S low Dr ive and S low Dr ive

Long.  “These toys aren’t  for quick piston play,” said Metis B lack, President of Tantus.

The Slow Drive Long

and Slow Drive

Art work for the new Vanity packaging

is available on the JOPEN website
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Lovehoney's Frisky Business 
TV series is a hit all over the world

New Malesation Cockrings

Six countries in Europe have also

bought rights to the six-part show,

first aired on Lifetime in the UK. The

channels are SBS Oy (TV5) in Finland,

TVN in Poland, Discovery in Nether-

lands, VTM in Belgium, Metropole in

France and TV Norge in Norway. A

crew from Bristol-based production

company Oblong Films spent five

months filming at Lovehoney's HQ in

Bath. They were given unfettered ac-

cess and Lovehoney.co.uk had no

say over the final edit.

Lovehoney co-owner Richard Long-

hurst said: "We are delighted that Frisky

Business is proving so popular around

the world. "The key for us was working

with such a respected team of film-

makers in Oblong. "They produced a

series which was seriously funny but

also a fascinating insight into what re-

ally goes on behind the scenes at a

fast-growing international e-tailer."

Lovehoney has offices in America

and Australia and is expanding fast

across the world.

Lovehoney.de was launched earlier

this year and Lovehoney.fr goes live

in France in the autumn. Longhurst

added: "A TV series like Frisky Business

is a great way to market Lovehoney

to a global audience. "I would stress,

though, that making a TV series is not

easy. You have to provide engaging

content for the cameras, which me-

ans that your staff need to be wholly

on board with the whole project. "Out

of a staff of 130, just two members of

the Lovehoney team did not want to

be filmed and obviously we re-

spected their wishes.

"You also have to remember that the

cameras may carry on rolling when

you don't want them to. Anyone em-

barking on a project like this needs to

do it with their eyes wide open."

Oblong also produced the one-off

Channel 4 documentary on Loveho-

ney, More Sex Please, We're British,

which first aired two years ago and

was also picked up all over the world.

When it was first screened, it brought

so much traffic to the Lovehoney

website that it crashed. A spokesman

for Oblong said: "It's great news that

Frisky Business is having such an im-

pact globally. It shows how retailers

can benefit from collaborating with

respected film-makers. We are always

looking for interesting companies to

work with."

Wadgassen, Germany - S&T Rub-

bers success brand Malesation

releases new products. After a number

of successes in different categories

Malesation has done it again and re-

leased six new metal cockrings. All

rings catch the customers attention

with their innovative and ergonomic

design. No ring looks the same.

More Information about S&T Rubber

and its products 

are available at

www.strubbi.com

and by phone (+49

(0)6834 – 4006 – 0).

TV documentary to be aired in eight countries

Bath, United Kingdom - Frisky Business - the hilarious TV documentary series about

sex toy firm  Lovehoney - is a hit all over the world. The fly-on-the-wall  series

which was first screened on British TV in the spring has now been snapped up

in eight other countries. It is currently airing on Netflix in America and on

the free-to-air Australian channel SBS2.

The new Malesation

metal cockrings

Cazz from Lovehoney

presents a giant Sex Toy
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Williams Trading Co. Inks 
Distro Deal With JOYDIVISION

Introducing iroha Mikazuki & Minamo

“JOYDIVISION is already a well-

known brand worldwide and

among the industry. With their U.S.

launch, we knew right away that we

wanted to be part of this exciting en-

deavor – to bring and distribute JOY-

DIVISION to the market. Their pro-

ducts and market approach with top

quality made in Germany at afford-

able prices fit perfectly into our line-

up. We are very excited that JOYDI-

VISION considered us among all

others to be their first major U.S. dis-

tributor and look forward to a suc-

cessful and prosperous partnership.”

– Bob Pyne Jr, Vice President Williams

Trading Co. 

Williams Trading Co., located in

Pennsauken, NJ, is one of the largest

US adult novelty distributors who just

celebrated 40 years in the business.

With a 95% fulfillment rate, they have

a very loyal and established custo-

mer base. Williams Trading Co. offers

the best products when it comes to

bedroom, bath, and lingerie. JOY-

DIVISION will utilize Williams Trading

Co.’s strong marketing programs to

not only distribute products nation-

wide, but also to contribute to sexual

health education. 

“To work with Williams Trading Co. is

an obvious choice for us as they not

only score high in all important

aspects, but also share our same

philosophy and business approach.”

– Oliver Redschlag, CEO JOYDIVI-

SION International AG. Shortly after

ANME in July, 2014, both companies

finalized the deal to start immediate

distribution. Williams Trading Co. will

showcase the new line, including

toys and massage oils, in September

at the ILS Show in Las Vegas, NV. JOY-

DIVISION will also have their own

booth again, but a representative

will be at the Williams Trading Co.

booth as well. “It’s been a tremen-

dous year for us so far and we are

well on track. Many retailers already

started carrying our products and

with Williams Trading Co. on board,

we accomplished another impor-

tant key stone for our market strategy.

It is important for us to provide the

highest standards in customer ser-

vice and also to create a large-sca-

led distribution network to reach all

target markets.“ sais James Parker,

President JOYDIVISION, LLC.

Tokyo, Japan - From the

team behind TENGA’s first

female brand “iroha” are

coming two new additions

to the Soft Touch vibrator Se-

ries. iroha Mikazuki & Mi-

namo are two vibrators fea-

turing iroha’s unique Soft

Touch material. These two new items

come from consumer demand for

an insertable version of iroha’s original

Soft Touch massagers, and will be on

sale Autumn 2014 from all TENGA Co.,

Ltd. Distribution Partners. TENGA Co.,

Ltd. will showcase these and more

new products at eroFame 2014! First

launched on March 3rd, 2013, “iroha”

is a brand made by women, for wo-

men, to bring a sense of comfort and

closeness to female pleasure items,

established by TENGA Co., Ltd. Being

made by women, for women, the

items all have a notable sense of

clean design.

JOYDIVISON expands its distribution network

Hanover, Germany - JOYDIVISION LLC, the U.S. subsidiary of Europe’s leading brand for sensual

and erotic lifestyles products, is excited to announce their domestic par tnership with major

adult novelty distributor Will iams Trading Co.  JOYDIVISION made their first U.S. appearance

at ANME Expo 2014, but early talks with Will iams Trading Co. already took place in 2013 at

eroFame in Hannover, Germany. Both companies expressed keen interest in a par tnership. 

A few months after JOYDIVISION’s official US launch the deal was finally signed.

iroha Mikazuki

and Minamo 
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Unmistakable, Unforgettable, 
Always in Fashion: Leg Avenue

Orion Wholesale offers 
new advertising material

Well-known stylist,

former editor in

chief of Vogue Paris, and fa-

shion director of Harper’s Ba-

zaar Carine Roitfeld and re-

nowned fashion

photographer Sebastian

Faena styled a 17-page

worldwide coverstory in Har-

per’s Bazaar “ICONS” featu-

ring Leg Avenue. The “ICONS”

project started in March and finished

in May, Carine stated that this is a port-

folio she has been wanting to execute

for over her 30 years working in the

business. Carine's vision embodied that

of "iconic women", an impressive li-

neup featuring an army of famous fa-

ces that had to be translated properly

and understandably to the Bazaar glo-

bal readership. For all the icons, Carine

used fishnets. Fishnet pantyhoses and

bodystockings are the link in these pho-

toshoot. With well-known actresses, su-

permodels and muzes such as Pene-

lope Cruz , Monica Belluci, Claudia

Schiffer and many more wearing Leg

Avenue, we are very delighted to say

the least. The net bodystockings and

pantyhoses complement the Haute

Couture fashion labels as Chanel, Bal-

main, Versace, Giorgio Armani, Dior,

Louis Vuitton and Prada exceptionally.

Flensburg, Germany - Promotional

advertising material with an indivi-

dual design and new POS materials

are now available at Orion Wholesale.

Right now the company manufactu-

res new elliptical-shaped stand-up dis-

plays. These are easy to set up and

can be labeled as needed with the

following labels: Red Corner, Bad Kitty,

Abierta Fina, Close2you and Sweet

Smile. The practical fol-

ding system in combi-

nation with the light

weight allows to set up

the materials within se-

conds. Also available

are the well known ma-

terials of Cottelli Col-

lection and Just Glide.

The new toy-displays for

the products of

Close2you, Sweet Smile

and You2Toys present

themselves in a hip fashion. They are

available in two different sizes.

Furthermore Orion Wholesale offers it's

customers new neutral catalogues

and flyers to hand out to the end cus-

tomer. They can be presented in ta-

ble-displays from Red Corner and Fe-

tish Dreams as well as a neutral

display. In addition high quality paper

bags of the labels abel Cottelli Col-

lection, Red Corner, Bad Kitty, Abierta

Fina, Close2you and Sweet Smile are

available for the customers as

usual. Interested retailers can contact

Orion Wholesale, Hauke Christiansen,

phone 0049 (0)461-5040 210, fax

0049 (0)461-5040 244, email: 

hchristiansen@orion.de

Leg Avenue featured in Harper's Bazaar

Wijchen, The Netherlands -  Featured on the cover of many fashion magazines

and worn by many dif ferent celebri t ies,  Leg Avenue has had some great fa-

shion exposure. As fabulous as that is ,  Leg has now also been featured in of

the most reputable Fashion magazines: Harper’s Bazaar.

Penelope Cruz in

Leg Avenue and Dior

Among the new advertising material: the

Abierta Fina high quality paper bag
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California Exotic Novelties 
Knocks Their Socks Off at Scala Fair

Penthouse Dolls exclusive at ABS Holdings 

Susan Colvin, President and CEO of

California Exotic Novelties, says,

“The show was a huge hit! We remo-

deled our booth to give it a contem-

porary look to showcase our latest pro-

ducts and collections. Thank you

again to Scala for hosting this specta-

cular event!” Items that were featured

at the show include the new Vivid Raw

Collection which consists of dolls, stro-

kers, masturbators and life-sized pie-

ces. Scala Fair attendees especially

liked the Super Model doll. Angela Mu-

stone, International Business Develop-

ment Manager, explains, “The Super

Model was a show-stopper with her

100-percent fully molded, lifelike face

and gorgeous blond hair. Everyone

thought the inner inflation, which allows

the user to control the firmness when

they first set her up, was an incredible

feature. Plus, the fact that every pro-

duct in the Vivid Raw Collection is ba-

cked with an amazing one-year war-

ranty, was very impressive to

everyone!” Another exciting new col-

lection unveiled was Impress. The line

features state-of-the art technology

with pressure-sensitive pads that in-

crease the speed of the vibration; the

harder the user squeezes, the more

intense the vibration. Roxana Forenza,

International Account Executive, says,

“People loved pressing the pads on

the Impress products! Once you give

them a squeeze, it’s hard to stop. The

European market can’t wait for these,

and the other exciting products which

will be available soon.”California Exotic

Novelties also presented many other

popular ranges at the Scala Fair, in-

cluding: Packer Gear, Passion Pals, and

the Aluminum Heat Wave collections,

plus new products from Apollo, COLT

Gear and Scandal, as well as favorites

like Body & Soul, First Time, Dr. Joel Ka-

plan, Love Rider, and many others.

JOPEN, the sister company to Califor-

nia Exotic Novelties, was also on dis-

play. New LUST, ENVY and KEY items

got rave reviews. Mustone adds, “LUST

blew people away! They loved the

power-boost technology on the L19

and we absolutely in love with the la-

test from ENVY. This is going to be an

incredible year for JOPEN in Europe. I

suggest getting your pre-orders in as

soon as possible for these incredibly

hot items!”

Wimborne, United Kingdom -

Enabling ABS Holdings to

sate all manner of inflatable

doll requirements from the

stag do to the more “se-

rious” user, they have

now taken delivery of the

Topco Penthouse Reality Girl

range. “At ABS Holdings we have a

doll for all occasions. From the chea-

per, less detailed models, through our

executive range to now, the Reality

Girls” Explains Glenn Wilde “The Pent-

house Reality range are solid, stunnin-

gly detailed and, for that final touch

of excellence, come with warming

rods to complete the experience.

We had one at  eroFame last year

and they were a real draw to the

stand. They offer a  different strata to

the doll market which has been ne-

glected for a long time. They are an

IsoFoam core covered in soft Cy-

berSkin with hand painted detailing.”

California Exotic Novelties shines at show

Los  Angeles ,  USA –  Cal i fo rn ia Exot ic  Novel t ies ,  the most

 t rusted global name in pleasure products,  was a shining

star at the Scala Fair.  The event was held September 7th

and 8th, 2014, in Almere, The Netherlands.

The Penthouse Dolls are an IsoFoam

core covered in soft CyberSkin

California Exotic Novelties

at Scala Fair
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Cobeco goes Asia

Over 50,000 We-Vibe 4 Plus hit the market

To establish and monitor a success-

ful launch of Cobeco Asia, they

opened a local office in Hong Kong

named “Cobeco Asia Limited” with

the management under their own su-

pervision. Their new office is located

in Hong Kong, because this is one of

Asia’s leading trading towns. The Co-

beco Asia team consists of four sales

persons, two marketing/IT/social me-

dia specialists and two employees

who are providing facilitation services.

There are also three employees with

a pharmaceutical degree working in

this team; considering the complex

regulations for the import and export

of food supplements mainly, their

knowledge is considered of great va-

lue. They position the Cobeco brand

primarily in the higher segment with

more prominent selling locations. 

Therefore Cobeco developed  a

shop-in-shop formula making their

products available in nine high-end

locations in China (mainland). Besides

these prominent selling locations,

there are also currently around 60

shops to promote the brand Cobeco.

Furthermore, they have decided to

open a flagship store to boost Co-

beco Asia as a trustworthy brand. The

building of this promising project has

already started. This new flagship store

will be situated in a department store

of a large retail chain; a prominent

strategic location in Macau. The flag-

ship store will display the complete

Cobeco Asia assortment. Mid 2015

the flagship store will be opened.

Ottawa, Canada - Over 50,000

We-Vibe 4 Plus couples vibra-

tors have now shipped to distributors

and retailers around the world. The

new app-compatible We-Vibe of-

fers smartphone control, custom vi-

bration playlists and the ability to

share control from anywhere in the

world. With We-Vibe 4 Plus and the

We-Connect app, couples can

play together even when they’re

apart. We-Connect is available for

both Apple and Android devices.

The free app connects couples

through a secure, private 

connection between

smartphones; no sign-in or 

registration is required.

We-Connect is now on the App

Store and Google Play and is availa-

ble in English, Chinese/Mandarin,

Czech, Dutch, French, German, 

Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,

and Spanish. We-Vibe retailers can

also access the new We-Connect

promotional video, “Play together

even when you’re apart”, released to

support the launch of the We-Vibe 4

Plus. The video can be viewed and

embedded on websites, directly from

YouTube. The video will soon be avai-

lable in 11 languages on the We-Vibe

4 Plus download page.

New Flagship Store to open Mid 2015

Berkel en Rodenri js ,  The Netherlands -  For quite some t ime now, Cobeco is posit ioning the

Cobeco brand strategical ly at the Asian market.  Fi rst  they aimed on the launch of our He-

alth and vitamins products. However, they have already noticed that the demand for Sexual

Health is also growing. That is why they offer Sexual Wellness products as well. The expansion

of Cobeco Pharma at the Asian Pacif ic market has led to the establ ishment of an off ice in

Hong Kong. 

Cobeco Pharma has opend a

new office in Hong Kong

Already 50.000 units of the

We Vibe 4 Plus have been shipped
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Introducing the world's first Electro Jiggle Balls

Lovely Planet: 10 years of passion

The ElectraStim Silicone Noir Lula Ke-

gel Balls are the world's first toy to

combine the pleasurable G-spot

massaging properties of a jiggle ball

with the practical application of a Ke-

gel toning system. The patent-pending

design features bi-polar conductive

contacts and a free-roaming weight

that jiggles in time with movement.

During wear the top ball rhythmically

massages the G-spot while the bot-

tom ball causes the vaginal muscles

to clench and relax in time with an

ElectraStim Stimulator pattern. Made

from 100% platinum-cured silicone

and free from phthalates, Lula has a

pleasingly soft and squeezable texture

and quickly warms to body tempera-

ture. The 2mm inputs are housed ne-

atly inside the retrieval cord, so they're

easily tucked out of the way during

play. Sized for a range of abilities, Lula

is beginner friendly and is compatible

with any ElectraStim stimulator. The

ElectraStim Silicone Noir Lula Kegel

Balls go on sale to stockists, distribu-

tors and suppliers on October 1st

2014, with a retail launch of Novem-

ber 1st 2014. To place an order,

companies should contact us at

 Cyrex Ltd quoting reference.

Marseille, France - Lovely Planet,

international distributor and

manufacturer of objects of pleasure,

is celebrating its tenth anniversary in

2014, at eroFame. To mark this

 important milestone, the brand will

welcome its existing and prospective

clients for a champagne toast 

on the Lovely Planet booth (#159),

on Tuesday, October 8th, 2014, 

at 5:00pm.

Born from the desire to reinvent

 objects of pleasure, the Lovely Planet

adventure has united many ambiti-

ons and has breathed new life into

the sex toy market, year after year. 

ElectraStim combines the pleasure of Jiggle Balls with electro stimulation

Stanstead Abbotts,  United Kingdom - J iggle bal ls  became big news in 2012 and with sales

sustaining an overal l  increase, ElectraSt im felt  i t  was t ime to get down to the nit ty-gr i t ty of

what makes Kegel Bal ls  so popular.  Not only does the f ree-roaming weight create delecta-

ble sensations, the shape, weight and placement can make i t  easy to locate the pelvic

f loor and per form exercises that help to tone the muscle group.They wanted to f ind a way

to improve on the classic Kegel exerciser design and create a whole new way to pleasure

women whi le helping them to tone their  vaginal muscles.

Lula are the world's

first electro jiggle balls

Lovely Planet celebrates

its 10th anniversary
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KEY by JOPEN Releases Mini Stella I and II

and the other two are 40g.

Robin Stewart, Brand Manager for

JOPEN, says, “The different weights

allow the user to start small and work

her way up. As she tightens and to-

nes her Kegel muscles, she can

move from the 30g ball in the Mini

Stella I, to the 40g ball. Then, when

she’s ready, she can move up to the

Mini Stella II, and then onto the re-

gular Stella Balls!” The Mini Stella Balls

by JOPEN are wrapped in body-safe

silicone and have a sturdy retrieval

loop. The come in the popular KEY

colors, blue, lavender and pink. 

Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe an-

nounces the introduction of

the Tango Pleasure Mate Collection,

the ultimate all-in-one pleasure set.

The Tango Pleasure Mate Collection

includes a special-edition, pearl

Tango mini-vibe packaged with two

silicone forms

— Glow Pleasure Mate is for targeted

G-spot stimulation and Dusk Pleasure

Mate is for those new to anal play.

Pleasure Mates are available to We-

Vibe authorized distributors begin-

ning October 6. A powerful, yet pe-

tite intimate massager, Tango by

We-Vibe™ is designed for precise ex-

ternal stimulation. It delivers deep,

rumbling vibrations right where

they’re wanted. The narrow edges

provide direct stimulation, while the

flat area soothes and stimulates with

all-over massage. Tango can be

used on its own, or paired with Glow

or Dusk for internal stimulation. Glow

Pleasure Mate™ is shaped for targe-

ted G-spot stimulation. Its tip is soft

and supple, but the handle is firm

and strong, allowing users to apply

pressure for just the right feel.  Dusk

Pleasure Mate™ is silky soft and

smoothly tapered for those new to

anal exploration. When Dusk is paired

with Tango, the rumbly vibrations relax

and provide waves of pleasure. The

Tango Pleasure Mate Collection is

100% waterproof and body-safe.

With the eight vibration modes of

Tango and two silicone forms to

choose from, variety is the new spice

in this collection.

New Kegel Balls now available

Susan Colvin,

P r e s i d e n t

and CEO of JO-

PEN, explains,

“Everyone loves

the Stella I, II,

and III. We re-

ceived wonder-

ful feedback

and found that

there is a seg-

ment of consumers who wanted a

smaller version. We listened, and

that’s why we now have a more pe-

tite version. The Mini Stella Balls are

nearly identical to the larger version

in all ways except the size. Mini Stella

is perfect for women who want to

take small steps toward their Kegel

exercising goals!”

The Mini Stella I holds a single ball. It

comes with a set of weighted balls,

which are 30g and 40g. The

Mini Stella II holds two balls,

and three weighted balls

are included. One is 30g
The Stella series received

a lot of positive feedback

We-Vibe launches 
Tango Pleasure Mate Collection

Los Angeles, USA – JOPEN releases the highly-anticipated Mini Stel la I  and I I  f rom KEY by

JOPEN. Seen for the f i rs t  t ime at the July ANME Show, the smaller vers ion of the best-sel l ing

Stel la Bal ls  is  a direct response to consumer feedback.
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MaleEdge and Jes-Extender sign 
exclusive deal with Love Group Australia

ECN/IVD Warehouse Show 
Graduates with PDU Honors!

“LoveGroup will offer our full B2B

marketing resource portfolio to

their Adult clients, focusing on giving

sellers easy startup and tailored inte-

gration for their brick-and-mortar

shops and web-platforms – sales, trai-

ning and instruction films, product-pre-

sentations, in-store point-of-sales con-

cepts, digital animations, one being

the much-used interactive learning

tool “Penis-O-Meter” and much

more.” says Klaus Pedersen, Mana-

ging Partner at DanaLife ApS.

“We are delighted and proud to be

working with Jes and Klaus from Male

Edge. Their series of penis traction de-

vices are the best in the marketplace

and a great addition to the exclusive

range of products from The Love

Group. We look forward to developing

the new shop display concepts in

both the adult and medical market-

places. Our staff will be providing de-

dicated programs for retailers and

consumers, in our new training centre

in Brisbane Queensland.” Says Rob

Godwin CEO of The Love Group.

Princeton, USA - The jet setting

Dream Team has returned from

the ECN/IVD 30th Anniversary Ware-

house Show in Princeton, New Jersey,

where the manufacturer presented

an exclusive Pipedream University

training seminar for VIP retailers. At-

tendees were treated to a perfect

blend of business and pleasure, en-

joying an entire weekend of training

and fun, food, and festivities provi-

ded by ECN and Pipedream. “Ha-

ving PDU and the Pipedream team

here on site was really special, and I

know East Coast News customers will

benefit from the experience,” said

ECN VP Brian Herbstman. “Thanks to

Pipedream for taking the time to join

us here.” Pipedream packed the

weekend with informative seminars

and intimate meetings, connecting

directly with storeowners, managers,

and buyers. Over 100 customers

graduated with honors and were wo-

wed by Pipedream’s latest collecti-

ons, in-depth product demos, and

sales and merchandising training. “It’s

always a pleasure to team up with

our friends and powerhouse distribu-

tor ECN,” said Visual Merchandiser

Briana Honz. Senior VP of Global

Sales Rich Easton made his PDU de-

but with an in-depth presentation on

new sales strategies. 

Full B2B marketing resources will be available at Love Group

Copenhagen, Denmark - The MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands have been popular  in

 Austral ia for many years,  sel l ing onl ine, and with selected Adult  retai l  cl ients.  As one of

our impor tant overseas markets they are very happy to now team up with Love Group to

fur ther ser vice and suppor t the Adult  market and Pharmacy sector.  With the dedication to

sales, ser vice and suppor t they have seen from Love Group during their  talks,  they are

very confident their  business in Austral ia wi l l  prof i t  greatly.

Now available in Australia 

PDU is an instructional seminar 
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pjur is a smash hit at AAE in Hong Kong

Ledapol brings Fifty 
Shades of Grey to Poland

Brand new and optimized pjur tester

stations gave enthusiastic industry

insiders a chance to try out the new

products for themselves – with tremen-

dous success: “The pjur serums gene-

rated an overwhelmingly positive re-

sponse, especially the delay products,

such as the new pjur superhero Serum.

Products from the superhero line fas-

cinated visitors as well,” Jordan ex-

plains. “Premature ejaculation and

erectile dysfunction are a hot topic in

Asia, and many customers are speci-

fically looking for products that are

more natural rather than pharmaceu-

ticals.” Because the new serums take

effect within just seconds, they are per-

fect for testing – and they won audi-

ences over at the AAE right away. The

pjur Slat Wall Displays, making their de-

but in Asia, were another of the high-

lights at the booth. They are quick to

set up, attract attention in the store,

and can be combined with each ot-

her in any number of ways. “Custo-

mers were so intrigued that we were

talking or giving a product presenta-

tion to visitors almost nonstop,” Jordan

says. Well over 70 customers from

China, Japan, Singapore, and the Phi-

lippines showed an interest in working

with the company, and the booth

even logged visitors from Brazil, Aust-

ralia, Russia, and France, who also

wanted to see pjur’s quality and Ger-

man craftsmanship for themselves.

“We are very pleased about this suc-

cess and the outstanding pjur booth

that attracted so many guests. Our

appearance at this fair and the pro-

mising discussions we had there with

retailers who are interested in us and

our products are an important step in

our push to make pjur available in

every country,” says Alexander Giebel,

CEO and founder of the pjur group.

Lubliniec, Poland - Ledapol would

like to announce that they have

become an official distributor for the

Fifty Shades of Grey range

from Lovehoney, including

the Official Pleasure Col-

lection Toys, Bondage and

Sensual Care, in Poland.

They are aware that "Fifty Sha-

des of Grey" reveals a true pas-

sion and creates a need for more

sophisticated bond between two

people, which means it is going to

be a huge success for the entire Plea-

sure Collection. People are intrigued

already and discuss the topic widely

on social media. It becomes more

and more popular and fashionable.

Global and local trends are promising

and with the premiere of the movie

could be above any expectation.

They’ve had a fruitful meeting with Jim

Primrose and the potential of the

brand is noticeable with no doubt.

For more information contact Leda-

pol sales and marketing division on

0048 34 356 26 32.

pjur booth drew a huge crowd

Wasserbi l l ig, Luxembourg - pjur generated a major buzz with i ts  new pjur serums at the

Asia Adult Expo (A AE) in Hong Kong. Jordan Weiser, Sales Director pjur Asia, and pjur Par tner

Evan Sho, f rom Hong Kong, were pleased to repor t that the booth drew a huge crowd, and

had many productive meetings with customers.

pjur was present at

the AAE in Hong Kong
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The Scala Playhouse ‘Fall in Love’ 
Fair was a great success

The Scala Fair was busy as can

be. Visitors were admiring several

new product lines from TOYJOY or

getting in line at the ‘Cash & Carry’

to load up on stock. The reactions

to the fair were undeniably posi-

tive! During this fall fair, TOYJOY laun-

ched its new and exclusive ‘Cute’

product line.

And cute they

were, but boy

did they have

some vibrating

powers! Also

‘Shades of Pur-

ple’ was a

newbie on the

block, with a lu-

xurious purple

look and feel.

Besides toys, the

lingerie depart-

ment was well

represented. The

brands K!ssMe

and Besired had

gorgeous mo-

dels walking

around, showing

off the their la-

test items of un-

dergarments.

As always the

Scala Fair wouldn’t be the Scala Fair

if it didn’t have the ‘Cash & Carry’.

Everyone wanted to enjoy the low

prices Scala Playhouse offered for

their great products. It was booming

business and in no time everything

was nearly gone! 

The sexy autumn vibes were all

around the showroom. The fallen

leaves were found on the ground

and you could even find squirrels

chasing nuts. Scala’s own helpful

sales representatives were ready to

lend every visitor a helping hand,

but also representatives of brands

like Doc Johnson, NS Novelties,

 California Exotic Novelties and

Shunga were present. Pipedream

even flew in starlet Bonnie Rotten to

show her ‘Be Rotten’ products. Scala

Playhouse knows how to entertain its

visitors, so in the evening there was

the (in)famous Scala Fair Party! With

a DJ getting everyone in the mood

for a little dancing and a bartender

shaking one delicious cocktail after

another. The Scala Playhouse ‘Fall in

Love’ Fair was a great success.

On 7 & 8 September Scala Playhouse organized the semi-annual Scala Fair  once again in

their  showroom in Almere. The theme of this year’s fai r  was ‘Fal l  in Love’ and there were

lots of new products to fal l  madly in love with.

Almere, The Netherlands
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Net 1on1 Wholesale release new 
products which are Bound To Please

pjur opens service centre for 
Australasian b2b and b2c customers

The packaging

design has

been considered

at length to make

sure bricks and

mortar stores can

best merchandise

the product with a

viewing window

displaying the pro-

duct and hang tab

for wall hanging. Claire Jacques, Sales

Manager is pleased with the new ad-

dition, saying: “We’ve had so much

feedback not only prior to the new

collection launching, but afterwards

as well, from customers keen to add

the products to their stock inventory

quickly. Following the Fifty Shades ef-

fect, consumers are demanding

more when it comes to light bon-

dage, so retailers are coming to us to

seek out ways to fulfill the need. In ad-

dition, as the product is so well pre-

sented so competitively priced, we’ve

experienced a real rush of orders,

which is a good sign that they are a

sure fire hit with our customers, and a

must have!” The new additions to

Bound To Please are now in stock at

Net 1on1 Wholesale and can be or-

dered either by phone or by logging

on to 1on1wholesale.co.uk.

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur

group Luxembourg is delighted

to announce the opening of pjur

group Australia Pty Ltd. This is a dedi-

cated customer service and training

centre for the pjur’s retail customers

and consumers. pjur group Australia

will provide Australia’s first dedicated

office for a lubricant company, focu-

sing on product training, introducing

new products, developing marketing

and promotional concepts. Targeted

marketing, advertising and PR cam-

paigns will further strengthen the pjur

brand in b2b and b2c channels and

drive sales for all involved. Whether it’s

regarding instore promotions, product

questions, suggestions or support with

presenting pjur products – a local part-

ner provides Australian and New Zea-

land customers with a quick commu-

nication channel without any time

zone difference. In addition, pjur group

Australia will consist of experienced

adult industry experts, knowledgeable

in the local market and its culture,

whilst staying in constant contact with

the pjur group headquarters in Luxem-

bourg. This allows for more effective

work and consistent communication

for the pjur brand on an international

and domestic level. “The Australasian

market is one of pjur’s most important

overseas markets. Over the years we

have already experienced many

great cooperations and have always

worked well with our Australian and

New Zealand customers.” states 

Alexander Giebel, founder and CEO

at pjur group. 

Ten new items added to the Bound to Please collection 

St Albans, United Kingdom - Net 1on1 welcomes the arrival of new Bound To Please additions

to Loving Joy’s already successful  bondage category. The col lect ion consists of 10 nipple

and cl i toral accessor ies including clamps, chains, cl ips,  bel ls ,  and tweezers,

al l  packaged in the modern, re-branded packaging which is  consistent with

the rest of the updated Loving Joy product range.

One of the many new additions

to the Bound to Please collection  
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The Screaming O Introduces Brightens 
Smiles with ColorPoP Quickie Ling O

T he ColorPoP Quickie Ling O

turns the tongue into a human

vibrator with a stretchy strap and er-

gonomic shape to keep it in place.

Simply loop it midway down the ton-

gue and switch it on to add a tingly

twist to oral sex – and

a colorful attitude – to

the task at hand. It’s

safe and comfortable

to use, and when

couples are done,

they can simply dis-

pose of the evi-

dence. The ColorPoP

Quickie Ling O is

convenient, portable

and the perfect so-

lution for shoppers looking for an on-

trend version of an industry-trusted

mini vibe. 

“Following the incredible success of

the ColorPoP originals, we decided

to give our top-selling disposables

a vibrant revamp with colorful neon

shades and matching eye-catching

packaging,” The Screaming O Re-

presentative Conde Aumann said.

“The Screaming O is known for our

bright colors and fun attitude, so it

only made sense to introduce more

of our most popular products in this

on-trend color scheme. This special

‘Quickie’ makes oral extra-exciting

and brightens your day and 

your mouth. What more could 

you ask for?”

The ColorPoP Quickie Ling O buzzes

for more than 30 minutes and is

made of latex-free and phthalate-

free SEBS. It’s completely waterproof,

too, which makes it the perfect ad-

dition to bathtub fun. Choose from

neon pink and blazing orange.

San Francisco, USA –

D e s i g n - c e n t r i c

brand, Jimmyjane, has

partnered with ABS Hol-

dings for exclusive distri-

bution of their products

in the UK  region. Jimmy-

jane has emerged as a

leader in the premium

pleasure products cate-

gory following recent mainstream

press coverage in the UK. With ABS

Holdings' 35 years experience and

proven track record in the market they

will further broaden the brand’s awa-

reness and availability to support gro-

wing consumer demand. Jimmyjane

has already seen results from their on-

going relationship with ABS. The new

deal will strengthen this partnership by

making ABS the exclusive wholesaler

for all Jimmyjane products in the UK.

ABS will now offer the complete as-

sortment of the Jimmyjane’s product

line, from their playful massage oil

candles to their award-winning vibra-

tors. With new products on the horizon,

Jimmyjane is planning for continual

success with ABS as they introduce

Jimmyjane to new markets.

Mini tongue vibe makes oral sex amazing with vibrant vibration! 

Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O is putt ing br ighter smiles on couples’  faces with the

new ColorPoP Quickie L ing O, a color ful  rendit ion of i ts  best-sel l ing vibrat ing tongue r ing

in two neon hues for a vibrant encounter!  This easy-to-use sex toy has turned lazy l ickers

into cunning l inguists for years and now consumers can take home their favorite disposable

oral enhancer with a br i l l iant boost!

The ColorPoP Quickie Ling

O adds vibrations to oral sex

Jimmyjane Partners with ABS for UK Distribution 
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The Screaming O Hits Home With ‘Overtime’
Performance-enhancing Vibrating Ring

Orion Wholesale releases new catalogue

The Overtime’s unique Ace Hitter ex-

tension is designed to transfer vi-

bration directly to the clitoris and fea-

tures a thick erection band reinforced

with round orbs for pressure point

pleasure. Made of ultra-soft, crystal-

clear SEBS, the Overtime stretches to

fit almost any member and constricts

blood flow for harder erections that

can last all the way to the end of the

game. And with three powerful

speeds and a bonus pulse function

for teasing foreplay, the Overtime will

leave couples screaming for an in-

stant replay!

“We make sex toys that are easy to

use and fun to try, and one of our fa-

vorite parts of the job is developing

unique and different ways to stimulate

our fans,” The Screaming O represen-

tative Conde Aumann said. “There’s

nothing like the Overtime’s extended

Ace Hitter; it provides a titillating flut-

ter-like sensation with a wide surface

area for direct clitoral contact. Plus it’s

made using some of the highest-qua-

lity SEBS on the market – it’s so clear

you can almost see through it! –

which means it looks almost as good

as it feels!”

The Overtime is available with red,

blue or black bullets and packaged

with replaceable AG13 batteries that

buzz for up to 45 minutes. For bulk or

wholesale orders, contact your

 preferred distributor or

email: conde@thescreamingo.com.

Flensburg, Germany - The biggest

Orion Wholesale catalogue of all

times is available as of now: 578 co-

lorful pages in an A4 format show the

newest products and bestseller from

every product range. Those are mar-

ked on every page for easy orienta-

tion. The texts are in German as well

as in English for the first time. The ca-

talogue is also available as e-paper

at www.orion-grosshandel.com as

well as a promotional, neutral version

in an A5 format named „Erotic High-

lights“, either in German or English.

A4 Retailer-Version 2014/2015, dual

language in German and English,

578 pages: item number 0900028

0000

„Erotic Highlights“ German with

 recommended retail prices, 452

 pages: item number 0900010 0000

„Erotic Highlights“ English without prices

labels, 452 pages: 

item number 0900540 0000

Further information: Orion Wholesale,

Hauke Christiansen, 

phone: 0049 (0)461-5040-210, 

e-mail: grosshandel@orion.de

Available with red, blue or black bullets

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has made i t  even easier for couples to hit  a home run

in the bedroom with the Over t ime vibrat ing erection r ing. This per formance-enhancing de-

vice features a f lexible tongue-l ike Ace Hit ter per fect ly posit ioned to st roke her sweet spot

with a st retchy r ing reinforced to keep him hard and in the game. With the Over t ime on

their team, couples can enjoy double headers with extra innings and an impressively strong

finish that could only come from The Screaming O.

Overtime is made of ultra-soft,

crystal-clear SEBS

The new Orion Wholesale Catalogue

offers 578 colorful pages
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New items added to the Fifty

 Shades of Grey – The Official

Pleasure Collection include: Pure Plea-

sure USB Vibrating Bullet: A petite and

powerful clitoral vibrator which char-

ges via your laptop – say goodbye 

to batteries. With 3 speeds and 9

 patterns of intense vibration, this USB

rechargeable bullet is great for plea-

sure on the go. 100% waterproof.

Delicious Fullness Vibrating Butt Plug:

A sensually smooth T-shaped butt

plug, with the added thrill of vibrati-

ons. Explore 3 vibration speeds and

7 patterns or use

without for an

 amazing ‘full’ 

feeling. 100% 

waterproof.

Feel it Baby! Vibra-

ting Cock Ring: 

A smooth silicone

cock ring and cli-

toral stimulator with

a simple one-

touch button.

Ideal for hands-

free pleasure du-

ring lovemaking,

this toy features an

incredibly powerful

single-speed bullet

vibrator which can

be removed. 

Other new items

include the Sweet

Touch Mini Clit-

oral Vibrator, 

the Massage Me

 Massage

Cand le

and a

new and

improved

C h a r l i e

Tango Classic Vibrator.

“The announcement of the Fifty 

Shades of Grey movie was great news

for the whole industry”, says Elcke Wief-

fering, buyer at Eropartner Distribution.

“The movie will attract people who

didn’t read the books, and will regain

the interest of the ones who did. That

said, the coming 4 months most be

used to push sales of the pleasure

collection, especially now the main-

stream market is getting more invol-

ved than ever. The perfect timing for

these new items!” Fifty Shades of

Grey has sold over 100 million

 copies and the movie is expected

to top the box office charts on its

 release in February 2015.

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  The ‘Fi f ty Shades Effect’  is  back and big-

ger than ever as the trai ler for the upcoming was released on July

24. And now, s ix brand new i tems were added to the off icial  Fi f ty

Shades of Grey range. Each product has been developed alongside

the books’  author,  and has been created working around quotes

from protagonists Christ ian Grey and Anastasia Steele.

The ‘Fifty Shades Effect’ is back

Eropartner Distribution stocks new 
Fifty Shades of Grey products

The “Delicious Fullness

Vibrating Butt Plug”
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As most of our readers know, Scala Playhouse have introduced a new concept to their   

in-house trade show this spr ing. The show wi l l  continue to take place twice a year,  but

f rom now on, i t  wi l l  take place on two days, namely Sunday and Monday. That was also the

case on September 7 and 8, and i t  became quite clear that the European trade approves

of the new concept as dozens of retai lers heeded Scala's cal l  and vis i ted the company's

headquar ters in Almere to learn about the the latest products and get f i rs t-hand advice

from the Scala team and Scala's suppl iers.  The impressive showroom was used for several

product presentat ions, and thanks to the wide range of discounts and special offers in the

Cash & Car r y area, many vis i tors went home with heavy bags. And in between shop talk

and shopping, the vis i tors could s i t  and chat at the Scala restaurant.  Al l  of the suppl iers

and Scala presented their  latest brands, products,  and product l ines at the in-house show,

so the trade members could already make a l is t  of the things they' l l  want on their  shelves

for the hol iday season. Af ter the event,  the Scala team, the suppl iers,  and the vis i tors

agreed wholehear tedly that this fal l  show had been a great success for everybody.
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E V E N T

New concept enthrals the trade

Tim Brown (UM Products) shows Huda Lutz

(EAN) how to use the Bathmate penis pump

Alicia Sinclair informs the visitors

The Cal Exotic Team at the Scala in-house show:

Roxana Forenza and Angela Mustone

about the US luxury brand Jimmyjane

Fall in Love – 
show ushers in 
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S C A L A  S H O W

Fashion experts: Walter Kroes and

Andre Visser (Leg Avenue)Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson) 

The heart of the in-house show: Scala's showroom

that have been presented at the show

EAN (here: Matthias Poehl) talks with Scala
Product Manager Rick Zwaan about the new products

Ryan Poirier (OhMiBod) takes a

time-out at the Pipedream stand 

Scala's in house 
the fall/winter season

smile to face of seasoned

Some products even brought a

industry veterans
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area was incredibly popular

As always, the Cash & Carry

Lends advice: Dana DiValli (OVO) 

Joydivision's Account Manager Iris Herrmann

explains the advantages of Soft Tampons

Christoph Hofmann and Frank Kok (Mystim GmbH)

US adult star Bonnie Rotten presents

Pipedream's Bonnie Rotten Collection 

Lavi Yedid (NS Novelties)
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Following a long tradition, Orion once again invited its trade partners to the Nautics in

Flensburg, one of the biggest harbour festivals and sailing events in Germany. On Friday,

August 15,  Orion's guests were treated to a tour of the company's headquarters, including

their new logistics department. This way, roughly 100 trade partners from all over the world

got to see first-hand how the new, automated packaging storage system works. And later

that day, after the guests of the Flensburg-based erotic wholesaler had been to a Handball

League game of SG Flensburg-Handewitt, they were invited to a get together in one of the

city's breweries. On the following day, the Orion crew and their guests boarded a three-

masted vessel for a sailing trip on the Flensburg Fir th. Those who felt the need for more

speed, also had the oppor tunity to

race across the waves of the Baltic Sea

in a speed boat.

All aboard – conquering the waves with Orion

E V E N T

Orion weighs anchor!
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Cheers! Huda Lutz (eroFame) 

Windswept: Sven Jacobsen

and Björn Radcke 

The Orion team proved once again that they are

world-class hosts; here:

Hauke Christiansen and Sven Jacobsen 

Sabine Hinrichs and

Annika Vestergaard 
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Werner Tiburtius (S&T Rubber GmbH)

enjoys the sea air 

Neither wind nor waves could

shake these two sea dogs

Many guests wanted to take

the speed boat for a spin

Roughly 100 of Orion's customers

came to this year's Nautics event

Full speed ahead! 
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“We want to be the best at everything we do,“

 explains company founder and CEO Oliver

Redschlag. And that also goes for their presentations

and stands at trade shows. The past years have shown

that there is never a dearth of new ideas at JOYDIVISION.

To jolt your memory: Just think of the world's only hy-

draulic Formula 1 simulator. And this year, the company

will celebrate its 20th anniversary with another special

treat, the JOYDIVISIONvillage at eroFame 2014. And as

if that were not enough, all the visitors who stop by at

the village can win a brand new Porsche 911 or 100,00

euro. Porsche combines exclusiveness, individuality, and

craftsmanship – tenets that are not  far removed from

JOYDIVISION's own philosophy. While only one lucky win-

ner can drive home from eroFame in an exclusive sports

car, all the trade partners of JOYDIVISION can benefit

from their quality pro-

ducts that

For 20 years,  JOYDIVISION has been a producer of sensual l i festyle  products for the erot ic

market,  and the company is known for qual i ty “made in Germany“. Given this year 's  big

anniversary, and considering the fact that the t rade show city Hanover is  JOYDIVISION's

home tur f,  i t  comes as no surpr ise that they have come up with something special for 

eroFame 2014. Their  impressive stand is only the t ip of the iceberg, and the vis i tors of the

trade convention can look forward to a very  special presentat ion as the company invi tes

them to experience the JOYDIVISION success stor y.

JOYDIVISIONvillage 
at eroFame 2014

are made in Germany and guarantee beautiful sexual

experiences. And of course, the visitors of eroFame can

look forward to interesting new products from the

 German company. If you want to win the sports car –

and who doesn't -, enter your six-digit code at stand

103 in fair hall 2 of the eroFame fairgrounds. We have it

on good authority that JOYDIVISION wishes all the parti-

cipants good looks, and the team is already excited to

see the face of the lucky winner. But of course, they are

also looking forward to in-depth business conversations

in the professional atmosphere of eroFame. Time and

time again, the Hanover-based company has mana-

ged to find new and interesting ways of presenting their

products to the audience. Said products cover all the

big categories; they have been sold millions of times

and every retailer would be well advised have them on

his shelves. JOYDIVISION, the unique full-range producer,

is excited to meet with new contacts, long-standing

business partners, and interested trade mem-

bers. So visit the impressive JOYDIVISION-

village and drink to the next 20 years

of success with the JOYDIVISION

team and the JOYDIVISION pre-

mium partners Import Kareva, Soft-

Land, Grutinet, and Debranet.

The visitors can win a Porsche 911 

exclusive

F E A T U R E

The visitors of the JOYDIVISIONvillage

can win a brand new Porsche 911

or 100,000 euro in cash
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I t ’s  just  around the corner—eroFame! Let ’s  take a sneak peek of what’s in store for v is i tors.

Angela Mustone, International Business Manager for Cal i fornia Exot ic Novelt ies and JOPEN,

and Robin Stewar t,  Brand Manager for JOPEN, tel ls  us what to expect.

eroFame Fever

What does the eroFame Show mean to CalExo-

tics and JOPEN?

Angela: This is the five-year anniversary for eroFame.

It has quickly become the leading tradeshow in

Europe. It is an incredibly important show for us. I am

definitely looking forward to being a part of it! We are

going to have many members of the CalExotics’ and

JOPEN team there. The European market is so vibrant,

we want to do all we can to support it.

Robin: The European market has seen tremendous

growth for JOPEN. Being a part of it is very exciting. This

show helps us solidify our already-existing  partnerships

and build new ones! The eroFame Show helps our

 partners to see their full potential because we can be

face to face and demonstrate our selling techniques,

provide them with stunning  marketing materials and

show them helpful customer support items. 

Can you give us a sneak peek of the products your

will be showing at eroFame?

Angela: All of our top-selling collections will be on

 display. You’ll see exciting new ranges from the July

 release as well as best-sellers and other favorites. One

of the exciting collections to watch for is the new VIVID

Raw. CalExotics and VIVID Entertainment joined forces

to create a new line of products for men.  Called VIVID

Raw, the extensive 34-sku collection consists of dolls,

strokers, masturbators and life-sized pieces. The

 European market is going to love this line! We also

By Desiree Duffie 

Desiree Duffie, director of public

relations, California Exotic Novelties 

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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have the Impress Collection.  Fea-

turing state-of-the-art  technology,

Impress incorporates a  pressure-

sensitive pad to increase the

speed of the vibration—the harder

the user squeezes, the more in-

tense the vibration. It is amazing,

please come by and test it for

yourself during the show! There are

also the new Heated  Aluminum Vi-

bes,  Packer Gear,  Passion Pal, and

Power Play  collections. Plus additi-

ons to Apollo, COLT Gear, Dr. Joel

Kaplan,  Scandal, Up!, and more.

Robin: eroFame attendees can ex-

pect to see fantastic new items

from three of JOPEN’s popular pro-

duct lines at this event.  JOPEN’s

award-winning KEY range is expan-

ding with two new sets of Stella Mini

Kegel balls, Mini Stella I and Mini

Stella II.  Made with the same great

soft  Shin-Etsu silicone, each style is

perfectly weighted and designed

for maximum  enjoyment. The

world’s strongest rechargeable sili-

cone vibrator,  JOPEN’s ENVY, will ex-

pand with five additional items.

Envy Eight, Nine, Fifteen, Sixteen

and Seventeen are highly-awaited

new shapes and designs, all pa-

cking the powerful punch that Envy

is known for! 

Lastly, the ever popular LUST line will

see an expansion of five new fun

products, L7, L9, L13, L15 and L19.

JOPEN’S LUST L19 is the  first-ever

product to demonstrate our Power

Boost Technology. Truly a one of a

kind product that retailers must see

and feel to believe!  JOPEN will be

 unveiling for the first time, our new

packaging for our flagship brand,

Vanity. Look out Europe, here we

come!

Can you tell us about your booth?

Angela: California Exotic Novelties

and JOPEN will have all our  fashion-

forward items on display. You’re

going to see some of the most

beautiful products coming to the

market. This year California  Exotic No-

velties and JOPEN will have our big-

gest booth ever. It will feature the la-

test and most  exciting collections.

We can’t wait to see everyone at ero-

Fame. It’s going to be a great show!

Robin: All JOPEN products will be

showcased in the big and beautiful

booth of our sister company, Cali-

fornia Exotic Novelties. The front of

the booth is dedicated to  JOPEN.

The space is going to be beautiful

and it is a great way to spotlight

this amazing luxury brand.

How can people find out more

about your companies and

 products outside of the show?

Angela: Our website is a fantastic

resource. We have free Visual

 Merchandising Plans, signage

 options, images, sales materials

and more. It’s all on www.CalExo-

tics.com. Plus I am here to help.

Reach out to me anytime at An-

gela@CalExotics.com. 

Robin: If you want more informa-

tion after the eroFame Show, or

have questions, or would like to

browse our products online, visit

www.JOPEN.com.  I’m available as

well and am always happy to assist

with questions. 

My email address is: 

Robin@JOPEN.com. 

Angela Mustone, Business Development International,

California Exotic Novelties Robin Stewart, brand manager for JOPEN

F E A T U R E
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For ten years now, the Czech online trade has profited

from two-digit growth rates. In 2013 alone, the mar-

ket grew 16% compared to the previous year, and the

APEK, the Czeck association for the electronic trade, is

expecting a similarly impressive 15% growth for 2014.

This success story has also benefited the erotic market,

as Jan Adamica explains: “Lately, e-commerce has be-

come very important, and I suppose

nowadays more people buy erotic ar-

ticles online.“

To make the most of this development,

e-kondomy.cz have invested a lot of

time and market research to find the

right balance between the today's'

quality standards and the consumers'

price consciousness. “The people in the Czech Republic

are very much price-sensitive, so they tend to buy chea-

per products of good quality.“ As far as said quality is

concerned, the Czech people seem to place a lot of

trust in brand names – also when it comes to condoms,

as Jan tells us. “Brands are very important especially in

the condom market as people have to trust the pro-

ducts before they use them. For erotic toys, it is still im-

portant but not as much as for contraception products.“

While condoms are still the mainstay of the e-tailer's

business, the 1200+ products in the e-kondomy.cz

range cover the entire spectrum of the erotic market.

Apart from a comprehensive product range and a well-

74 

I t  is  a success many entrepreneurs dream

about: Three years ago, Jan Adamica founded

the online shop e-kondomy.cz. At the time, the

product range was l imited to 15 dif ferent

 condoms, the star ting capital was a modest 100

euro. Today, the e-tai ler offers more than 1200

 products, and his company is growing continuously.

balanced price-quality ratio, another important building

block of e-kondomy.cz's success is great service. To

make sure that the online clientele is always satisfied,

Jan sets great store by customer service. “We try to offer

the best quality service and we are carefully choosing

the products we are offering for our customers.“

More than 9,000 Facebook fans prove that the custo-

mers are indeed happy with the service

at e-kondomy.cz. This number is all the

more impressive considering the fact

that the company has actually cut back

on their social media activities. This has

to do with the frequent changes in the

terms and and conditions of these plat-

forms. For smaller, young companies,

adhering to all the legal regulations is a full-time job

unto itself. Moreover, the tangible results did not quite

justify the team's efforts. That said, Jan has no intention

of turning his back to this channel of communication.

“Of course, we use all the possibilities at our disposal to

present ourselves online!“

There is no denying that the meteoric rise of e-kon-

domy.cz is a success story - as was underpinned once

again last year: heureka.cz, an online portal for price

comparisons where the users can rate online compa-

nies, named Jan Adamicas e-kondomy.cz the best

Czech online shop for erotic products, based on 2,000

overwhelmingly positive user reviews.

Jan Adamica runs an online shop for erotic products in the Czech Republic

.................

We do our best to

make our customers

more than happy.“

................................ 
“

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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“e-kondomy.cz was named best Erotic Shop
of the Year 2013 in the Czech Republic.“
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But Asia isn’t the only place where many customers

see these products as the highlight of the year. In

Europe, too – for instance at the recent Scala 

in-house fair in Almere, the Netherlands – and in other

international markets, retailers are excited about this

patent-pending innovation!

Unlike the sensitivity reduction products that are available

on the market, pjur Back Door Serum, pjur analyse me!

Serum and pjur superhero Serum work without any

 numbing agents at all, and yet they are even more

 effective. “Anesthetics like benzocaine and lidocaine

can also quickly numb a person’s partner’s intimate area,

76 

The new Serums to  reduce sens i t i v i ty  have been presented success ive ly  at  the b iggest

t rade fa i r s  fo r  specia l i zed re ta i le r s ,  impress ing fa i r -goers  w i th  the i r  e f fect iveness ,  use,

and  sa le s  po ten t ia l .  AEE  i n  Hong  Kong  showed  tha t  t hese  p roduc t s  a re  now  more 

sought-af ter  than ever.  Jordan Weiser,  Sales Di rector  pjur  As ia,  explains:  “The pjur  Serums

genera ted an  ove r whe lming ly  pos i t i ve  response ,  espec ia l l y  the  new p ju r  super he ro

 Serum.  Premature  e jacu lat ion and erect i le  dys funct ion are  a  hot  top ic  in  As ia ,  and

many cus tomers  are speci f ica l ly  look ing fo r  products  that  are more natura l  and not  as

much based on pharmaceut icals . ”  

New pjur Serums 
launch successfully worldwide

which is definitely not desired in the case of the pjur

 superhero delaying Serum, for example,” explains

 Alexander Giebel, founder and CEO of pjur group. In the

new pjur Serums, the sensitivity reduction is brought about

by a unique agent that forms a film on the skin and takes

effect in as little as 15 seconds – and not 15 to 20

 minutes, like with other products.

Another significant difference between these products

and conventional ones is how gentle they are to the skin.

Because the innovative film does not absorb into the

skin, but instead stays on the surface, it is not irritating to

the skin. Although the film has a lubricating effect right

New products wow retailers in Asia at AAE

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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pjur partner Evan Sho presents

the Serums to the visitors of AAE 
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and is also

gentle to the skin

at the same time should choose pjur Back

Door Serum or pjur analyse me! Serum. The difference

between the two products is their intensity: Back Door was

developed for impulsive anal sex and the specific requi-

rements of the gay community, while analyse me! is pre-

ferred by  beginners and heterosexuals. pjur superhero

 Serum is the innovative delaying gel for men. It reduces

sensitivity, so it can help fight premature ejaculation.

None of the new Serums numb the skin or reduce

 sensation, so users can still enjoy sex to the fullest. The only

thing they reduce is hypersensitivity, which can cause pain

and discomfort during anal sex or, in the case of the penis,

can lead to premature ejaculation.

These are the reasons why retailers and consumers all

over the world are excited about the new products. Tester

stations at trade fairs in Moscow, Hong Kong, and Brisbane

allowed everyone to see the fast-acting effect for

 themselves. And the new products also represent an

 excellent response to the needs of the market: “End

 customers today are specifically looking for products that

are produced without anesthetics and are gentle on the

skin. Our Serums are a perfect fit for these requirements,

which is why they are already so successful,” Alexander

Giebel explains.

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 4

from the start, its main job is to

 protect the skin and reduce

sensitivity. For the utmost

in enjoyment, it is

 therefore recom-

mended that the

Serums be used in

conjunction with

pjur lubricants,

which are formu -

lated for long-

 lasting lubrication.

The new Serums are

also no substitute for the

well-known pjur Sprays,

which are also available in

Back Door, analyse me! and

 superhero versions. The Serums approach the

subject of sensitivity reduction from a whole new direction.

The effect is caused by a neutral, invisible protective

film that covers the penis or anus, yielding the desired

effect. In the sprays, on the other hand, special natu-

ral  ingredients provide a gentle desensitizing effect.

The  products are similar in intensity, so whether you

choose the Serum, which has a gel-like consistency,

or the slightly cooling spray is simply a matter of

 personal taste. For  retailers, the addition of the Serums

leads to  additional sales and cross-selling

 potential in pjur’s top three series.

No one wants to feel pain or discomfort  during

anal sex. Those who are looking for a product

that works without

anesthetics

F E A T U R E
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Already today, a farmer can get an automated short

message on his smartphone to learn when one of his

cows is in heat. The necessary data is transmitted from an

implanted chip in the animal's body to a large-scale mo-

nitoring system.  Likewise, the tenant or owner of a house

can see to it that the heating in their

house regulates itself while they are

not at home. And if they return in

the evening, the heating will be

back on at just the right time be-

cause they system tracks their

smartphone signal, so it knows

when the home owner will be

back.

Peter Middleton, Research Director

at Gartner, expects that the “in-

ternet of things“ will create many

new product categories that

have not existed before. Think of a tooth brush that will be

analysing your mouth and brushing your teeth according

to your dentists recommendation or  according to instruc-

tions you determine via smartphone. And that is just the

beginning. One day, the user will probably be urged to

go jogging by their personal fitness tracker while their refri-

gerator or their intelligent Microsoft bra warns them of ea-

ting sweets because the latest data suggest that if you

give in your candy cravings, the new dress or shirt you or-

dered yesterday won't fit when it arrives. Of course, this

dress or shirt won't be produced in Bangladesh any more,

but by automated machines. And the parcel with the

dress – or shirt – will find its way to your doorstep  almost by

80 

Refrigerators, TVs, industry machines, tooth brushes, toilets, guns, and count-

less other technical devices have one thing in common: They are all available

in special versions that offer internet access, meaning they can communicate or interact with

one another or their environment. According to a – rather conservative – study carried out by

Gartner, 26 billion devices will be connected in this so-called “internet of things“ by 2020. The

possibilities are vir tually unlimited, but unfor tunately, not only in a positive way.

The internet of things

itself, thanks to RFID chips. This way, if the product gets da-

maged on the way, a replacement will already be under

way by the time the first parcel is delivered. 

Whatever the future may look like, numerous companies

have already identified the “internet of things“ as the next

big growth market - among them several producers of

smartphones and

smartphone opera-

ting systems. Their

 interest in this market

is perfectly understan-

dable, after all, mobile

phones are becoming

the the central control

 device for technologi-

cal products right now.

In January, Google

bought Nest, a producer

of remote-controlled

smoke detectors and thermostats, and in their Google X

labs, the internet behemoth is looking for new application

possibilities to exploit the potential of the “internet of things.“

The company's plans for fully automated vehicles and the

much-talked about data-processing Smart Glasses are

only two examples of Google's activities in this segment.

At any rate, Google has already tapped into the three

areas of this market that have the greatest growth potential

according to financial analyst Raymond Jones: the

 automation of households, connected cars, and wear-

ables. According to an article from the website “9to5mac“,

Apple is working on their own hardware for the smart home

Everything is connected

exclusive
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no longer a rarity

Connected cows are are

The Google Car prototype
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market. Moreover, the company presented a new

 programming interface  for their iOS operating system that

can combine all the control features for technical devices

in one application – until now, these control features had

been spread over several apps.

As Voltaire – and later Spider-Man – said: “With great power

comes great responsibility.“ This is all the more true for the

internet of things because for every new opportunity it

creates there are also ways to abuse it. As every computer

specialist will tell you, systems are more prone to problems

and interference if they are heavily interconnected. It is

for a reason that IT experts recommend that computers

with important data only have limited internet access or

no access at all. Already now, a refrigerator has made

the news because it was infected by a Trojan horse and

started sending spam mails via a bot net. Also, smart TVs

and routers are being affected by malware more and

more often because they are not as well-protected against

intruders than your average computer or mobile  phone.

Patches or firmware updates provided by the producers

can't really provide a solution because only few consumer

know how, or want to install them manually. Automatic

updates are still the exception rather than the rule in this

field. So far, most of these attacks have been relatively

harmless, but if someone hacked into medical equipment,

the systems of a logistics company, an important data

hub, or a semi-autonomous car, the effects could be

much more severe. In the United States, clever criminals

were able to manipulate the cash registers of Target stores

in such a way that they got access to information on 40

million credit and debit cards – and personal data about

70 million customers. Research has has also shown that

even the autopilot of a commercial aeroplane could be

manipulated with something as mundane as a

82 

smartphone unless the safety measures are improved. So

the corporate world would be well-advised to pay attention

to the downside of the technological revolution. 

And let's not forget that there are parties – whistleblowers

and Wikileaks have made some of them the subject of

unwanted public attention lately – that may not be

 interested in sabotaging your company but still want to

get their hands on your data to use it for their own purposes.

And there is at least one market where intelligence services

will get a big step closer to complete supervision very

soon as car producers are obligated to install a so-called

eCall system in all of their cars in the European Union as of

October 2015. eCall will automatically contact the closest

emergency response station in case of an accident, but

critics feel this system will be the foundation of a Europe-

wide monitoring system - and insurance companies have

already stated that they'd be very interested in these data

as well. Because as hard as Google may be working on

the automated car, the human element will not simply

disappear from road traffic. More and more elements

may become computer-controlled, but cars that are na-

vigating traffic safely all by themselves would still need so

much information that any network would simply collapse

under the weight of the data. At least for the time being

But this scenario exemplifies a big challenge facing the

“internet of things“ in general: As stated in the study “The

Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and Increasing

the Value of the Internet of Things“ - carried out by the

market research company IDC, the annual data volume

will increase to 44 trillion GB until 2020 – that is ten times

more than it is today. At the same time, power consump-

tion will also increase dramatically, as the International

Energy Agency (IEA) predicts. Connected products won't

be switched off, but will be waiting in standby mode

 because they always need to be in touch with the network.

Things like that will cause the power consumption of these

devices to double until 2025, from 616 terawatt hours

(2013) to 1,140 terawatt hours – that's six percent of the

worldwide energy consumption.

Google, Samsung, Freescale, Silicon Labs, and ARM want

to counter that development with a new protocol for

 private households that is more energy efficient than WLAN

and Bluetooth and enables communication between de-

vices. According to official statements, these devices can

stay connected for years with just one AA battery. 

F E A T U R E
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via smartphone or brushes you teeth based on an analysis

You could even have a tooth brush that is programmed

your mouth or your dentist's recommendation
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Organic products appeal to the consumers for two

reasons: Firstly, they are safer to consume than pro-

ducts that have been produced the conventional way.

Secondly, they give the consumers the feeling that they

have done the right thing, ethically as well as for them -

selves. Apart from pioneers such as Intimate Organics,

many other companies are offering organic products

 nowadays, although many of them only sold conventional

products not so long ago. “Originally, when we launched

the brand in 2008, it was considered a “specialised”

 category, however now more and more consumers care

about what goes in and on their bodies and we are in de-

mand now in every market,“ explains Rebecca Powley,

Director of Intimate Organics. Because her company had

already focussed on this field before most other producers,

they are well-established in the erotic market, and the

consumers know that they can trust the brand. So

 dedication to environment-compatible and safe products

can definitely pay off. When asked about the positive

effect of this trend on her business, Rebecca explains:

“Oh yes, everyone has now done this but we have gained

such a loyal fan base and great word of mouth that our

sales continue to grow about 75% for the last 3 years!“

There is no reason not to believe that organic products will

continue to be a growth market for years to come.

 However, there is organic, and then there is organic. Some
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As more and more consumers are becoming aware of the fact that many products they use

every day contain substances that can be harmful, organic products  represent an alternative

that is becoming increasingly popular. From fruit and  vegetables to tooth paste and cosmetics,

organic is the new trend. One of the  companies that have introduced this trend to the erotic

industry is Intimate Organics. Since 2008, the Canadian company has been selling lubricants

and massage oils that are made of organically grown ingredients, free of chemical additives.

“There was definitely a need 
for a more natural alternative.”

companies offer products that merely fulfil the minimum

requirements so they can be called organic according

to the legal regulations. Intimate Organics, however, sets

great store by top-quality ingredients: “Our raw materials

are sourced from many high quality suppliers, even if it

means buying from half way around the world. Pure vegan

and no animal testing are key,” says Rebecca Powley,

summing up her business concept. What's more, all the

Intimate Organics products are controlled and tested by

independent NGOs. It is also important for the consumers

to know that the products they use have been created in

a way that has no detrimental effect on the environment.

Intimate Organics is also in the vanguard in that field,

 abiding by the philosophy that less is more. “We have

done away with outer packaging on the majority of our

products and will have done so with the few remaining by

the end of 2014.” So the right products are definitely there,

but can the erotic trade also realise the potential of organic

products? Intimate Organics are doing everything in their

might to make it happen. The company's trade partners

can count on extensive support. “We work with any com-

pany’s graphic person, they just need to contact us to

ask.” says Rebecca Powley. Strong brands can help attract

consumers who want sustainability and organic products

– and in the erotic market,  there is hardly a brand that is

better suited for that purpose than Intimate Organics. 

Rebecca Powley sees a trend towards organic products in the erotic industry

F E A T U R E
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Rebecca Powley (right)

founded Intimate Organics

exclusive
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Krogstadt is certain that you can only be successful

in Norway if you have a strong online presence.

 After all, 60 to 65% of all erotic products are being sold

via the world wide web, as he explains. The  reasons for

that disproportionately large share are easy to explain:

Norway is a big country with a small population and

86

Those lucky Nor wegians:  Thei r  count r y  has taken the top spot  in  the Human  Development

Index,  i t  has  one of  the greates t  per  capi ta gross  domest ic   p roducts  in  the wor ld ,  and

i t  has  a l so   managed to  avo id the ef fects  o f  the  economic cr i s i s  that  hur t  many other

 nat ions  th roughout  the past  years .  Tom  Ket i l  K rogs tadt  i s  the managing d i rector  o f  the

Nor wegian company V ipSer v ice,  and he  ta lked wi th EAN about the cur rent   deve lopments

in  the Nor th  o f  Scandinav ia.  W i th  th ree br ick  and mor tar  s to res ,  a  wholesa le  bus iness ,

and ten  on l ine shops,  h i s   company i s  one of  the b ig p layers  that   cover  the  Nor wegian

 erot ic  market  in  i t s   ent i re ty.  The most   impor tant  p i l la r  o f   V ipSer v ice ' s   success ,  however,

i s  the on l ine t rade.  

“I think that all retailers
need an internet shop.“

low population density. “There are not all that many re-

gular shops, so many people use  internet shopping,

also  because of the long distances between the bigger

 cities in this country.“ With an average of just 15 people

per square kilometre,  Norway is ranks next to last in

Europe; only Iceland do people have more elbow

VipService is one of the biggest retail sources for erotic products in Norway

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 4

exclusive

Tom Ketil Krogstadt (right) believes that the internet

is the future of the Norwegian erotic market
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room. Therefore,  Krogstadt has no doubt that the online

business will continue to gain importance, and not only

in his home market, but all across the continent. In

order to benefit from that development, several e-

commerce shops – with many more  expected to follow

– are making use of Vip Service's dropshipping service.

“Our philosophy is to give our business partners in

 Norway the best and biggest assortment for the best

prices, delivered to any address in Norway,“ explains

Krogstadt.

Another thing that sets Norway apart from most other

countries on the continent is that it never joined the EU.

“That means that we have higher freight and customs

taxes. Also longer delivery times from other countries

because of customs work and freight time.“ As a result,

it is very important to have enough  products on stock if

you want to be able to give your customers what they

want when they want it.

88 

Apart from that fact, Krogstadt feels that his country is

dominated by the same trends as the rest of Europe:

Public acceptance of erotic products is  growing, more

and more stores and online shops are adapting to

 cater to the new target audience of  women and

 couples. “Light colours, good light  settings, and all

brands very nicely decorated with displays and shop

in shop systems,“ says Krogstadt, describing his Erotikk1

store in Trondheim. “The women love it!“ Among the

products, the current top-sellers are Shots Toys' “Ouch“

brand, but MisterB and the Rimba private brands are

also selling like hotcakes.

This can be attributed almost solely to another trend

that has gained momentum in Norway, namely the

popularity of the Fifty Shades of Grey novels and the

resulting interest in SM products. Even though Norway

has been spared the effects of the recent economic

crisis, sales of  traditional erotic products have gone

down, as Krogstadt adds.  However, that decrease is

more than made up by the new interest in fetish

 products. Therefore, he hopes that the up coming

 movie adaptation of the world's best-selling erotic

 novels will take this phenomenon to the next level. “I

think that the movie will make this even better. Then,

we will reach even more people in the  mainstream

market because they will be more  hardcore and fetish

orientated in their minds and  fantasies.“

F E A T U R E
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People in all segments of the

community are becoming more

open- minded and public.“

......................................................
“

One of the online-shops of

Tom Ketil Krogstadt
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Michael, before we talk about your new and unique

product, would you mind giving our readers some

information about your company?

Michael Lenke: epi24 GmbH is a German company that

develops and produces innovative lifestyle products. Our

international team of engineers and designers is working

together with doctors and wellness experts to achieve this

goal. Our products set new standards in terms of

 technology, ergonomic design, and quality. epi24's

 womanizer is dedicated to innovation in the erotic and

wellness market. It represents pure lifestyle. I have 40 years

of experience in research and development, and we

92

“Everything vibrates!“ says Michael Lenke,

CEO and mastermind of epi24 GmbH, looking

at  the vibrator market, but this comment is

not without crit icism because in his mind,

there is too much vibration, but not enough

innovation and new technology. It is time for

a revolution, and Michael is ready to set the

ball rolling with his “womanizer“, a lifestyle

product that does not create orgasms via tra-

ditional vibration, but with an entirely new sti-

mulation technology. Of course, the EAN team

wanted to learn more about this exciting in-

novation, and Michael Lenke told us all there

is to know about his “womanizer“.

“The womanizer creates multiple orgasms   

own 50 international patents and registered designs in

various industries. The CEO of epi24, my wife, Brigitte Lenke,

is in charge of administrative tasks and product testing.

What was your motivation to take this step and get into

the market for intimate stimulation products?

Michael Lenke: Being an inventor (50 international patents

& registered designs), I noticed that there hadn't been

real innovations in the erotic market for some time –

 everything vibrates, but that's about it! It is time to take sex

toys to the next level, and our womanizer is a quantum

leap in that development.

epi24 GmbH from Germany introduce a unique innovation to the market

.................

The revolutionary

 womanizer technology is

nothing like a vibrator. For

the first time ever, you can

stimulate the clitoris 

without even touching it.“

................................ 

“

exclusive
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  of an intensity no other product can match.“
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You conducted extensive market re-

search before getting into this industry.

What caught your attention, and

more importantly, what was missing

in the market?

Michael Lenke: We watched and

analysed the market very care-

fully for a full two years. What

we noticed is that there is very

little innovation in this industry.

Usually, the only things that

change are the colours and

shapes of the  vibrators or dildos. But

when was the last time we really saw

a new, innovative technology? Many

years ago.  Vibrators have been

around for more than 100 years, and

I really feel it is time to revolutionise

the concept with a  new technology

– by stimulating the clitoris without vi-

bration and without touching it.

Without a doubt, your “womanizer“

will change the world of erotic toys.

How did you get the idea for this pro-

duct?

Michael Lenke: All you need is an

 inventive mind and  enjoyment in

things erotic.

The “womanizer“ is not a vibrator in

the traditional sense as it is based on

an entirely different principle. What

can you tell us about this new gene-

ration of vibrator?

Michael Lenke: The revolutionary wo-

manizer technology is nothing like a

vibrator. For the first time ever, you can

 stimulate the clitoris without even

 touching it. The principle our product

is based on is as brilliant as it is

 innovative: The clitoris is sucked into

the head of the toy and then

 stimulated by exposing it to pulsating

compression waves – no physical

contact, easy to adjust –

until the user rea-

ches her cli-

max. The

over-stimu-

lation of the clitoris

becomes a thing of the

past. Our womanizer is the first

 product in the world to make use of

this great, innovative technology.

So how do you use this product? 

Michael Lenke: First, remove any

 intimate piercings you may have, and

you're ready to go. Press the button

shortly to turn on the product. It is now

in soft mode, the treatment head

 flashes. Next, you slightly spread apart

the labia so as to expose the clitoris,

and position the treatment head on

top of the clitoris. If you apply gentle

pressure now, the clitoris is absorbed

in to the oval opening of the treat-

ment head. You can play around until

you find the perfect position for the

womanizer. If you want more powerful

sensations, you can adjust the intensity

seamlessly. If you want to, you can

also use the device with lubricants

or massage oils, but we recom-

mend you use products based on

water or silicone, without alcohols or

perfumes since those substances

may cause damage to the pro-

duct. Apart from touch-free stimu-

lation of the clitoris and the infinitely

variable intensity  settings, the

 womanizer also offers a neat glo-

wing effect in the dark. And thanks

to the exchangeable treat-

ment head that is made

of medical-grade sili-

cone, it is also a very hy-

gienic products. The

womanizer runs on a re-

chargeable lithium-ion

battery and can be recharged via

a USB cable. It comes with a two-

year warranty.

Which advantages does this special

kind of clitoral stimulation offer?

Michael Lenke: Because of the

touch-free stimulation of the

 clitoris, there is no familiarisation

effect and not over-stimulation like

you'd get with other products. This

is the softest and yet most intense

stimulation on the international

market. The womanizer technology

creates multiple orgasms of an

 intensity that no other product 

can match.

Which materials are used during

the production of the “womanizer“?

M I C H A E L  L E N K E
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Michael Lenke: ABS, phthalate-free. For the treatment

head, we use hypo-allergenic, medical-grade sili-

cone. The womanizer has been  certified by the Ger-

man  association for technical  inspection in Rhineland.

Moreover, our products are also ISO-certified.

You say that using the  womanizer is an “orgasm guaran-

tee“. How much time and work did you invest in tests, re-

search, and development for this product?

Michael Lenke: Develop-

ment, including all the va-

rious test phases, took

about 18 months. As with

every truly  innovative tech-

nology, we had to over-

come many  obstacles

along the way. Finally, we

conducted tests with 50 women to see how effective our

new toy was. And the result: More than 90% of the testees

had an orgasm while using the womanizer

Did you incorporate a lot of input from designers and

engineers when developing the “womanizer“, and how

much influence did experts from the medical field have

during its creation? 

Michael Lenke: We have teamed up with renowned

 gynaecologists and sex therapists. Our engineering and

design team is usually working on the medical  products

we produce with one of our companies. They all poured

their know-how and their experience into this project, 

and it shows.

Sexual wellness, sexual  health, erotic lifestyle … these

trends hold sway over the erotic market at the moment.

Does the “womanizer“ also cater to these trends?
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Michael Lenke: The womanizer is a

 typical lifestyle product and that is  reflected

in its shape and look which are rather atypical

for a sex toy. There are no  similarities to the de-

signs we've come to associate with  traditional

sex toys.

The number of products in the  market is growing every

day. How hard is it to stick out from such a big crowd with

a new product?

Michael Lenke: Competition in the erotic market is brutal.

A new product can only get attention if it offers great

quality and the right features. And if you really want 

to make a splash, you need something the world has 

never seen.

Alas, product piracy is a great problem in the market for

sexual wellness products. Aren't you worried that someone

may come along and copy your product? How do you

want to protect the “womanizer“

against copycats?

Michael Lenke: The womanizer

technology is protected by an in-

ternational patent (including 30

pages of patent specifications).

The design is also is also subject

to trade mark rights, and the wo-

manizer brand is registered all over Europe, in the USA, in

Canada, Japan, Korea, and China. We are working toget-

her with Germany's most  renowned patent law firm, Kuhnen

& Wacker, and if our trade marks are violated, we take

every legal action at our disposal to fight this infringement.

We have already supplied the German customs authorities

with our  trademark protection documents, so illegal copies

and products that violate our trade mark rights will be

 confiscated before they even enter the country.

Who is the target audience for the “womanizer“?

Michael Lenke: I don't think you can pick out a certain

 demographic. The womanizer is for every curious woman

or  couples who like to experiment and want to experience

new and intense orgasms. That is our target audience.

Moreover, the womanizer is also perfect for women who

have  problems reaching their climax – our product has

done wonders for many of these women already.

I N T E R V I E W
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Vibrators have been around for

more than 100 years, and I really

feel it is time to  revolutionise the

concept with a new technology.“ 

................................ 

“

The revolutionary womanizer technology makes it possible

to stimulate the clitoris without touching it – a real

innovation in the market for sex toys
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What's the retail price of your product?

Michael Lenke: The retail price of the womanizer W100 

is €189.

How do you want to position this in-

novative product in the market?

The segment for luxurious, expen-

sive sexual wellness products is very

crowded ...

Michael Lenke: You've already said

it: The womanizer is an innovation. And  innovations have

been few and far between these past years. So that 

is how we position our product in the 

top-quality segment – as a real innovation.

Which channels of distribution do you tap into? Are you

working directly with the trade, or do you market your

products via distributors and wholesalers?

Michael Lenke: At the moment, we are in talks with va-

rious distributors, retailers, and also therapists. In Germany,

the womanizer is available via our shop and at home

parties  organised by Funconcepts oHG (better known

as Dildofee – dildo fairy) and hosted by their 3,000 home

party saleswomen.

So you are still looking for  distribution partners in Europe?

Michael Lenke: Yes. As I already mentioned, we are in

talks with numerous interested parties. But distributors and

trade members from Europe and other countries are

 welcomed to get in touch with us.

Where can retailers get your products? Who should they

turn to if they want the “womanizer” on their shelves?

Michael Lenke: The easiest way to get in touch with 

96 

us is via e-mail (info@womanizer.de). We'll get back 

to you as soon as possible and will answer all 

of your  questions.

Are there standards potential distribution and trade

 partners have to fulfil?

Michael Lenke: We want friendly, reliable, lasting business

relationships with our partners. We've  always felt that live

and let live is not the worst business philosophy to have.

How will you bolster interest when the product is laun-

ched? Can the trade order POS materials from you?

Are there plans to offer product training and 

sales  courses?

Michael Lenke: Right now, we are

establishing our  distribution strategy,

and of course, we will support our

 partners with POS materials in the

future. There are no plans for sales

training courses at the moment.

The media seem very interested in your “womanizer“. 

Can you use this interest to  foster the social acceptance

of erotic products? Could you imagine selling the

 “womanizer“ in the  mainstream market, or is your focus

on the erotic realm and the erotic  realm alone?

Michael Lenke: People are much more open-minded

when it comes to erotic  products, and there is also much

greater  mainstream interest – since the success of “50

Shades of Grey“ if not before. I think that lifestyle products,

not erotic products, will be the big success story in the

years to come.

You are going to present your product at eroFame in

October. What are your expectations going into that trade

convention?

Michael Lenke: We expect to meet many international

distributors and establish contacts with members of 

the press.

Can the market already look forward to new 

innovations from epi24?

Michael Lenke: Yes, of course. We are working on 

a whole womanizer product line. You will be 

pleasantly surprised.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

It is time to take sex

toys to the next level,

and our womanizer is a quan-

tum leap in that development.“

................................ 

“

Sparkling seduction: the limited “Crystal“ edition

is adorned with more than 1200 Swarovski stones
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Cobeco Pharma is one of the largest producers

and wholesalers in cosmetic, erotic, lifestyle and

health products. Can you give us an overview over 

your company?

Dino Corrado: We have grown into one of the largest

 European producers and wholesalers of sexual wellness,

health, and lifestyle products due to our own strong bran-

ding concepts and our private label solutions for our cus-

tomers. “Improving yourself is the key.” Because we listen
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I f  you want to launch your own products and establ ish a brand in the erot ic market,  you

have a long way ahead of you. Many problems have to be taken into considerat ions,

many solut ions have to be found before your ini t ial  idea can become a real i ty in the form

of a f inished product. Cobeco Pharma has set out to make this process easier and helps

companies with their  pr ivate label programme. The company – that is  special ised in phar-

maceutical products and produces lubr icants,  condoms, and food supplements – wi l l  help

their  cl ients with the packaging design, the t rademark regist rat ion, and any other aspect

that has to be taken into account when br inging a product and a brand to the market.  In

our EAN inter view, Dino Cor rado talks about al l  the ser vices Cobeco Pharma offers for the

benefi t  of their  pr ivate label cl ients.  

carefully to our partners and customers, we know what

the market wants. This is why we always provide products

in accordance with the newest developments. Our strong

brand products are often copied, but we like to see this

as a compliment. The information supplied by our research

and development department and a regular market

 research helps us getting enough insight in the goings-on

in the market. This is how we discover upcoming trends

and how we create our own trends.

Dino Corrado, CEO of

Cobeco Pharma

exclusive
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“We are proud to increase consumer
convenience with high quality products.”

Dino Corrado talks about Cobeco Pharma's private label programme
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Your company was founded in 1995.

What can you tell us about the

 beginnings of Cobeco Pharma? Was

the company always specialised in

products related to the erotic  market?

Dino Corrado: At first, Cobeco

Pharma was mainly focused on food

supplements and pharmaceutical

products. Afterward, our product

range became more diverse, with

sexual wellness products such as

food supplements and lubricants.

This broader focus on our product

range led us to specialise in adult

orientated products. Our 19 years of

expertise form the foundation for our

high- quality products and strong in-

house brands.

Over the years, our product range has

grown in size regarding both,  food

supplements and cosmetic products

for the adult-oriented market. As a big

company, Cobeco Pharma strives to

always keep an eye on every detail.

This is exactly why we are constantly

improving our products. 

One of the cornerstones of Cobeco

Pharma’s success are private label

products. Can you explain the con-

cept and which kind of products are

available?

Dino Corrado: The unique benefits of

Cobeco Pharma’s private label range

are its accessibility for smaller com-

panies. This is the main reason why

we offer low minimum order quantities

for corporate customers. 

However, a private label collection

from Cobeco Pharma has much

more to offer. For example, a private

label ensures unique product features

with a tailored design, which helps

strengthen customer loyalty. It gives

the customers a feeling of exclusivity

by obtaining their own private label

while being completely free in their

promotional choices. 

Cobeco Pharma Manufacturing has

a wide variety of products that are

available as private label products.

We offer cosmetics, lubricants, gels,

creams, oils, food supplements, and

healthcare products in multiple “stan-

dardised” sizes. Customers can pick

their preferred size and formulate their

own packaging by selecting their pre-

ferred compounds. This gives custo-

mers the opportunity to create their

own fully-optimised private brand. Pri-

vate label has always been a part of

our product range, and we are striving

to expand that range even more for

the customers’ convenience.

To which degree can the customers

customize the products? For exam-

ple: Is it possible to change the thick-

ness of a lubricant upon demand or

give a product a specific scent?

Dino Corrado: We offer two options

for customisation of the products ba-

sed on the customers' preferences.

Option 1 concerns using an in-house

formula. An in-house formula means

that a standard formula of Cobeco

Pharma will be used to produce the

customer's private label products. The

design of the label can be designed

by the client himself or with our assis-

tance.  Option 2 concerns contract

manufacturing.  Contract manufactu-

ring gives customers the option to pro-

duce customised liquids, tablets, gels,

creams, powders and capsules.

 However, a custom made formula

may have to meet regulations, so that

should be taken into account. It is up

to the customer whether they provide

us with their own formula which we

will then produce on request. The mi-

nimum order quantity for contract

manufacturing depends on the pa-

ckaging and type of product. By using

contract manufacturing at Cobeco

Parma, it is indeed possible to change

the thickness of a lubricant or give the

formula a specific scent.

How specific are the concepts your

customers approach you with and

how strongly is the customer involved

in the development process?

Dino Corrado: The concepts that cus-

tomers approach us with always dif-

fers based on the private label re-

quest. Some of our customers already

have a fully thought-out plan, while

D I N O  C O R R A D O

.................

Our 19 years of

 expertise form the

foundation for our high-

quality products and

strong in-house brands.“

................................ 

“
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other customers do not. It is our strength to give assistance

to customers who do not yet have a concrete image of

their private label. We help them every step of the way by

giving their private label request a concrete form and de-

sign.  Cobeco Pharma is specialised in providing such as-

sistance,  using the he available know-how to customers’

own benefit. We present multifunctional options and af-

terwards, the client can compose their own products ba-

sed on the desired type of product, packaging specs, in-

gredients, and product design. We are striving to keep

private label manufacturing simple and beneficial for the

customers’ own convenience. It’s exactly like how our say-

ing goes: “We design and produce the products under

your own label, whereupon it automatically will be deli-

vered”. We are proud to increase consumer convenience

with high quality products.

One of the most important aspects of the private label

process is to give the product a catchy design and

 packaging. Does Cobeco Pharma offer assistance in

creating and designing imprints and logos?

Dino Corrado: The design, imprints, and logo’s of

the private label are one of the most important

things for private label products, because this makes

every product truly outstanding. Some of our clients

know exactly what they want when they approach

us for private label orders. In such cases, we can of-

fer advice on the finishing touches if requested. Ho-

wever, we also receive private label requests from

clients who do not have a clear idea of the design

of their brand and products yet. For such cases, we

have a special DTP department available to assist

clients in finding a satisfying product design for their

own purposes. Based on the design experience and

market knowledge, it can be more beneficial for clients

to leave the design process to our DTP department.
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We  support our partners with all aspects of the brand, from

packaging design and imprints to logos for private labels.

With our experience in the cosmetic- and adult market,

we can guarantee that clients will be fully satisfied with our

decisions in the packaging design process. We also assist

our clients in the correct approach as our know-how can

make the market introduction of private label products

much easier. It is important for us to involve the client in

every step of the design process to make sure the product

meets his expectations. Therefore, we will discuss every

step of the designing process thoroughly with the client

until there is an actual image for the product. 

The right product for the customer is found, the packaging

is completed, and everything is ready to be shipped.

What happens next?

Dino Corrado: After the product is finished, it will be laun-

ched onto the market in assistance with Cobeco Pharma.

First, the private label products need to be registered in

the European market. Therefore, we have a quality

control department to ensure that our products meet

the European quality standards. Our quality depart-

ment is specialised in completing the procedures for

bringing cosmetics or medical devices to the Eu-

ropean market. Besides that, Cobeco Pharma is

also a member of active associations for quality

 guarantee. Such associations are the NPN, NCV,

HACCP, GMP, and Sedex. The products that Co-

beco Pharma offers come with a CE-marking. The

product files will be kept in storage at Cobeco

Pharma. The documentation regarding the CE-mar-

king must by law be available from the manufacturer.

Therefore, when authorities have questions they can

contact the local Ministry of Health in the Netherlands.

Cobeco Pharma production processes are in line with

the latest ISO 13485 2012 regulations. Each

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The client is free 

to market their  private 

label products by using their 

own market insights and preferred 

distribution channels.“

................................ 

“
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 product requires a specific notification

procedure that is needed to bring the

product to the market. During the

 notification process, a responsible

party guarantees compliance with the

safety regulations, documentation of

product information, notification, and

consumer information. Cobeco

Pharma is able to assist the customer

with all procedures pertaining to the

private label products. Furthermore,

we provide the necessary export documents and free

sales certificates for clients outside the European Union.

Free sales certificates are needed for the registration of

our products in the home country of the client. As I said,

this service is exclusively for clients outside the European

Union, because our products have already been registe-

red within the European Union. 

Do you offer assistance in distributing the products or is it

up to the customer to get them on the market? 

Dino Corrado: As mentioned above, Cobeco Pharma

provides all the needed certificates for the client so they

can bring the product at the market. 

Apart from that, we also provide additional services that

help with the distribution of the private label products.

These services include: trademark registration for the private

label products, assistance with marketing texts, internet

photos, product texts, POS counter and stand-alone

 displays, flyers, and promotional materials, concept ideas

and materials for conventions and translation services.    

Can the Private Label products be bought at the same

distributors as Cobeco Pharma's own products ?
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Dino Corrado: Private label products are produced

 exclusively for our clients. It is up to the client to decide if

their private label products should be available from the

same distributor as Cobeco Pharma. However, private la-

bel products from our clients cannot be bought at Cobeco

Pharma. The client is free to market their private label

 products by using their own market insights and preferred

distribution channels. 

Cobeco Pharma also sells products under their own

brand. Are these products different from those created

using private label manufacturing?

Dino Corrado: The products that

 Cobeco Pharma sells under their own

brand are also available for private label

formulas. Besides that, we also receive

specific production requests from clients.

These special production requests for ex-

clusive scents etc. are of course not avai-

lable under Cobeco Pharma’s own

brand. Such formulas will only be created

for the clients’ own usage. 

What are the latest products which Cobeco Pharma has

to offer and what can we expect in the near future?

Dino Corrado: Our latest expansion in our product cate-

gories concerns sexual wellness products for the main-

stream market and flat packaging that is particularly con-

venient for webshops because they can easily be

delivered through the letterbox. This will reduce the overall

shipping costs for webshop owners.  From the 1st of Octo-

ber onwards, we will have a fully specialised German de-

partment at Cobeco Pharma. We are proud of this addi-

tion as it enables us to better serve our German customers

with professional customer service and further assistance.

We have entered 2014 with new unique products that

have been redesigning into new, innovative products. Our

redesigned brands for 2014 are: 2Seduce, Cobeco

 Intimate, Cobeco Cosmetics, and there are also new ad-

ditions to the MALE and CBL product ranges. You can

 already look forward to our restyled brands, all of which

will be  presented at eroFame 2014 in Hanover. 

If you want more information on the private label 

opportunities, just check the brochure on our website:

www.cobeco.eu

.................

As a big company,

 Cobeco Pharma strives

to always keep an eye on

every detail. This is

exactly why we are

 constantly improving 

our products. “

................................ 

“
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Innovative design, luxurious presentation, and

classy packaging; those qual i t ies are the

 focus of the young Copenhagen-based com-

pany AVE as it endeavours to conquer

the erot ic market.  At this year 's

 eroFame, AVE wil l  present their f i rst

toys under the name SKY. These pro-

ducts can be placed in the premium

segment, and their  sty le and ele-

gance is bound to impress the

 target audience. In our EAN inter-

view with Bo Todorovic, AVE's

Global Director of Sales and

Business Development, she ex-

plains the business concept of

the  up-and-coming company.

“We focus on quality, design, 
and simplicity in every aspect of the brand.”

AVE Concept is a new company in the erotic trade.

With which products do you have in mind to shuffle

things up in this industry?

Bo Todorovic: Our premiere products that we will

be showcasing at eroFame will be a female line

of luxury designer vibrators, while we are plan-

ning more new and exciting products for the

near future. At AVE, we do  believe that there is

a certain “market gap” regarding luxury vibra-

tors. We hope that our unique design per-

spective,  attention to detail, and focus

on storytelling will provide a fresh

 approach in the already saturated

market where year-after- year,

everything seems to be “similar but

slightly different”.

exclusive
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Bo Todorovic presents newcomer AVE 

Bo Todorovic, Global Director

Development at AVE

of Sales and Business
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Why did you choose to enter the adult market? Do you

have previous experiences in this field?

Bo Todorovic: There are a few  reasons why I personally

decided to enter into this industry. As a  female, I was al-

ways amazed by the lack of beautifully designed vibra-

tors that are not only aesthetic to the eye but also have

a brand that tells a true story and focuses on their design

roots. Coming from a background of business deve-

lopment and luxury marketing, I wanted to use my set

of previous experiences and skills and apply it to the

adult lifestyle market because I strongly feel that there

are grand  opportunities for a new luxury brand that will

bring an element of surprise,

luxury, and design all at once.

Does your company follow a

certain philosophy and how

are you implementing this phi-

losophy into your work? 

Bo Todorovic: The two main

driving forces behind the AVE

brand are creativity and cus-

tomer experience. We focus

on quality, design, and simplicity in every aspect of the

brand. Our team constantly  follows these guidelines,

from the creation of the first SKY series to our unique pa-

ckaging concept. We exclusively use body-safe, medi-

cal-grade  silicone, and pre-test all of our product lines

to ensure the highest level of quality and finishing. 
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You told me, that you are going to focus on the

“Scandinavian  design aspect”. How would you

 characterize this aspect?

Bo Todorovic: Firstly, AVE was born from the inspiration

of Danish  design, with a focus on iconic  shapes,

 subtlety, and simplicity. This is not just visible from the

product itself but also through our whole brand

 experience, including  packaging, in-store displays,

and our booth at eroFame. 

Are there niches you are aiming for with your  products?

Are they  aimed at the  mainstream market as well?

Bo Todorovic: Coming back to the

 previous question, with AVE and 

our first product SKY, we are aiming to 

fill the visible gap in the market for 

luxury  designer adult toys. However, 

our brand is focused on delivering more

than a  product; we also want to  

provide people with a strong  

experience and a story that everyone 

can relate to.

Some would  argue, that the market for adult toys is rather

saturated at the  moment. Is it enough to have a superior

product to  succeed in this field?

Bo Todorovic: On this point I would disagree. It is true that

there are more and more adult lifestyle products coming

out each year, with many of them looking  strikingly similar

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Our plan is to

 present our new

 branding concept and

 surprise the  audience

with what we believe is a

ground-breaking  design.”

................................ 

“
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to the others, but there is still lots of space for luxury designer

toys. Having a great product in today’s competitive adult

market is surely not enough in order to succeed. Effective

marketing  strategies, brand consistency, and customer

focus are extremely important for future success.

Could you tell us a bit about your marketing  strategy?

How are you planning to make your products known to

the end-user?

Bo Todorovic: We are planning to use a variety of

 marketing communication techniques for our new

brand. These will include print and web advertising in

the industry’s most popular trade magazines and on

websites, as well as a variety of PR exposure. We also

plan to use online media as well as social network

 sites. The brand launch at eroFame is our first step.

We will be at other industry events in the US and other

key regions throughout the year 2015.

Do you already know where your product will 

be  distributed? Are you looking for distributors at 

this  moment? 

Bo Todorovic: At the moment, we are communicating

with a few key distributors and preparing our schedules

for eroFame this October. At first, we will be focusing

on the European and US markets, but will be looking

to  further expand our presence to other regions in

the near future.

You are planning to enter the market at eroFame

2014. Do you have any special plans for the 

trade fair?

Bo Todorovic: We are looking to launch our first line

SKY at eroFame and to meet some of the key

 distributors from various regions. Our plan is to 

present our new branding concept and surprise 

the audience with what we believe is a ground-

 breaking design. We have  prepared a special 

booth that we hope our visitors will love and that 

can really bring them closer to the core idea of the

AVE brand. Last but not least, the whole creative 

team behind the SKY line will be at the booth to

 answer any questions and inquiries.

108 
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Our brand is focused on 

delivering more than a product;

we also want to provide people with

a strong experience and a story that

everyone can relate to.”

................................ 
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Recently, you presented a Mister B shop in shop  system.

What are your experiences with this  concept so far? 

Mike Ryan: We have been associated with this franchise

for the past 15 years. It is a sterling product and it made

sense to take it further and open up a Shop-in-Shop. It is

not only quality, its stylish and affordable and the back up

team in Amsterdam are next to none. We feel it was the

way forward and that has been proven so far. 
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Mike Ryan, Director of the Basic Inst incts retai l  s tore in the hear t of Dubl in, is  very happy

with the latest addit ion to his range. On May 16, he introduced a shop in shop system in

cooperation with the team of Mister B.  A few months have passed, and we were gett ing

 cur ious to f ind out about the success of this par tnership with the Amsterdam-based fet ish

brand, so we asked Mike for an inter view. Among other things, he explains why and how

this new section in this store has proven beneficial  for business,  and he tel ls  us about the

other advantages of this special col laborat ion with Mister B.

“The feedback is nothing 
but  positive and very encouraging.”

How did your customers react to this new section of

your store? Are some of them looking explicitly for Mister

B products now?  

Mike Ryan: We took this very seriously and gave the

whole interior of our store a complete make-over. We

devoted one third of the store to Mister B with the

 appropriate colors and livery. We most certainly have

people coming in because Mister B products are on

Mike Ryan talks about his experiences with the Mister B shop in shop concept

Thomas Welkier (Shop Manager, Basic Instincts),

Joke Groen (General Manager Wholesale, Mister B) and Mike Ryan (Director, Basic Instincts)

exclusive
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sale. The feedback is nothing but

positive and very encouraging. 

Can you describe how the system

works? Do you manage the shop or

do you just provide the space? Who

picks the items presented there?  

Mike Ryan: Yes,  we own the

 property and manage the business

ourselves. The fetish scene is Ireland

has been growing steadily over the

past few years. There are more

 parties and events that ever before

and we have a good eye on what

to stock. The items are selected

usually my myself and Thomas

 Welkier the Store Manager. We

 sometimes get it wrong but there is

normally a fast turn-around from

Mister B in  Amsterdam, we can

have a special item in Dublin within

a week or so. 

Do you think such systems could

work for all manufacturers or are

they more feasible for manufactu-

rers of rather specialised items? 

Mike Ryan: Our

system is basic but

it works, we keep a

close eye on what

is selling and what

events are plan-

ned . That way we

can hold the ap-

propriate stock in

the store. There is no point in having

items that just sit there simply

 because they look good. They

have to sell! 

Mister B offers a wide range of

 products which can not all be on

display. Which products do you

 offer in your Mister B shop? 

Mike Ryan: Yes, Mister B does have a

huge array of products from the ordi-

nary fetish one would expect to find

to the extreme and bazarr. We make

a point to hold all the ‘normal’

 products like whips, floggers to the

medium range of bondage gear. 

However, we go much further 

and  present to our

 customers items like

Rim Chairs, electro

products, Bondage

bags and a huge

range of fetish clot-

hing from Leather to

Neoprene. We at

Basic Instincts want

to offer as much of the full collection

as is practically possible. 

A brand like Mister B carries a  certain

image. How important was this

aspect when you decided to

 implement the system? Do you feel

your shop profited from Mister B's

brand profile? 

Mike Ryan: We are more than

happy with the Mister B image and

feel we at Basic Instincts have got it

just right in terms of the way the

space is presented, the color

scheme and the way we have

 displayed the goods in our store. We

feel it was the way forward to take

on officially this franchise. We of

course got great help from the

 ‘Management’ team in Amsterdam

led by Mister B himself  Wim Boss. It

was meticulously planned by the

General Manager of wholesale Joke

Groen. Joke steered us for a long

time in terms of set up, presentation

and overall stock control. She was

even guest of honor at our ‘Grand’

opening night here in Dublin. 

In your opinion, how important are

such shop in shop segments for the

creation of brand awareness of

 Mister B? 

Mike Ryan: The Shop in Shop

 concept is excellent as it gives the

M I K E  R Y A N

.................

We at Basic

 Instincts want to

offer as much of the

full collection as is

practically possible.”

................................ 

“

The front window display of Basic Instincts in Dublin
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customer a specialized area to concentrate in.

In fact, we offer our Irish customers a large and

varied piece of Mister B.  We use social media

to promote the store and the Mister B image.

We find that works exceptionally well. We also try,

with the help of the Mister B team to sponsor

 Fetish / Party events in Dublin. 

How was the cooperation with your colleagues

from Mister B? Is the shop completely customised

for the needs of Basic Instincts or are there certain

“standard” components?

Mike Ryan: The overall cooperation from Amsterdam

was superb. We knew the Company so very well anyway,

under the guidance of Wouter, Nelson and of course its

wholesale Director Joke Groen, everything just fell into

place for our opening night. The shopfitters, painters

and electricians had left and all the stock was in 

place. The Mister B

area is very

 separate from the

rest of the store,

we feel it is a little

‘Amsterdam’ here

in Dublin. 

Did your staff get a special training for the products of

Mister B? 

Mike Ryan: Two of the staff are very well experienced in

the Mister B concept and the whole fetish idea. When
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Joke came to Dublin she offered the staff unbridled

help in terms of training and technique. This was certainly

a boost for some of the staff as her technique 

is  somewhat per-

suasive to say the

least but utterly

 professional in

every way.

Did the imple-

mentation of Mister B in such a way have an effect

on the rest of your business? E.g. does the prominent

 presentation of their products draw away customer

 attention from similar products?

Mike Ryan: Not at all, the Mister B concept actually

compliments our existing business as a whole. 

The  coveted Mister B Shop in Shop franchise brought

 credibility, status and new customers to us in Dublin. 

Are you planning on expanding the shop in shop

 concept for your shops by adding systems of different

manufacturers as well?

Mike Ryan: At present we are happy with our

 expansion and with the Mister B concept. We carry a

good range of other labels and have done so over

our 24 years in business. Presently, we don’t have 

any other plans for expanding the Shop in Shop

 concept except to work hard on what we have and

provide an exemplary  product along with a good

professional service. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.....................................................

The Shop in Shop concept is excellent as it gives

the customer a specialized area to concentrate in.”

.................................................................... “

Thomas Welkier, Shop Manager at Basic Intincts

A look at the Mister B shop

interior at Basic Instincts
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Ever since his youth, Oliver Redschlag had dreamed of becoming an entrepreneur and star ting

a business to harness his creativity. JOYDIVISION should be the realisation of this dream. When

he launched the company in 1994, the success story for  then 24-year old Oliver began with

a love swing. It marked the beginning of a triumphant success story. Now, 20 years later,

 JOYDIVISION is bigger and more successful than ever: Oliver's company is selling more than

250 products in more than 60 countries across the globe. But before celebrating the big

 anniversary together with his business par tners and customers at eroFame 2014, Oliver Red-

schlag sat down for an interview with EAN and talked about 20 years of JOYDIVISION.

Congratulations on your anniversary! 20 years of

Joydivision – when you started the company in

1994, did you ever dream that you would be

 celebrating this big birthday in 2014?Is there a high-

light that you have particularly fond memories of? 

Oliver Redschlag: Looking for possible products for

 JOYDIVISION, I encountered this love swing during my

research, and I  became fascinated by it. A great

idea, but the  execution definitely left something to

be desired. So I developed and constructed a whole

new kind of love swing, the best swing of this kind, at

least back in the day. In 1994 – I was 24 back then –

I  began to market my first product, and it became

such as success that there were articles about it in

36 magazines. The love swing even became a little

TV star, and we are still selling thousands of these pro-

ducts today.

What was your motivation to try your luck in the 

erotic market?

Oliver Redschlag: Ever since I was a youth, my dream

had been to become an entrepreneur. And if you

dream about becoming an entrepreneur, why not

 become a successful entrepreneur? However, it wasn't

fame and fortune I was after. My goal was to create

something, to express my creativity and to give others

20 years ago, Oliver Redschlag founded his company JOYDIVISION

For Oliver Redschlag,

JOYDIVISION was a dream come true

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“Ever since I was a youth, my dream
had been to become an entrepreneur.”
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something they can enjoy. To give

them something they wanted. So

the first questions I asked myself

was: “What is it that they want?“

I wanted to offer solutions and

 present products that thrill the users

just as much as they thrill me. And

since I have never been content

with being second-best, I set the

bar very high right from the

 beginning. 

JOYDIVISION has quickly become

an expert in the field of lubricants.

Why did you focus on this product

category so much?

Oliver Redschlag: I already

 mentioned my high standards, and

I didn't want to settle for anything

less, also with the other products I

created. Among other things, it was

my goal to develop the best lubri-

cant on the market. I wanted it to

embody the qualities of all the exis-

ting products

and on top of

that, I wanted it

to be 100%

 organic. Also, I

didn't want to

hide it so we

went for see-

through tubes

(back then, most  lubricant tubes

looked like mustard tubes). When

we launched the product in 1997,

it was actually the very first product

of its kind to be presented in a

transparent tube. My goal was to

set a new standard with AQUAglide,

and it has been an international

success for 15  years now.

I take it you conducted thorough

market research before you

 launched your company. Which

 developments caught your

 attention? What was missing in 

the market? What did you want 

to  improve?

Oliver Redschlag:

Of course, we

conducted market

research to find

out where the

greatest potential

was. 20 years ago,

most producers in

this business lag-

ged far behind other industries in

terms of  professionalism. That was

my chance, and that was also one

of the reasons why I decided to

get into the erotic market instead

of the mobile phone market or into

 developing cars.

What did the erotic market look

like 20 years ago? What were the

greatest differences compared to

the status quo we have today?

Oliver Redschlag: In 1994, there

was far less competition because

it was much harder to get into this

market. Back then, you needed

25,000 Deutsche Mark to start a

 limited company – today, you just

need 1 euro to launch a limited

 liability company. Also, nobody

used the internet in 1994, which

means that doing research was

that much more time-consuming

and challenging. For instance, I

had to invest a lot of hard work

and money to find out about the

patent and trademark laws. And

advertising a product was also

much more expensive.

Would you say that Joyidivision's

professionalism, commitment,

and products have played an

 important role in changing the

 erotic market?

Oliver Redschlag: I worked toget-

her with the mass media from day

one to create awareness for the

O L I V E R  R E D S C H L A G

.................

My goal was to 

create something, to

express my creativity and

to give others  something

they can enjoy.“

................................ 

“
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JOYDIVISION products among the  consumers – at

 least the products that were designed in a

 mainstream-compatible way – and to reduce inhibi-

tions and reser vations against these products.

The erotic market has changed over the course 

of the years, and Joydivision has changed as well. How

did you manage to stay  abreast of the developments

in this ever-evolving market?

Oliver Redschlag: You are absolutely

right, one always has to keep up with

the developments in the  global

 markets. It is hard work, and it is a ne-

ver-ending process, but in the end, it

pays off to keep your eyes on the ball.

No interview about the success of Joy-

division would be complete  without

talking about your top- selling brands

BIOglide and AQUAglide. Are these products the

 foundation on which you have established your position

as a  market leader? And how  important are these two

brands for your  company today?

Oliver Redschlag: With millions of sold products, the

AQUAglide  collection and our 100% organic BIOglide

are definitely among the undisputed top-sellers in the

 comprehensive JOYDIVISION range. But let's not forget
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our Soft Tampons that every retailer should have on

his shelves, or the innovative toys such as our

 patented  ribbon-less Joyballs secret or the Joysticks

 comfort with their easy OneButton controls. All of these

products have contributed to our  success.

And soon, we'll be presenting a new, innovative line

of Joysticks

Today, the Joyidivision range compri-

ses more than 250 products from a

host of different categories. With so

many products, can you really ensure

that each and every one of them

meets your high standards, i.e. that

they are safe top-quality products

made in Germany, tailored after the

consumers' needs?

Oliver Redschlag: JOYDIVISION is one

of the leading companies for erotic

lifestyle products in the European market, and one of

the few producers who has facilities in Germany

where all the products are made. These quality items

“made in Germany“ are being sold in more than 60

countries all over the world, and for each one, we

guarantee top quality and compliance with all the

 legal requirements for international distribution. And

the numerous independent consumer magazines

.................

The consumer feels

safe when he buys

one of our products, he

knows he can rely on the

JOYDIVISION quality and

that it will result in a

fulfilled sex life.“ 

................................ 

“

I N T E R V I E W
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The JOYDIVSISION headquarters in Hanover from a bird's eye view
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that have tested JOYDIVISION products and 

rated them “very good“ prove that we can indeed

live up to these standards with our

entire product range. There is no

 other company like JOYDIVISION in

the market: We are a German

 producer and full-range supplier and

we offer the  customers pretty much

all the products they need to be

 successful, all from the same source.

Our trade  partners also benefit from

our  promotion campaigns and 

sales support.

The production seal “Made in Germany“ is playing

an important role in Joydivision's advertising. What

do people associate with this indication of

 provenance?

Oliver Redschlag: “Made in Germany“ is an important

seal of quality – just like the brand name JOYDIVISION.

About 99 per cent of all toys are made in Asia, and

when we meet new trade members, they are often

 surprised that we are manufacturing exclusively in

 Germany. There are only a handful of toy producers
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in Europe – and even fewer in Germany. Currently,

 JOYDIVISION is the second-biggest company in 

the  erotic market that is

 producing in Europe..

You can buy Joydivision

 products in more than 60

 countries. Are there still

 markets where you see

 potential for growth?

Oliver Redschlag: Yes, JOYDI-

VISION has been active and

successful in the global markets for quite some time.

So far, all of our activities have been organised from

our headquarters in Hanover. There is still a lot of

 potential for growth for us in the American market,

and in order to till that field more effectively, we

 decided to start a subsidiary in the United States.

 JOYDIVISION now has a distribution centre (with our

own distribution team) and a central warehouse in

Atlanta, Georgia. From there, we can deliver to

 retailers all across North America within a very short

 period of time. Moreover, we now have a JOYIDIVISION

service team for the American market at this site. But of

I N T E R V I E W
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JOYDIVISION is one of the

few producers who has

facilities in Germany where

all the products are made.“

................................ 

“

JOYDIVISION is one of the few erotic companies with their own manufacturing facilities in Germany
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course, JOYDIVISION will  continue to collaborate with our

existing distribution  partners in North America. 

The requirements for erotic products differ from territory

to territory. From the legal regu lations to cultural

 conventions to different languages to the disposable in-

come situation. Being an international company, how

does Joydivision deal with all of these elements?

Oliver Redschlag:  Simply put, we look at each market

individually and try to adapt to the rules of that market

as best we can.

Joydivision has also been very  supportive of the trade,

providing them with sales-promoting materials. Have

these materials made a big  difference? Have advertising

and POS support been instru mental in  establishing

 Joydivision in the industry and, more importantly, among

the consumers?

Oliver Redschlag: Our support of the trade is effective

and aimed at optimising sales. Years of experience in

this business have proven that our advertising materials

have indeed been very important.  Unfortunately, many

retailers (both, offline and online) don't use these mate-

rials. If there are interested  retailers out there, just get in

touch, and our team will answer all of your questions

and offer you the kind of support you want and need.

What does the consumer think of when she or he

 hears the name JOYDIVISION? Which connotations

are tied to the claim “my Lovestyle“?
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Oliver Redschlag: The consumer feels safe when he

buys one of our products, he knows he can rely on the

JOYDIVISION quality and that it will result in a  fulfilled sex

life. Our consumers have made the  JOYDIVISION

 products “Lovestyle“ accessories. Lifestyle influences can

be found in all areas of life, and we are catering to the

most basic and most natural  lifestyle there is ... apart

from eating, of course.

Joydivision likes to involve the consumers and has

 already launched various campaigns and activities to

that end. Would you mind telling us more about your

latest plans in that department?

Oliver Redschlag: The special highlight this year are

our JOYDIVISIONvillages. The  visitors have the  opportunity

to win a brand-new  Porsche 911 or,  alternatively, 100,000

euro in cash. Porsche stands for exclusivity, individuality,

and  craftsmanship – and the same attributes also apply

to the  JOYDIVISION  philosophy.

The big anniversary party will take place at eroFame.

What can the visitors expect from your  birthday  festivities?

Oliver Redschlag: That's a surprise. Visit our stand and

find out!

I N T E R V I E W
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Since I have never been content with

being second - best, I set the bar

very high right from the beginning“

................................ 
“
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Shots Media is  going to present f ive new brands at this year 's  eroFame, so the

vis i tors can already look forward to lots and lots of interest ing new products,

especial ly s ince these novelt ies cover a ver y wide range. In th is  inter v iew,

Oscar Hei jnen grants us a f i rs t  peek at these new  products,  and he also talks

about mater ials,  designs, pr icing, target audiences, and much more.

“We have never released this  
many new brands in one go!”
Shots Media brings a boatload of new products to eroFame

Your company has announced that you will be bringing four new brands of your own to eroFame.

Will the presentation of those brands be the dominant element at your stand? 

Oscar Heijnen: Actually, I have some exciting last minute news to announce! A 5th new brand

called Shots Lubes & Liquids will also have its premiere at eroFame. Because we own a

little lubricant factory called Pharmquests and produce in the Netherlands,

we have been able to get it ready just one day before the ero-

Fame deadline. My team worked almost day and night

after our in-house show in July to get these new products

finished. All 5 new brands will have a dominant presence

inside and outside our booth. We have never released

this many new brands in one go, so we are really excited

to show it to the world.

The five brands have been created by the Shots Media

design team. Would you mind giving us an idea of the

process, from the idea to the finished product?

Oscar Heijnen: Most of our products are first drawn on pa-

per. From there, we convert them into a 2D computer de-

sign and after that, it goes into 3D. After the approval of the

Art Director, his team and me, the next step is a 3D print of

all the parts of the product. If it́ s a vibrator, for example,

there are the outer shape and the inner parts. When we are

100%  satisfied with the design, a single mould  is produced

in order to create test samples. When these samples are

approved by a diverse group of testers, we order the pro-

duction-mould. After the box design is finalised and tested,

we can start with the mass-production of the product. This

whole process takes about 6 to 8 months.

Where did you get the ideas? What are your goals when

creating new products and brands? Which trends have

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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had an influence on the development of these new

product lines?

Oscar Heijnen: The inspiration can come from anywhere.

The brand new Bad Romance series, for instance, is an

ultra modern fetish/club-wear brand that has its roots in

the fashion and music industry. Our new vibrator brand

called “Boom” got its inspiration from usable wood pro-

ducts like modern sunglasses and watches. As of late, this

a very popular trend in Europe which really impressed my

design team, so you will find these wood features in our new

vibrator series that will be launched at  eroFame.

Let's start with Loveline. What kind of products will we find in

this collection?

Oscar Heijnen: This is a line of very affordable, fast-

selling, multi-speed vibrators with super-strong motors

that come in a nice soft-box design. These handy,

easy-to-carry vibrators are adjustable by way

of a conveniently placed rotary

knob. This relative of the Shots Toys fa-

mily is a must-have for every store,

and we are convinced that it will be

a high volume maker.

You announced that Loveline is going

to offer perfect products for first-time

buyers/beginners. What makes Love-

line the right choice for this group?

Oscar Heijnen: The right size, look,

quality, and an affordable price level

are the right ingredients to carve a ni-

che for Loveline in the existing and

new segments of the market.

With so much emphasis in the market

on expensive luxury products, is this

brand also a response to the dearth

of mid-priced high-quality products

that appeal to new customers? 

Oscar Heijnen: Yes, exactly! Shots

has always been well-represented in

the affordable price ranges. We

have shown that unique and exclu-

sive designs made of high-quality

materials can be delivered at very

competitive prices. That is one of the

most important reasons for our suc-

cess in this market.

Real Rock on the other hand is more

in line with the “Realistic Series“. Is there

still demand for that type of product?

Oscar Heijnen: Yes, there absolutely

is! Our Real Rock series of realistic vi-

brating and non-vibrating dongs are

available in two different colours: black

and skin. The rubber we use is of a

unique composition that we have

 never processed before. It´s very soft

but strong at the same time, almost

like the real deal….. The suction cups

on these new products are the stron-

gest we have ever had in our line-up

and are beyond comparison with any

O S C A R  H E I J N E N

Oscar Heijnen promises many exciting

product premieres at eroFame
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other realistic series. The packaging is very discrete and

comes with descriptions in 10 different languages and Eu-

ropean size indicators on the box. It is the only realistic

series in the market with a couple-friendly box design that

can be transformed into a “non-di-

screte” packaging in just a second.

How we do this? Just visit us at our ero-

Fame booth, and we will be more than

happy to demonstrate how it works.

What sets this brand apart from the

competition?

Oscar Heijnen: What makes this brand

stand out from the crowd is definitely

the uniqueness and perfect quality.

Apart from that, there is the European

design, the look and feel, the couple-friendly box design,

and our latest generation of 10-speed power motors that

should make it a big success!

How many products will this collection include at launch?

Oscar Heijnen: 26 Bad Romance, 40 Love Line, 20 Shots

lubes and liquids, 40 Real Rock, 18 Boom, and also a

couple of hundred new products in our other brands, Shots

Toys, Touché, S-Line, Ouch!, and many more.

Boom is still shrouded in mystery, all anybody knows is that

it is a high-quality collection with wood elements – which

sounds very interesting. Can you tell us more about Boom?

Oscar Heijnen: Boom is a toy brand with a beautiful range

of well-designed vibes. With simulated wooden features

and the latest generation dust free silicone, these toys are

not only great performers, but also a feast for the eyes! All
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toys are water-resistant and equipped with 10 different

speeds for ultimate enjoyment. We offer chargeable mo-

dels but also battery-operated toys in this new brand, and

the box design is very cool, too.

How did you manage to create this uni-

que combination of typical sex toy ma-

terials and wood?

Oscar Heijnen: We do not use real wood,

that would splinter. We simulate a wood-

like design with the right elements to give

this new brand a totally unique look.

The expectations concerning products in

the upper quality segment are greater

than ever. How did you make sure that

Boom will live up to these expectations?

Oscar Heijnen: We are having both battery-operated as

well as chargeable products in this line-up, that will give

the brand a mixed-price range. Personally, I think that the

design of the toy itself is very unique and different, but at

the end of the day, it is up to our customers and their con-

sumers to make that decision. On top of that, our new ge-

neration of motors will provide extreme power in 10 different

settings. We have given Boom  all the ingredients for suc-

cess, now let´s hope we did our job right.

Quality always comes at a price – what can you tell us

about the pricing of Boom?

Oscar Heijnen: We have managed to produce Boom

from the highest quality materials and made sure that the

price stayed in the mid-level range. The recommended

consumer price starts at € 49,95.

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 4
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My team worked

 almost day and

night after our  

in-house show in July 

to get these new

 products finished.”

................................ 

“

Bad Romance is the name of Shots Media's

new and unique fetish brand
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The market for luxury toys is fiercely com-

petitive. Why are you certain that Boom will

establish a firm position in that market?

Oscar Heijnen: We at Shots don’t believe

in extremely expensive products. We are

convinced that we can offer the best

products at affordable and fair prices.

That’s what Boom is all about, high quality

within reach for everybody. In combina-

tion with design, quality, and a great marketing effort, this

will put Boom in solid position in the market. The only ques-

tion is how far up things will go from there …

And Shots Media also has something for the fetish market:

the Bad Romance brand. Which products can we be

looking forward to in this collection?

Oscar Heijnen: These days, music, fashion, art and gad-

gets are best-sellers. Bad Romance mixes various influen-

ces with unusual, high-quality materials ans totally unusual

designs. If you prefer fetish sex in a more luxurious and fa-

shionable way, Bad Romance will please you 100%. The

materials are carefully selected to make sure the products

feel surprisingly comfortable. This well-designed high quality

brand will hopefully have a big impact on this segment of

the market. 

Could you give us some information about the quality,

the materials, and the packaging of these products?

Oscar Heijnen: Bad Romance is a new and ultra-modern

fetish brand. We use special materials that have never

been used before in any of our products. The designs are

unique; full of glitter and glamour, and they can also be
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worn in combination with party-wear.

The materials are of the highest quality

and come in a new and unique box

design. It´s something we have never

done before, and I can´t wait to see

the reaction on the faces of our cus-

tomers when we show it to them!

Maybe this could be the biggest hit of

the year for us!

Is this brand more for fetish connoisseurs, or is it also for

newcomers?

Oscar Heijnen: It’s targeting both target groups. And in

addition to that, we can also cater to the party-wear market

because with this totally new look fits in perfectly with that

new, up-and-coming  market segment.

Will Shots offer POS materials for these brands?

Oscar Heijnen: As usual, we will supply our customers with

great marketing materials.

How will Loveline, Real Rock, Boom, and Bad Romance

fare in the market? What are your expectations for these

four brands?

Oscar Heijnen: We hope and expect that it will give our

customers new impulses for their assortment. Some of the

Shots crew members even think that these new brands will

be our biggest success ever! Well, where do I sign for that? 

Hope to see you all at eroFame! You can’t miss use in our

new “virgin”white booth….

For more information, mail us at info@shotmedia.nl. 

Boom is a collection of appealing sex

toys adorned with wood-like elements

.................

Some of the Shots

crew members even

think that these new

brands will be our 

biggest success ever!”

Oscar Heijnen

............................

“
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For two and a half years,

in front of and behind the camera 

Bonnie Rotten has been working

“I am truly thankful and honoured 
to have what I have in this business.”

Bonnie Rotten will grace eroFame on October 9 
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Bonnie, please, tell our readers

about yourself. Where are you

from? What did you do before you

got into the adult industry?

Bonnie Rotten: I am from Cincinnati.

I was a pin-up model and exotic

dancer before I got into the adult

business. I  finally started to get into

fetish and  bondage which led to me

being who I am today!

Since when have you been in the ero-

tic industry and what was your mo-

tivation to work in this business?

Bonnie Rotten: I have

been in for al-

most two

and a half

 years! I have

always just

been an

open person. I have a lot of fun and

find joy from being in front and vbe-

hind the camera.

Are you happy with your career

thus far? What are your personal

highlights?

Bonnie Rotten: Absolutely. I am very

happy I am able to have a pro-

duction company to call my own,

to be recognized by AVN as their

Performer of the Year. I am truly

thankful and honoured to have what

I have in this business. Every bit of it.

Why did you pick the name “Bonnie

Rotten“?

Bonnie Rotten: I tattooed a zombie

pin-up girl on my leg and named

her that, then started doing pin-up

modelling so it was only  appropriate.

You have quickly become an icon

of  alternative porn. For those who

are not really familiar with that

term: How would you define “alter-

native porn“?

Bonnie Rotten: I am not sure. I don't

consider what I do “alternative

porn”. I have always worked for non-

alternative companies, never "alter-

native porn" companies.

When were you approached by

 Pipedream? Were you interested

in getting your own product line

right away, or did they have to

 persuade you?

Bonnie Rotten: We talked back and

forth about how we could make

this work and what our ideas were,

and then decided it was the

 perfect match. 

B O N N I E  R O T T E N

She i s  one of  the most  popular  porn s tars  o f  our  t ime,  and  a l though she has  on ly  been

in the adul t  enter ta inment   indust r y  for  two and a hal f  years ,  she has won several  awards

dur ing that  t ime.  You may have a l ready guessed i t ,  we are ta lk ing about  Bonnie  Rot ten.

Now, Pipedream Products  has dedicated an ent i re product l ine to the  popular  per former.

The Bonnie Rot ten Col lect ion has  h i t  the US  market  recent ly,  and at   e roFame,  the US

producer  i s  go ing to  present  i t  to  the European t rade.  But  that ' s  not  the on ly   reason to

v i s i t  the  P ipedream s tand because on October  9 ,  Bonnie Rot ten herse l f  w i l l  be present

at   e roFame,  as  she conf i rms in  th i s  in te r v iew.

exclusive

Bonnie at the moulding session

“It was neat to have the putty stuff put on your

body and to see it pick up the actual print

of yourself in minutes!“ 
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What can you tell us about the Bonnie Rotten

 Collection? How many and what kinds of products does

it comprise?

Bonnie Rotten: It has 12 products inspired by and moul-

ded from my body! There’s a Fantasy Porn Kit with tem-

porary tattoos just like mine, a Big Black Cock, Spit and

Ass Lube, Deep Throat Spray, and blowup dolls, strokers,

and mega masturbators (two of them squirt!) so you

can fuck me any time you want. 

What makes this collection special, what do you like

most about it?

Bonnie Rotten: I love this collection so much. It's so very

special to me because I was able to put a

 personal touch on it. Pipedream worked so

hard on every little detail to make sure this is

a classy and  rotten collection of toys for

everyone to enjoy!

Do you have a favourite product from the

collection?

Bonnie Rotten: The Fuck Bonnie Silly! squir-

ting torso is my favourite! It has tattoos,

tits, a squirting pussy, and a tight asshole.

All made with super-soft Fanta Flesh!

Did you also bring some ideas

and  suggestions of your own

to the table or did you  

rely on the expertise of

 Pipedream?

Bonnie Rotten:

Absolutely I did. 

I still have many

ideas to go! 

Some of the products have been  modelled after your

body. What was that  process like?

Bonnie Rotten: All of the  products are moulded from

me aside from the big black cock. But it was really

cool, it was neat to have the putty stuff put on your

body and to see it pick up the actual print of yourself

in  minutes!

The collection was first presented to the  public at

ANME in July. How has the feedback from the trade

and  consumers been so far?

Bonnie Rotten: It has been great! AMNE was insane, I

had a lot of people come by and check out the

 collection. A lot of positive feedback! 

Is it true that you are going to accompany the

 Pipedream team to Germany to present your  products

at the eroFame trade convention?

Bonnie Rotten: Yes it is true. I can’t wait! 

When and where can the visitors of eroFame 

meet you?

Bonnie Rotten: They can meet me October 9th 

in Hanover. 

Have you been to Europe or Germany before? What

do you expect from this trip?

Bonnie Rotten: Yes I have been to Germany and

 Switzerland to shoot for Magma Film! It was a great

time, I love Europe so much. I am  actually going to

be going from South Africa SEXPO, to Klik Klik Expo in

Barcelona, to Berlin, Germany, then Majorca, Spain,

to shoot for my company, right to Hanover for

 eroFame, then Berlin to shoot for my company again

and then Venus Berlin! A long travel ahead!

The products of the Bonnie Rotten

Collection: modelled after the original

.................

Pipedream worked so

hard on every little

detail to make sure this 

is a classy and rotten 

collection of toys for

everyone to enjoy!”

................................ 

“

On October 9, the visitors of eroFame can meet

Bonnie Rotten at the Pipedream stand
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When did Scala Playhouse begin pondering on

the idea of a private label sex toy collection?

Rick Zwaan: Of course, we already have our own label

TOYJOY, but a few years ago, we picked up on the need

132 

With consumer demand for sex toys increasing continuously, it is not surprising that Scala

Playhouse has responded to the latest developments with a number of new product lines.

Mae B is one of them, and in our EAN interview, Sabine Kirchner (Marketing and Communication

at Scala) and Rick Zwaan (Product Manager at Scala) tell us which target audience the Mae

B brand is catering to.

“Mae B is positioned as
and luxurious brand at the

for a more luxurious brand for women who have different

standards regarding quality, pricing, and the way brands

are presented. In 2013, we started creating the Lovely

Vibes for Mae B in response to this need in the market,

exclusive

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R
R I C K  Z W A A N
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.................

There was no room for

 concessions when it came to 

the quality of the Mae B toys.” 

Rick Zwaan

................................ 

“

.................

Consumers are just more aware

of quality and prices than

they were a few decades ago.” 

Sabine Kirchner

................................ 

“

A spotlight on Scala's private brand Mae B
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and in October 2013, we introduced

the first toys to the public at eroFame. 

Which standards and requirements

did the toy line have to meet 

throughout the design and production

phases?

Rick Zwaan: There was no room for

concessions when it came to the qua-

lity of the Mae B toys. Everything had

to be right: the toy, the packaging,

and the way it would be presented in

the stores. 

Did current trends have great

 influence on this product line, and

which are the main goals your team

wanted to achieve with these items?

Sabine Kirchner: We wanted to answer

the need for affordable luxury for wo-

men in this market. With the intro-

duction of the second line in our Vibes

collection, we offer toys for couples

which is one of the current trends. Cou-

ples visit the store together and choose

products as an exciting addition to

their sex life.

Sex toys have been part and parcel

of the erotic market for many years,

and as a result, the market is crowded

with brands, collections, and products.

How have you positioned Mae B in this

competitive marketplace?

Sabine Kirchner: Mae B has been

positioned between two markets,

which makes it different from the rest.

Mae B is positioned as an affordable

AND luxurious brand at the same time.

It’s hard to make people understand

that quality doesn’t immediately

mean that it’s expensive, but the con-

sumers have really picked up on it

because the brand has proven itself

to be very successful in 2013 and the

first half year of 2014. So it’s an excel-

lent time for us to add some new pro-

ducts to the range.

How are the design, the functionality,

the materials, etc. of the Mae B pro-

ducts different from the toys offered

by the competition?

Rick Zwaan: It depends on what you

consider competition because Mae

B is positioned in between two

 markets. The materials are high quality

silicone and it’s a very affordable

brand. 

Scala has taken a completely new

and very innovative approach with

the packaging for ToyJoy. What can

you tell us about the packaging for

Mae B?

Rick Zwaan: The Mae B packaging

has been designed with the goal of

having a beautiful discrete box to

keep your toy in. The sleeve is remo-

vable and underneath, you have a

beautiful white high

quality box.

Who is the intended target

 audience for Mae B? Which

clientele do you want to cater

to with these products?

Sabine Kirchner: Women who are

confident, fashionable, ambitious,

and sophisticated. They know

what they want in life and they

know how to get it. These wo-

men only want the best quality in

everything they buy but they are also

very aware of the price. 

Mae B is a collection of sex

toys that could be called stan-

dard products in the most posi-

tive sense of the word. Do you feel

that there is a lack of reasonably pri-

ced products in this market - toys that

combine quality, functionality, and a

reasonable price? Are those the pro-

ducts you need to win over new au-

diences?

Rick Zwaan: We are not the ones

to decide if a toy is overpriced.

That’s for the consumer to decide.

You just described our positioning in

the market and for Mae B and for

this brand, it has proven to be very

successful. But that does not mean

it’s a great strategy for other brands

and their toys. 

One top-sellers of

the collection
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How big is the collection, and which products does 

it include?

Rick Zwaan: The collection consists of one line at the mo-

ment, called Lovely Vibes, and it contains sixteen items. The

Lovely Vibes collection consists of vibrators with different tex-

tures and shapes (like a rabbit and G-spot shaped vibrator),

stimulators, and love balls. And the additions from 2014 in-

clude a C-ring, kegal balls, vibrating love balls, a remote

controlled bullet, and more! In total, we will introduce seven

new items as an addition to the nine items from 2013.

Are there toys in the collection that you would call the 

top-sellers among the Mae B products?

Rick Zwaan: Right now, from the first line, the top sellers are

the Laced Vibrator, the G-spot Twin Vibrator, the Stimulator,

and the smooth Love Balls. 

What can you tell us about the pricing of these sex toys?

Rick Zwaan: With Mae B, you get a lot of value for your

 money.

Does Scala offer sales-promoting materials for Mae B to

support the retailers?

Sabine Kirchner: We offer brochures in English, German,

French, and Dutch. We also have slat wall artwork, product

videos, a beautiful display, samples, and toy holders with a

cardboard banner. 

Do you have any advice for the trade regarding the

 presentation of the Mae B products?

Sabine Kirchner: Because we offer so much, you can

 actually create a Mae B slat wall with everything around it.

Use a screen for the videos and add the brochures next to

the toys. You can put the display on a table next to the slat

wall or on a pedestal. Use the toy holders for your samples.

Even when you just have a small spot in your store, it’s still

possible to have a nice presentation for Mae B. And if you

want something custom made, we have a whole artwork

department to create something just for you. 

What can we expect from the Mae B brand in the future?

Are you already planning to add new items to 

the collection?

Sabine Kirchner: For now, we focus on the 2014 collection,

but we will keep you posted when we have something new.

I N T E R V I E W
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Do you also feel that there is a rift going through the

market for love toys? We have luxury toys on one side,

and low-cost products on the other side, and very little in

between. How do you assess the situation?

Sabine Kirchner: That’s exactly why we chose this position

for Mae B. It only proves that the market is not saturated

yet. There is still enough opportunity for success. 

How has the feedback that you received from the trade

for the Mae B products been so far? 

Sabine Kirchner: They have been very enthusiastic about

it, especially because of the high quality and the afford-

able prices. Consumers are just more aware of quality

and prices than they were a few decades ago. With the

internet on phones and

tablets, it’s not hard

to find the best price

for the best quality. 

When hearing the name Mae B, some

people in the industry may think of a shop

concept that Beate Uhse launched a few

years ago. Is there a connection between this

concept and your brand? 

Sabine Kirchner: Part of developing the Mae B

brand was our concept store. We wanted to see

what would happen to our target group if we intro-

duced them to a very feminine and sophisticated

brand: Mae B. And we noticed that the target

group was just not ready to embrace Mae B

yet. But now, the time has come for this gene-

ration of women who express themselves

more; in fashion, in sex, and in their personal

ambitions. So we created the Mae B toys as

an answer to this new feminine market. They

were ready to embrace the Mae B concept. 
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Por tugal  i s  one of  the countr ies  that  was h i t  the hardest  by the ef fects  of  the recent

f inancial cr is is ,  and the af termath of said cr is is  can st i l l  be felt  very clearly in this countr y

in the South West of Europe. But l ike every good businessman, Pedro Cor reia has turned a

cris is  into an oppor tunity.  He runs two erot ic stores in Por tugal and has used the past years

to adapt to the cur rent s i tuat ion. What that s i tuat ion is  was one of the quest ions we asked

him in our EAN inter view. Pedro also explained how he kept his head above water in spite

of the cr is is  and he told us what matters in today's erot ic market.

“The most important
aspect is the service.“

Pedro Correia talks about the future of the erotic trade in Portugal

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 4
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When we last talked about the

Portuguese erotic market two

years ago, you said that it was in free

fall. Did the market stabilize since

then?

Pedro Correia: In the time since our

last interview, the market has stabilised

and now, it is even growing a little bit.

How did the market change to adapt

to the new situation? Did you custo-

mer base change during the course

of the crisis?

Pedro Correia: The market has got

smaller, and many products went into

free fall. People are more aware

of what they want and they

take more time to decide

what to buy and whether

they really need it. Our

customer base has

changed a little, shifting

a bit to first-time buyers.

A crisis can sometimes

lead to changes, which

result in a more stable and

sustainable market in the

long run. Do you see such

 tendencies in the Portuguese

 erotic market? 

Pedro Correia: Yes, we need to adapt

our business to the costumers'

 expectation and reality. We cannot

keep stocking every novelty that

 appears on the market. By reducing

the range and focusing on great

 products that offer good quality at a

good price, we are able to provide a

better service to our customers.

Is the situation different for the e-com-

merce? Is this a segment that is get-

ting a bigger share of the erotic

 market or do the Portuguese people

prefer the expert advice of the

 stationary retail?

Pedro Correia: E-commerce shops

open every day, and the Portuguese

people are eager to buy online. This

is a segment that is getting a bigger

share. But on the other hand, since

some of these shops don’t provide

quality service, many consumers

 return to the stationary retail stores

where they can get expert advice

and quality service.

Do you see trends product-wise? Are

there certain products that are in high

demand right now? 

Pedro Correia: The trends in the

 Portuguese market the European

trends. Any trend expands rapidly

these days, especially with products

being promoted trough social

 networks. In Portugal, there has always

been high demand for anal products.

More and more people are curious

about it and want to try it out. 

How important are brands for your

customers? Are they willing to pay

high prices for a branded product or

is the price more important for the

buying decision? 

Pedro Correia: At the moment, with

the crisis still hanging over Portugal,

the most important factor is the price.

We noticed that the sales volume

hasn’t been dropping too much, but

the price sale has dropped to half.

So, people are still buying but they

P E D R O  C O R R E I A

.................

We cannot keep stocking every novelty that

appears on the market. By reducing the range

and focusing on great products that offer good

quality at a good price, we are able to provide a

better service to our customers.”

................................ 

“

exclusive

Pedro Correia, owner of the Loja do

Pecado and Stinka stores

in Portugal
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choose the cheaper 

product. A small  percent prefer high-end brands.

Which shop-concepts will prevail in the long run in your

home county? What does a shop need to be successful

nowadays?

Pedro Correia: My personal experience

shows me that the shops need to have

a great location nowadays; they also

need a clean, bright, inviting design.

But the most important aspect is 

the service. 

What can you tell us about your customers? Are there

certain groups that are more frequent visitors of your shop

with respect to age, gender, or income?

Pedro Correia: We serve a transversal range of customers.

We see all kinds of people, from the lovebird couple and

the lonely pimpled guy to the old grandpa.

In many European counties, the public gets increasingly

open-minded towards erotic products. Do you see a

 similar trend in Portugal? Could this trend help the erotic

trade to survive the current troubles?

Pedro Correia: Sex is no longer a taboo for most people.

With the appearance of sex-related TV shows and movies

we see that people are more interested and not afraid of

trying new things. So this is a good way to promote the

erotic industry.

In our last interview you stated, that it's not easy to get a

authorisation to open an erotic shop

in Portugal, since the laws are still from

the 1970s. Does this provide a certain

protection for the already existing

shops or do you think this kind of legis-

lation is an obstacle for the regenera-

tion of the erotic market?

Pedro Correia: The Portuguese legisla-

tion has been revised. Now, it is still hard to get authorisation,

but some restrictions have been lifted and others have

been added. I believe that this kind of legislation protects

the market and the general public. You’re able to get a

 license, you just need to comply and meet all the

 necessary conditions.

Where do you see your shops in the future? Do you have

any specific plans your customers can look forward to?

Pedro Correia: We have an expansion plan for next year,

and if all goes according to plan, we are going to open

at least one more shop. And of course, our customers

can still expect great service.

.................

People are more aware

of what they want and

they take more time to

decide what to buy.”

................................ 

“

„Many consumers return to the stationary retail sto-

res where they can get expert advice and quality service.”

I N T E R V I E W
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Congratulations on your 15-year anniversary! For

one and a half decades, Shunga has been one

of the pioneers and leaders in this market. Are you proud

of what you have achieved throughout the years?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Very proud! It all started

in Sylvain’s apartment. Sylvain

crafted all the designs, there

were no computers to help

at that time! There were

 boxes all over the place

and no place to eat!

 Sylvain and Manon did

everything by themselves.

When the first orders came

in, they had no other

choice but to move to a

140 

The meteoric r ise of the Shunga brand began in 2000 when Sylvain Séguin and Manon

Val leé f i rs t  presented their  products at a t rade show. They had designed and developed

these products themselves, and their  novelt ies were met with great interest by the trade

and industr y.  Today, the Canadian brand can be found in stores in more than 70 countr ies

al l  over the world. And the above-stated quote from our interview with Jean-Pier re Hamelin,

the Market ing Director of Shunga, shows that there is  st i l l  much more to come.

“Grow our line, 
grow our market, and grow our sales.”

bigger facility and hire people to help them. Then they

presented the Shunga line at the Venus Fair in 2000

and right away, people were crazy about it and they

received lots of orders from distributors that are still key

partners in Europe today. They had no  choice but to

hire more and more employees in order to produce

enough products to meet this demand. Today, Eau

Zone Oils and Fragrances produce for distributors,

 wholesalers, retailers, and customers all over the world. 

Which deliberations led to the foundation of Shunga

all those years ago?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: The journey of Shunga Erotic Art

began in 2000 when Sylvain Séguin, creator and

 designer, and partner Manon Vallée, idea manager

and cosmetician, decided to launch a new &

SHUNGA Erotic Art celebrates 15 years of success

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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The founders of Shunga:

Manon Vallée and Sylvain Séguin
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 innovative brand of intimate

 cosmetic products under the

 banner of their already existent 

high-end cosmetic company, Eau

Zone Oils & Fragrances. 

The Shunga Art products were

 inspired by Japanese erotic works

of art from the 16th to the 18th

 century and created with the idea

that making love is an art. They were

- and still are today - designed for

couples wishing to add variety and

sensuality to their sexuality, heighten

sensations, and make every act of

pleasure a seventh heaven. 

How hard is it to live up not only to

your own standards but also to the

wishes and expectations of the

 customers and to the develop-

ments of the ever-changing market

over such a long period of time?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: It’s an  ongoing

challenge. It never stops. We are

 always working on new  formulas,

new products, new  packaging, new

flavours, new  fragrances, etc.

 Sometimes, it takes a long time

 because we are  making sure that

the Shunga  products meet our

 quality standards. They’re being

 tested by R&D. If everything goes

well, our 15th year will be a big one

for Shunga Erotic Art. 

What are the strong points of the

Shunga brand? Which qualities

 enable Shunga to fend off 

the  competition and maintain

your  position?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: The customers

know Shunga offers high quality

 products and we do not

 compromise on this aspect. Also,

our brand is strong due to a unique

selling language of our own. Many

brands try to look like Shunga on the

market. Our objective is to grow

 quicker and stronger so we always

stay one step ahead of them.  

How important is it to you that

Shunga is perceived as a brand by

the consumers? Is a brand really

that important if you want to set

yourself apart from the other

 products in the market, especially

if it's such a crowded marketplace?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin:

It’s so important to have

a strong brand. It helps

create customer loyalty

and sales longevity. Plus,

differentiating yourself

from the competition is

key in our business. 

Demand for couples

products has gone up considerably

over the course of the past years,

and trends such as sexual wellness

continue to gain momentum. Have

these  developments been benefi-

cial for the development of Shunga?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Of course, I

think it’s  entire adult industry that

benefit form this trend. 

Which are the big highlights in the

Shunga history? Which are the mi-

lestones that have defined the past

fifteen years?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Well, this year,

we have changed our website and

we can now also be found on

 Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and

 Instagram. At 15 years, it’s the start

of a new image. 

The Shunga range is made up of

several product lines. Would you

mind giving our readers some

 information about these  collections?

J E A N - P I E R R E  H A M E L I N

.................

Many brands try to

look like Shunga on

the market. Our  objective

is to grow  quicker and

stronger so 

we always stay one step

ahead of them.”

................................ 

“

Members of the Shunga team

at the production line 
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Jean-Pierre Hamelin: It started with the massage oils

and soon after came the aphrodisiac oils. The collection

quickly grew with products such as: edible body powders,

sensual massage creams, body and bath products,

 lubricants, balms and intense pleasure  products. All

 guaranteed to make every intimate  moment a 

fulfilling experience of sensuality, enticement and

 passion.

Will Shunga be at eroFame to celebrate

the big anniversary? What can we

expect in terms of new products?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Oh yes, we

will be there! We will give you a

peek at Shunga 2015. 

Since when has Shunga been active

in the European market?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Since our very first

year, in 2000. 

You are working with distributors and wholesalers in

Europe. Has that strategy paid off?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Yes, only the big distributors and

wholesalers and it’s paying off. 

Shunga is being sold in more than 70 countries all over

the world. Are there still white spots on the map –

142

 countries you still want to conquer? And which markets

hold the greatest potential for growth?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I think the only company that

 doesn’t have white spots on their map is Coca-Cola.

We are working hard to increase our distribution and

sales network in Asia. 

Europe is very heterogeneous. How does Shunga 

make sure that your products live up to the

 regulations and preferences in all the

individual markets? 

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: We listen to our

customers (distributors and whole -

salers) on the specific needs of each

region or country. As for regulations,

our products live up to the highest

 standards in Europe.  

While you're celebrating your anniversary, will

you also give your customers reason to jubilate? Will

there be special campaigns, discounts, etc. for your

15th anniversary?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Yes we are working on something,

but I can’t reveal it yet. 

What are your plans for the next 15 years?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Grow our line, grow our market

and grow our sales. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The customers know

Shunga offers 

high quality products

and we do not compromise

on this aspect.” 

................................ 

“

The production team 
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Making a good product even better is  not an easy task because there's always the danger

of disappoint ing fans of the or iginal.  But there is  l i teral ly no chance at al l  that fans of

Nexus '  Revo might be disappointed in the new Revo Stealth. The latest addit ion to the

Revo family maintains the shape and functional i ty of the predecessor,  but adds modern,

wireless technology. In our EAN inter view, Chloe Pearce and Monique Car ty tel l  us about

the advantages of the new Revo Stealth. Apar t f rom that,  we also talk about the other new

products the London-based company has in store for us,  and we take a look at the future

of the erot ic market.

Will the new Revo Stealth be the focal point of the

Nexus presentation at eroFame 2014?

Chloe: Revo Stealth will certainly be given some prime

focus at the show - its popularity since its launch at the

ETO show in June has certainly exceeded expectations,

with us pre-selling the first batch before it had even

been manufactured. However we have two more new

products to present as well as a new POS system to

show off...let’s just say that our stand is going to be pretty

full this year!

What are the most striking qualities of this new model?

Do you think it can match or even surpass the 

success of the original Revo, which has been a top-sel-

ler for years?

Chloe: Revo Stealth boasts wireless remote control

functionality, which is the main improvement to this ge-

neration of the Revo line. I'm very confident when I say

that this is one of the best toys we've ever launched -

years of expertise and research have gone into this

 model, everything from the plastic used in the base to

the technology used in the motor has been carefully

thought out. Revo Stealth has everything you could want

from a toy - functionality, durability, it’s waterproof, re-

chargeable and has a wireless remote control - and it

comes in a really cool box too. We predict that it will

Chloe Pearce and Monique Carty present the latest innovation from Nexus

Chloe Pearce, Sales Manager at Nexus

exclusive
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“I'm very confident when I say that this is
one of the best toys we've ever launched.“
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surpass Revo 2, just as that model

surpassed Revo 1, despite the hig-

her price point. There's just nothing

else like it on the market and thanks

to the growing awareness of the

customer, any man loo-

king to invest in their

pleasure is bound

to seek out the

best.

Apart from the Revo Stealth, Nexus

is also going to present another pro-

duct for the male clientele in Ha-

nover. What can you tell us about

that product?

Chloe: The ace up our sleeves! The

Nexus Ace is a slight departure for

us in that it's not a dedicated pro-

state toy - not too far of a departure

however as it's a butt plug. In true

Nexus style however, it's packed full

of technology and features so alt-

hough it's a staple product we've

managed to make it unlike anything

else on the market at the moment.

Of course it is made of our high qua-

lity silicone which people love, it has

an ergonomic shape with strategi-

cally placed ribbing on the shaft, it

features powerful vibrations and 6

stimulation settings, it's waterproof,

and perhaps best of all it features

wireless remote control functionality.

We really have tried to think of every-

thing a customer could want in a

butt plug...we've even kept the price

extremely competitive, with the plug

retailing at ￡60 (70 euro). We hope

the Nexus Ace will set the bench

mark for butt plugs to come!

Last year, you presented the Nexus

Femme brand at eroFame – a

brand that focuses ex-

clusively on the female 

customers, as the

name suggests. The first

product in that col-

lection was named

 Bisous. How happy are

you with your new

brand? Has Bisous lived

up to your expectati-

ons?

Monique: We are ex-

tremely happy with how Nexus

Femme has been accepted by the

industry and will be continually gro-

wing the range with beautiful and

effective toys for

women. The

feedback on Bi-

sous has been

extremely posi-

tive, especially

the effective-

ness of the rota-

ting shaft but

we need to re-

vise the price

point as the

feedback we

have had is that

the price is a little high. Unfortunately

this is down to the powerful rotating

technology in the shaft so we are

currently looking at ways to reduce

the cost without reducing the

 performance. We will also be

 making the next batch waterproof

which is something we have had

difficulty with due to the design of

the product.

Now, another product will be

 added to the Nexus Femme range,

an item called Cadence. Please

tell us, what is Cadence?

Monique: Cadence is a silicone

rabbit vibrator with G Spot stroker

technology in the shaft. The stroker

works in an up and down motion

that strokes the G Spot to promote

orgasm and female ejaculation.

There are three speed stroker

 settings and six clitoral settings and

it’s waterproof and also recharge-

able. The packaging is also similar

to Bisous so both products will work

well together in store.

Have you also added new POS

 materials for these new products to

support the retailers?

Monique: We have

new POS for our

 entire range so  stores

can display Nexus

products effectively.

The stands can be

used on counter

tops, shelves or slat

wall and will show all

the product USP’s

clearly. For the new

items we have A5

display leaflets and

we also have CGI

 videos for a selection of our pro-

ducts that work well online or in store

on VDU’s. We also like to encourage

our customers to contact us re POS

C H L O E  P E A R C E
M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y

.................

Revo Stealth has

everything you

could want from a  

toy - functionality,

 durability, it’s water-

proof, rechargeable and

has a wireless remote

control - and it comes

in a really cool box

too.“ Chloe Pearce

..................................

“

“We really have tried to think of

everything a customer could want in a butt plug.”
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as there is always the possibility to make bespoke items

should the existing range not work for

them.

Nexus is definitely one of the best-estab-

lished brands in the erotic market. How

will that position be reflected in your

trade show stand at eroFame 2014?

Monique: That’s really nice to hear thank

you. Our stand this year will incor-

porate our new POS, and spe-

cial screen display so customers can get a

good idea of what our brand has to offer.  

What are your plans for the future?

Monique: We are constantly evolving here at

Nexus and

have new

things on the

horizon the en-

tire time. We

are always

deve lop ing

new products

and finding

148 

interesting ways to  market them as well as

improving our internal operations to

make things run as smoothly for the

customer as possible.  

Which markets hold the greatest

growth potential for Nexus?

Monique: Nexus is recognized

worldwide and our distribution

network is very strong.  There is

however two markets that we are

concentrating on at the moment

that we feel need more focus but I

don’t want to give too much away.

Since Nexus is a producer brand, I'd like

to know what you think of all the

 private brands from wholesalers

and distributors that are surging

into the market?  What is your

 opinion on that development?

Monique: It’s an

obvious move for them.  If

they produce their own items there is

a bigger margin, they can control

supply and they know what their

 customer base wants. However,

 distributors have a big job to do and

therefore they don’t have as much

focus as brands do.   Because we are

strictly a manufacturer we can

 concentrate on that and ensure we do it very well.  

How will the market for sex toys develop over the course

of the next years?

Monique: I think the market is going to continue the

way it has done over recent years.  The quality, 

technology and diversity has evolved enormously as

consumers have become more demanding of their

sex toys. Adult products will continue to penetrate the

mainstream and pharmaceutical markets and distribu-

tion channels will continue to be more diluted. Nexus

has always been a quality brand and we will continue

to keep our standards and innovation at the forefront

of the industry.

I N T E R V I E W
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Monique Carty, Director at Nexus

Revo Stealth: “There's just nothing
else like it on the market.”

“Cadence is a silicone rabbit
vibrator with G Spot stroker
technology in the shaft.”

.................

We are constantly

evolving here at

 Nexus and have new

things on the horizon 

the entire time.“ 

Monique Carty

.................................. 

“
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kGoal is the name of your latest

 innovation, the follow-up to your

first two products, Ola and Limon.

When was the idea for kGoal

born, and how long did it take

to get to the finished product?

Brian Krieger: We massaged

the idea for kGoal in our heads

for quite a while – it’s been on

our mind since before Ola even

existed, to be honest. We have al-

ways thought of additional applica-

tions for the squeeze technology we de-

veloped and we knew that we wanted to

create a product that is highly evolved and highly relevant.

kGoal is the result. The actual development has been an

on-going process. kGoal is our third product and we de-

velop every product from scratch in our laboratory in San

Francisco. Although it is until now our most complex pro-

duct in terms of software and hardware, and in addition

we had to develop an app for it, we are actually getting

much better and quicker at the developmental process. 

Ola and Limon have set the bar pretty high for any new

Minna Life product. Can kGoal live up to these standards

or maybe even surpass them?

150

The products f rom creative powerhouse Minna Li fe al l  have one thing in common: They

spor t features that clearly set them apar t f rom the competit ion – just  think of the Squeeze

technology. Now, to fol low up Ola and Limon, comes kGoal.  Unl ike those two products

which were both vibrators,  kGoal is  a pelvic f loor t raining device. But i t  is  more than a pro-

duct; incorporat ing smar tphones into the mix, the American company has created a new

product category here. In our inter view, Minna Li fe 's Br ian Kr ieger shares lots of fascinating

information about this new product.

Brian Krieger: kGoal is a completely diffe-

rent product, with very different pro-

duct design objectives than Ola

and Limon. We see kGoal as an

exercise aid to help make trai-

ning of pelvic floor muscles ea-

sier, more fun, and more pro-

ductive. In contrast, Ola and

Limon were vibrators whose fun-

damental value lies as pleasure

products, not in improving health.

In addition, the smartphone element

of kGoal opens a whole new world of in-

teraction and potential. The ability to provide

feedback via a variety of senses (touch, sight, sound) and

create an engaging experience that lets users keep track

of performance history is a powerful advance. We see

kGoal as so different from other Kegel products available

that it is really creating a new product category.

So kGoal is a pelvic floor trainer – but some people might

argue that there are more than enough products of that

type on the market. What sets kGoal apart from these

 other pelvic floor trainers?

Brian Krieger: kGoal is smart. Pretty much all existing pro-

ducts are passive, with no ability to keep track of workouts,

exclusive
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“kGoal has a number 
of revolutionary features.“

Brian Krieger on the third innovation from Minna Life

Brian Krieger promises there will

from Minna Life in the future

be more innovative concepts
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provide feedback, or provide guidance. kGoal’s ability to

do all of those things makes it tremendously more powerful

(and useful) than other pelvic floor trainers.

How exactly does kGoal work?

Brian Krieger: The system is quite simple – there are two

halves: (1) kGoal device and (2) kGoal app. First, kGoal is

inserted into the vagina – its unique design enables the

size to be adjusted to conform to a wide variety of anato-

mies by letting air in or out of the squeezable pillow. Once

in place, it can measure squeezing of the pelvic floor

muscles, and it also has two motors for providing tactile vi-

brational feedback (and also, perhaps some incentive to

continue exercising…).

The other key element of the system is the app. It com-

municates with and can control kGoal wirelessly, and it’s

also where the user can find their exercise history and sug-

gested workouts. It also provides the interface to play ga-

mes and create a more interesting and fun experience.

What can you tell us about the unique selling points and

revolutionary features of kGoal?

Brian Krieger: kGoal has a number of revolutionary features

that make it a ground-breaking advance in pelvic floor

health. In particular, kGoal gives you the ability to:

Get real time biofeedback: pelvic floor muscles are often

controlled subconsciously, and studies have shown that

over 30% of women are not able to correctly contract

their pelvic floor muscles without direct feedback (instead,

they will often flex their abs, glutes, or inner thighs). kGoal's

ability to provide real time feedback via touch, sight and

sound can help you make sure you're doing the exercises

correctly. Guide your workout: our team of expert physical

therapists and doctors has helped us develop algorithms

152 

to suggest exercise plans that are tailored to you and ba-

sed on your current capabilities. Track your performance:

kGoal can measure and keep track of everything from

muscle strength to endurance to which exercises you did

and when you did them. Being able to look at how your

body changes over time can help you (and your doctor

or therapist) better understand your body and optimize

your health.

Be comfortable: since kGoal's squeezable pillow is squishy

and has a vent to adjust the air pressure, you can tailor

the fit to your body's unique anatomy, even as it changes

over time. Make exercise fun: let's face it... exercise can

be boring. A smart device can make it way more interes-

ting, and we're even working on games and other inter-

actions to make pelvic floor exercise more engaging. We

know that motivation can be a huge challenge with exer-

cise, and it was vital for us to create an experience that

doesn't feel like a chore.  

Would you say that kGoal is in some ways more than just

a product?

Brian Krieger: I would. It is a new product category…

Unfortunately, pelvic floor training is confined to the sideli-

nes of public awareness. Why is this type of training so im-

portant? Which results can it yield?

Brian Krieger: Strong pelvic floor muscles are a vital part

of a healthy body. In particular, they are crucial in the fol-

lowing contexts:

Pregnancy: they are critically important during and after

pregnancy, both in helping the body manage changes

arising from the pregnancy and also in recovering more

readily after birth.

Bladder control: they control the bladder and can prevent

incontinence caused by stress, post-partum effects,

I N T E R V I E W
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kGoal has stirred tremendous

the United States

media interest in

.................

We believe kGoal has the

potential to become one of

the most successful products

our industry has ever seen.”

................................ 

“
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ageing, or other factors. Over 76% of women experience

incontinence issues at some point in their life - strong pelvic

floor muscles can prevent or resolve many of these

 problems without the complications of surgery.

Musculoskeletal stability: they support abdominal organs

and provide stability for the entire pelvic region and lower

spine; when weak or unstable they can cause back and

pelvic pain.

Pleasure: they are an important part of a healthy sexual

response for women. Strong pelvic floor muscles can en-

hance arousal and improve sensation, orgasm quality,

and general sexual experience. 

A therapist who is specialized in pelvic floor training

was also involved in the development of kGoal. Did

she contribute many ideas? Did she maybe point out

things that would otherwise have been ignored? 

How important was it for you to include scientific findings

in the design process?

Brian Krieger: Yes, we worked with Elizabeth Miracle, who

is the founder and owner of Miracle Physical Therapy in

San Francisco. In addition to her private practice, she is

an Assistant Clinical Professor at the University of California

San Francisco’s School of Physical Therapy. Liz was an ex-

tremely valuable part of the development process. Her

perspective and insight into pelvic floor anatomy provided

huge product design improvements at every step of the

way and we are excited to continue working together as

we refine kGoal and continue with further new product

development.

154 

The media – also mainstream organs – are taking great

interest in your latest product? How do you explain this

 curiosity about kGoal?

Brian Krieger: During our Kickstarter campaign, more than

80 articles were written in the mainstream media about

kGoal and it was featured nationally and internationally in

all media formats, even in late night shows (for example,

Seth Meyers did a very funny bit about kGoal). Although it

is not always talked about, we have found that most wo-

men (and many men) are well aware of the importance

of pelvic floor muscles to their health and that fact, com-

bined with the lack of good tools to exercise pelvic floors,

has helped kGoal resonate strongly with people all over

the world.

Talking about the mainstream market: Products for pelvic

floor training also have appeal outside the erotic market.

Can you see kGoal being sold via mainstream channels

as well, for instance in pharmacies?

Brian Krieger: Yes we can, but for now we are focusing on

trusted erotic channels.

When will kGoal be available in Europe? And which distri-

butors and wholesalers are going to offer this extraordinary

product to the retail trade?

Brian Krieger: kGoal will definitely be available in Europe.

We are currently refining our sales strategy and part of that

involves building an international partnership network to

reach adequate market coverage. We are in dialogue

with several potential companies, but at this point this is

work-in-progess.

What can you tell us about the pricing of kGoal?

Brian Krieger: We currently finalizing the cost structure with

our manufacturing partner. As soon as that is done, we will

be able to announce pricing. Again, also work-in-process,

but I can promise you this: kGoal will be priced to appeal

to a wide base of customers. 

You have started a campaign on Kickstarter. Since many

Europeans are not familiar with this platform, would you

mind explaining how Kickstarter works and why you

 decided to take this approach?

Brian Krieger: Kickstarter is a crowd funding platform that

allows interested supporters of new products, services or

I N T E R V I E W
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We see kGoal as an

exercise aid to help

make training of pelvic

floor muscles easier, more

fun, and more productive.”

................................ 

“
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causes to show their support by contributing money to a

fund-raising campaign, often in return for receiving a perk.

In our case, popular perks included a discount on one of

the first available units of kGoal. We ran a Kickstarter to

raise funds for manufacturing kGoal and to raise early

awareness. It worked incredibly well for us. Take a look at

the campaign results: 

www.kickstarter.com/projects/892018590/kgoal-smart-

 kegel-trainer?ref=discovery

Are you happy with the support you got for kGoal on

Kickstarter?

Brian Krieger: The support was overwhelming. Besides the

incredible media coverage that we got, we raised about

three times as much money as we had targeted. We pre-

sold about 2,200 products to our supporters in the 6 weeks

the campaign ran – proof enough for us and for our cus-

tomers to know that kGoal is a winner. 

What can you tell us about the feedback from the trade

and industry? And how do the consumers respond 

to kGoal?

Brian Krieger: The interest in gKoal is phenomenal! Every

day, we receive mails from retailers, distributors, gynaeco-

logists, therapists, sexologists, pharmacists or just interested

future customers. We believe it has the potential to be-

come one of the most successful products our industry

has ever seen.

kGoal, blueMotion, etc. - more and more often, erotic

products make use of modern technologies, for in-

stance smartphones. Do you believe that this trend will

156 w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 4

gain  momentum in the future? And which other

 ombinations are conceivable?

Brian Krieger: We see technology is a means to an end, not

an end in itself. It’s all about relevance – just because you

can do something from a technical point of view doesn’t

mean you should do it from a user experience point of view

(and the user experience point of view is the only one that

matters). We believe that great products are so intuitive and

so fluid in the way they improve the experience that you

hardly know they’re there. We are an engineering and pro-

duct-oriented company and so we are certainly very excited

about the potential for technology to improve what’s possible

in our industry. However, the value of the trend will be deter-

mined by how useful, fun and pleasurable the new products

are, not how technologically sophisticated.

Given the enormous output of new products that hit the

store shelves each day, some people argue that the mar-

ketplace is pretty much saturated. What is your opinion?

How much room is left in this market?

Brian Krieger: There is little to no room for more of the same,

in our opinion. However, we believe there is always room for

innovation, and that is what we are always chasing…

Apparently, there is no shortage of creativity at Minna Life.

Are you already developing ideas for a new product?

What can the market expect from your company in the

next years?

Brian Krieger: Unbelievably cool and relevant innovations

that employ new and brilliant technologies to sexual health

products and toys. Our pipeline for new concepts and

ideas is just opening up…

kGoal is a smart Kegel trainer and functions

monitoring and guidance system

as both an exercise tool and a performance

I N T E R V I E W
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In 2013, your company presented its products at

eroFame for the first time – and with great success!

This year, you're back in Hanover. Do you think you

will be even more successful than last year?

Alain Elmaleh: Yes, I am sure that we will definitely

be more successful than last year for many reasons.

What will definitely help is the fact that we are now

better known by retailers and distributors than last year

since we’ve been exhibiting at every major trade

show in Europe and the USA throughout the year, as

well as advertising in every major magazine on a

 regular basis. 

This year, we also

gained some

great exposure by

winning an important XBIZ

Award earlier this year and we

even got triple nominated this past

July at the Storerotica Awards. But

the main reason why I think we’ll

be more successful this year is

because we’ve now added

some beautiful new products

that are priced right, and the

brand now consists of a total

of 40 different items (all

 available in two colours) versus

14 items last year. This year
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One year has passed s ince Alain Elmaleh, President of Bodispa wel lness products,  inc. /

Kaytel media inc. presented his brand Nobu to the trade and industr y,  and r ight f rom the

beginning, i t  was met with great interest.  But that was merely the beginning because – as

Alain explains in our inter view - the col lect ion has not only become a major international

success, but i t  has also grown quite a bit ,  and today, i t  includes 40 products in dif ferent

pr ice ranges. Now, the Canadian company wants to present Nobu in al l  i ts  mult i - faceted

glory to the European trade at the eroFame trade convention.

“I really think that Nobu will take a
 giant step this year in many markets!”

we’ve also launched a hugely successful line of fla-

voured edible massage oils and massage candles,

each being offered in very attractive counter displays

with testers.

It has been a year since the last eroFame trade

 convention, and it was an eventful and successful

twelve months for you. Looking back, which where

the highlights?

Alain Elmaleh: Our highlights were no doubt winning

the much coveted XBIZ “Best New Pleasure Products

Company of the Year” Award and being nominated

for Storerotica’s “Best Boutique Brand of the Year”

Award,  “Best New Design” Award for the Swani, and

also the nomination for “Best Foreign Distributor of the

Year” Award. Other highlights included also the signing

of some of the largest distributors in the industry, both

in America and Europe.   

Among other things, you presented your new Nobu

line at eroFame 2013, and Nobu will be back in

 Hanover this year – however, the collection has grown

considerably in the meantime. What can you tell us

about the development of the Nobu line? 

Alain Elmaleh: This year we wanted to make the line

accessible to a larger clientele by broadening the

price range. At the beginning the first 14 items were

all priced at $100 and more, because it was

Nobu is set for success – Alain Elmaleh brings numerous new products to Europe 

exclusive
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 important for us to establish Nobu

as being a higher end line, but

now we have added some pretty

amazing affordable items ranging

in size and functionality, and I can

say now that the price range is

now from $29 to $140. Therefore

we can now really say that we

have something for everyone, and

we hope that once people taste

the Nobu experience with the

 lower priced items, they will be

tempted to try some of the more

sophisticated and elaborate items

that are priced higher.  

How many products does the

 collection comprise at the

 moment, and which ones are your

personal highlights?

Alain Elmaleh: The line comprises

of 40 carefully picked items, and

we are hoping to increase the

 selection to 60 items by the 

end of 2015. My personal delights

are the new Nobu Minis, schedu-

led to be released for the first time

during eroFame (they will be

 available through Tonga first.) I also

like the Sumo and the Nora,

 because of their exquisite design,

impeccable quality and also the

amazing power of their vibrating

bullets  inside. I have a fiancée 

who loves toys, so it’s a great

 advantage for me, because I get

to know first hand which items work

great and should be part of the

Nobu range, and which items are

not so great an therefore shouldn’t

be part of Nobu! 

Nobu stands for great quality at a

great price. Is the price-quality

 ratio what makes these products

so successful?

Alain Elmaleh: Well, among other

things yes,  but I also like to think

that what makes Nobu successful

is the fact that every Nobu that we

offer has something unique, either

new technology, bold design,

 elegant simplicity, more power,

etc...  But of course I also agree

with you that the price quality ratio

has been a very important factor

in Nobu’s rapid success. In fact,

before putting out any new

 product we do a full analysis on

comparable products on the

 market, and we make sure that we

always offer a bit more than

 competing products, for a better

retail price. For example we will

 offer more features, more

 performance, more power, better

packaging, etc... anything that 

will give Nobu an edge 

over  competing products in the 

same category.

For a while, the market was

 dominated by products with flashy

design, then everybody seemed

to turn to expensive luxury toys,

and now, the latest trend seems

to be to combine erotic products

and modern technology. How do

you feel about that development,

and using those trends as corner

marks, where on this axis would

you position Nobu?

Alain Elmaleh: Well, if you look

back at the beginning of Nobu two

Alain Elmaleh is looking forward to presenting

his new Nobu products to the European market

A L A I N  E L M A L E H

.................

In fact, when we introduce a new Nobu product

on the market, it must have something special.”

................................ “
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years ago, it is exactly the direction that we took, 

right from the start. If you recall when we first met, 

I had shown you some of the Nobu products 

that  combined exclusive technology never seen

 before on the adult toy market, with beautiful

 ergonomic  designs combined with elegant, simplistic

yet  sophisticated packaging. So this is not new to us!

In fact, when we introduce a new Nobu product on

the market, it must have something special, either

special technology such as temperature sensor

 system or voice activated or led lighted shaft, or its

shape or size must be special, or its features. This is

what we thrive on. Not just launch items to clog 

retailers  shelves!

Nobu includes vibrators, lubricants, massage

oils, and massage candles. Do you want to

turn Nobu into a product range that covers

all the facets of the market?

Alain Elmaleh: That’s right. We know now that

we have something good in our hand with

the Nobu brand. People clearly showed us

that they like what they see so far! Our goal

now is to turn Nobu into a sexual lifestyle brand,

which will  always stand between the

mainstream and the adult market.  

Which new products from 

the Nobu line will we see 

at  eroFame? 
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Alain Elmaleh: We will officially launch our new Nobu

Mini (5 new items) and Nobu Sorbè (10 new items),

as well as our three new kits and also all our new

 marketing tools such the mini counter displays, the

led lighted, rotating shelves counter displays, or our

full line of floor displays. We will also present our new

2014 - 2015 Nobu catalog.  

As far as your other brand, Bodispa, is concerned,

your goal was to cater to the adult market, but also

to channels of distribution outside the erotic realm.

Have you succeeded?

Alain Elmaleh: Yes indeed, we are now in seven

countries and just signed a deal with two chains of

drugstores in Canada, totalling 450 retail outlets. Next

will be Shopping channels on TV,  both in USA and

Canada, and hopefully one major chain of 1000

drugstores, that we’ve been working on for over a

year now! 

Why is Bodispa the right collection for the mainstream

market, and why isn't Nobu? 

Alain Elmaleh: Because Bodispa is the more

 mainstream brand, selling items that are completely

non-sexual such as the neck massager, the head

massage kit, the hot and cold massager for the whole

body, etc. while Nobu has a more sexual wellness

approach, selling only items that can be used in a

sexual way, no ambiguity there!

Are you also planning to bring Bodispa to eroFame?

If so, would you mind giving us some information

about the products we can expect? What makes

them stand out from the competition? 

Alain Elmaleh: We might concentrate only on Nobu

this year because there is so much happening right

now with Nobu! Maybe next year we will do the

I N T E R V I E W
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Our goal now is to turn Nobu into 

a sexual lifestyle brand, which

will always stand between the

 mainstream and the adult market.”

................................ 

“

The headquarters of Bodispa

and Kaytel Media in Saint-Laurent, Canada
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 contrary if its  Bodispa

that has more to show

the world!  But in any

case, rest assured that

we are heavily promo-

ting Bodispa as well,

having participated in

no less than  seven

mainstream wellness

shows this year alone!!

Please tell us more

about your plans and

your expectations re-

garding eroFame 2014?

Alain Elmaleh: We want to continue on the same

path, show our product range to people from all over

the world, find other distributors to cover areas where

Nobu is not properly repre-

sented  yet, and explain to

potential  customers the

 unique characteristics of all

the new and exciting Nobu

items that are being

 launched this year!

When will your new products

be available to the Euro-

pean trade, and which  distributors will offer them to

the retailers? 

Alain Elmaleh: Our new products will be ready to ship

immediately after the eroFame show. 

Right now we have S&T Rubber distributing our

 products in Germany and other parts of Europe, we

also just signed with Tonga to distribute the complete

Nobu range, and then we have a few more

 distributors in the other European mar-

kets such as France, Spain, (Italy

coming soon), and we hope to

find distri-
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butors to cover the Eas-

tern  European  territory,

as well as Russia, and

other territories that we

have yet to  develop. 

Are you happy with the

presence of your com-

pany in Europe, or do

you want to  expand

and strengthen the dis-

tribution network?

Alain Elmaleh: We are

very happy of what

we’ve  accomplished in Europe so far, but we still have

a lot to do in Europe and I think this year will be the

year when we make it  happen. I really think that Nobu

will take a giant step this year in many markets, and

we will really affirm our presence

everywhere in Europe and other

parts of the world!   

You are a Canadian company.

Why is it that so many well-known

brands and products in the sex

toy market – We-Vibe, Swan,

Fuze, Nobu, to name but a few -

were all  created in that country?

Alain Elmaleh: Well, what can I say! Here in Canada,

we are not a lot of people, only 33 million for such a

vast country almost as big as the USA! So we are in

general very competitive because our market is so

small in volume, and therefore in order to succeed

we must be very creative, otherwise we cannot

 succeed in such a tight market. That’s probably why

so many great ideas come from here! If you want

me to give you another unrelated example, in the

music business for  example. Take a look at who are

among the most successful French singers in France

lately, they almost all come from Quebec! Not from

France! Same  phenomenon! Smaller market here so

the singers are more creative and try harder! But then

again, maybe I’m wrong and maybe it’s just pure

coincidence that all these great brands emanate

from Canada!

I N T E R V I E W
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The price quality ratio has

been a very important factor

in Nobu’s rapid success.”
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The Nobu catalogue 2014 – 2015 
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Would you mind giving us an overview of your pro-

duct range in the “erotic games“ segment?

Jane Bowles: The ethos behind the creation of all our

couples games is that “the couple who plays together

stays together”. Games should create a great experience

together, strengthening bonds and allowing couples to

enjoy new and spontaneous adventures. It is so much

easier to try out new sexual fantasies if it’s the game that

is introducing the idea. All our games provide a different

experience but the one common factor is that you and

your partner are making time to be together and have

fun. With over 50 % of couples now divorced we truly be-

lieve that games can help lower that figure as couples

continue to engage in intimate activity whether it’s a full

on sexy time or just a cosy kiss and a cuddle.

Party games, romantic games, games for couples,

drinking games – which areas do you cover with your

166 

Spending t ime together,  laughing and

 having fun together, expanding your horizon

together,  exper iencing erot ic  adventures

 together – this is  basical ly the quintessence

of  e rot ic  games fo r  couples ,  a  product

 segment that has seen s ignif icant growth as

both,  the erot ic  market  and i t s  c l iente le

have changed throughout the past  years .

Creative Conceptions is  one of the exper ts

in th is  f ie ld,  and games for  couples have

been a mainstay of the Br i t ish dist r ibutor 's

success for  several  years.  EAN talked with

Creative Conception's Director, Jane Bowles,

about the prerequis i tes and the potential  of

erot ic games. And of course, we also asked

her  about  new products  and her  p lans 

for eroFame.

“The couple who 
plays together stays together.”

products? And how different are these games from

one another?

Jane Bowles: We specialise in games for couples as

this is the area about which we are most passionate. All

of our games offer different levels and of play, you

chose how to play them at what speed you are com-

fortable with; some are in board game form, some just

a role of the dice and a card pick up, one teaching

the art of sensual stripping and teasing tips and others

leading down the domination route; we offer love and

intimacy and promote strengthening a monogamous

relationship.

Which games are your top-sellers?

Jane: Monogamy – A Hot Affair … With your Partner!

has always been and continues to be our best selling

game. It grows by word of mouth which for an adult

game is pretty special and if you check our sites with

Jane Bowles, Director of Creative Conceptions, talks about the market for erotic games

Jane Bowles, Director,

Creative Conceptions

exclusive
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reviews it always scores

very highly! The game brings back

all those butterfly feelings you have when you first meet

and it really does get hot sex back on the agenda. We

have sold over three quarters of a million games world-

wide and are really excited to be launching the game

in French and Spanish at eroFame this

year. In addition Orion, who are our ex-

clusive licensors for the German game

will be launching the Hungarian edition

in time for Christmas. Hot on the heels

of Monogamy and offering a different

price point option is our You & Me game

and 50 Days of Play which has sold so

well we have recently launched a follow

up called 50 Nights of Naughtiness.

The European market is very heterogeneous – especially

given all the different languages spoken on the conti-

nent. How do you make sure your products reach the

broadest audience possible? How many different

language versions are there for your games?

Jane: Fortunately a lot of people in Europe do speak

English, sometimes even better than we do, so we are

lucky that quite a few countries are happy to take ga-

mes in English. As the actions and tips in our games are

often detailed we believe single language games are

most well received and so we are continuously looking

for distribution partners who would like to own the exclu-
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sive rights for our

games in their region in return for their

doing the translation. Translation is so key for our games

that we strongly believe it needs to be done by a native

speaker who really understands the nuance and flavour

of each game. 

Erotic board games for adults can

be a lot of things – from titillating to

awkward. How would you define a

good erotic game? Which criteria

are important for such products?

Jane: A good erotic game needs to

be fun to play, laughter is so impor-

tant in relationships and quality ga-

mes get the balance right between

pushing boundaries and exploring each other’s thought

by promoting discussion. They need to be quite pres-

criptive too so it is the card dictating what you do and

not the players – this removes the embarrassment factor.

When it comes to the distribution of adult games, Crea-

tive Conceptions is one of the pioneers in the market.

Would you say that the general changes in the erotic

market have resulted in increased demand for these

products?

Jane: I would definitely agree that as the erotic market

has evolved into a market driven by couples then erotic

games have evolved too. Whereas games were tradi-
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“Monogamy – A Hot Affair … With your Partner”

also available in Spanish and French

has been a top-seller for years and is now

.................

Many couples will

buy their first sex

toys and visit a sex

shop for the first time

as a result of playing

one of our games.”

................................ 

“
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tionally very visual and aimed at men such as playing

cards with images of beautiful women – today’s games

are more relationship focussed and provide a great

way of couples building and strengthening bonds, lear-

ning more about each other’s sexual desires and ex-

perimenting with new exciting bedroom play – or as

our number one board game, MONOGAMY, says – they

make you feel as though you are having “A Hot Affair…

with your partner!”

Erotic games make perfect products for couples. Do

the retailers see the potential these games hold for

brick and mortar stores and online shops alike, or have

they not really tapped into that potential yet?

Jane: I think many retailers appreciate how well games

sell around key times of the year such as Christmas or
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Valentines but perhaps they do not see games as a

way to maximise sales of other goods within the store

and as a way to ensure repeat custom. By playing the

games themselves sales staff can fully appreciate the

power of the games and can also increase add on

sales by knowing what complimentary products can

be sold to enhance game play for example, hand cuff,

paddles, masks, lubricants, massage oils, lingerie, nipple

clamps, bondage, fancy dress… How many other pro-

ducts do you have in the store that you can sell so

many add-ons with – the answer is none. In addition

keeping a strong couples section within your store en-

sures there are always great presents for anniversaries

and weddings – most of which occur in the summer so

it’s a key time in the selling of couples games.

One would think that these games are also a perfect

means of getting new customer groups interested in

the erotic market. Drawing from your experience, are

adult games a gateway to the “world of erotica“?

Jane: Absolutely – many couples will buy their first sex

toys and visit a sex shop for the first time as a result of

playing one of our games. It peaks their interest and al-

lows them to try things as it is all part of the game and

not their suggestion so again it takes away the pressure.

Another element that is also of the essence is the pre-

sentation of a product – how important is the design of

the box to get consumers interested in erotic board

games?

Jane: We believe product presentation is key. These

games offer the promise of an experience so the pre-

sentation needs to be in line with what kind of experi-

ence the game is offering. For example You and Me

offers an evening of Intimacy and so the packaging re-

flects that whereas 50 Days of Play promises an adven-

ture into the world of bondage so the packaging again

needs to suggest that. With games also often being

gifts – the box design needs to reflect quality and be

something you would be proud to give your partner.

Do you have some advice for the retailers about how

to present and market your games?

Jane: Yes – games sell best when displayed together

and in their own section, ideally with a header.

I N T E R V I E W
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Product testing of Creative Conceptions'

“Stick A Dick Hen Party Line”
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Do you offer sales-promoting materials to support 

the retailers?

Jane: We have found the best sales support tool we can

offer is a game for all staff to take home in turn and play.

They will then talk with such passion that they will sell lots of

games and in that gain lots of repeat custom as people

return to buy their accessories and more games.

Soon, eroFame will be upon us, and Creative Concepti-

ons is also going to present their products in Hanover.

What are your plans for the trade conventions, and what

can you tell us about the games you will present at the

show?

Jane: At eroFame, we will be presenting all our games in

a dedicated area of our stand and we will be introducing

the Spanish and French version of MONOGAMY together

with all our new games including 50 Nights of Naughtiness,

You & Me, Strip and Tease and Chemin De Plaisir. Our

hope is also to make more relationships with exclusive

distributors to produce the games in their native language

in the same way we have worked with Orion in Germany

and Hisab Joker in Sweden both of who have enjoyed

strong success with the titles.

Do you also present your games at other trade shows

outside the erotic market? If so, how important are these

other markets for the distribution of your games?

Jane: In the UK we have made an alliance with Spencer

and Fleetwood and they will be presenting a selection of
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our games at The Spring Fair but the adult market is by far

our main focus for the games. Traditional games outlets

are still very reserved about adult games as they fear

being games that they will be picked up by  children.

Whilst this may change in years to come we believe the

best place for people to find and indeed review adult

games is on the adult websites and in adult stores where

they can be proudly displayed.

How will the market for erotic games develop in the

 future? Will demand for these products  go up as the pu-

blic acceptance of things erotic continues to increase?

Jane: I personally believe erotic games should be avai-

lable on prescription from the government as there would

be far less divorce if this were the case! That may be a

little unrealistic though but I do believe, as with all products

across our industry, the demand for erotic games will

 increase as sex play is further legitimised by TV and Film.

What are Creative Conceptions' plans to further expand

the product range in this market segment?

Jane: It takes a long time to write, test, weak and design

a good erotic game. It needs to stir the loins of the players

and that doesn’t happen over night. You will not therefore

see a massive release of new games, indeed being a bit

of a perfectionist it will be more a steady stream but one

thing we can say for sure is when we do bring them out

they will work for the couple playing them and for the

 retailer they will sell through.
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“Games should create

a great experience

together, strengthening

bonds and allowing cou-

ples to enjoy new and

spontaneous adventures.”
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The Creative Conceptions head

offices in Newark, England

For Jane and Ritchie Bowles, it all began with

“Monogamy – A Hot Affair … With your Partner”
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Five years ago, T ickler set out to change the erot ic market with their  dist inct concept and

their  extraordinary products.  So now that the company has hit  the f ive-year mark, i t  fel t

l ike a good t ime to take stock, and Tickler mastermind Er ic Kalén kindly agreed to answer

all of our questions. In our interview, he also teased two new products that wil l  be presented

to the international erot ic t rade at eroFame 2014.
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This year marks Tickler's 5-year an-

niversary. Are you proud and

happy with the things you achieved,

or did you expect more?

Eric Kalén: Time passes fast when

you are having fun as we say in

Swedish… You always expect

things to go much quicker than

they do but it feels like we have

built a strong foundation for the fu-

ture with a great product portfolio,

in-house production, and great

partners in sales and distribution. I

am both happy and proud of what

we have achieved up until now

and we´re really looking forward

to the next five years - they will be

great for us! And most importantly,

since this is our 5th birthday, I am

looking forward to congratulations

and gifts from all our partners, cus-

tomers and friends at eroFame!

You will find me at stand 197….

The market for sex toys has

changed greatly since 2009. Has

Tickler adapted to these changes,

or would you say that the brand

was one of the instigators of 

this trend? 

Eric: We have chosen our own path

and have not really followed any

trend, but I cannot see that the mar-

ket has been hugely inspired by us

(yet. ...) It takes time to do things if

you want to do them well, and we

are still building and developing Tick-

ler, so that is where my focus is.

Tickler entered the market deter-

mined to reach a new audience.

Have you accomplished this goal?

Has your concept played a big role

in creating  awareness and accep-

tance for sex toys in our society?

Eric:: We have come a little way,

but there is still a long way to go. I

think we have had more impact

in some countries/areas than ot-

hers, but on the whole, we have

not made a big difference yet. So

there is a lot of work to do.

You want to get new consumer

groups into the erotic stores, and in

order to achieve that, you called

on the producers to present more

 products that are geared toward

  first-time buyers. Would you say that

there has been a positive develop-

ment in that department? 

Eric: I would say that Tickler are lea-

ding in that segment as the market

in general has its focus on the high-

tech and high-price  segment. But to

be honest, I still think that most erotic

retailers are still  letting their  customers

down and by doing so, they are mis-

sing out on a great  opportunity. 

What do you think of the recent

trend towards combining erotic

products with modern technology

– for instance controlling a toy via

apps, smartphones, etc.?

Eric: They could be fun gadgets

but I think that the manufacturers

are  misunderstanding the real po-

tential of the consumers and the

market. I still believe that the vast

majority of potential consumers

are old-fashioned when it comes

to sex and masturbation. They just

E R I C  K A L É N

exclusive

“It´s easy to forget that the turn-on is 
created in peoples minds, not by the products.“

Tickler presents two new products at eroFame

.................

Practicality and

functionality are

the most important words

for a designer.“

................................ 

“
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want something that is comfortable to buy, that they

can trust and enjoy and that  gives them a good

 experience and many orgasms… Maybe this sounds

boring but I think it's the truth! It´s so easy to forget

that the turn-on is created in peoples minds and not

by the products…

Tickler has announced that two new products will be

launched shortly. What can you tell us about these

 additions to your range?

Eric: Sorry, I can't tell you that much now. One is a

Tickler take on a  popular classic, and one is a very

handy little thing... You have to come by our booth

to have find out more.

Which features stand out the most and make these

two new products special? 

Eric: Price and material quality and design. As al-

ways...

Where do you get your ideas when designing and

developing a new product? Do you focus on the

trends that dominate the market? Or do you try not

to be influenced by that too much, with practicality

being the only  limitation to your creativity?

Eric: Practicality and functionality are the most im-

portant words for a designer. These are the boundaries

you have to work within to create something unique

and attractive. We are not looking that much at what

the market has to offer, we are creating products for

the  existing but also the future market.

How long does it take to get from the initial idea to

the finished Tickler product?
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Eric: It differs from product to product but normally, it

takes 8-18 months. I think 3 month is the record, but that

was a bad idea...

When will these new products be available? 

Eric: The products will be available for delivery from De-

cember 2014. 

Are you going to further expand your distribution net-

work?

Eric: Yes, we are looking to add on new sales and distri-

bution partners, I think the time is right for us to expand.

Do you have some advice for the retailers regarding the

most effective presentation of your products?

Eric: Let the customer touch and feel if possible. The

 materials and especially the silicone we use make for

an outstanding experience. For our Pocket Toyfriends and

Trainer Toyfriends, retailers should use our sales box next

to the till, great add-on sales. 

Are you going to support the trade (brick and mortar

and online) with POS materials?

Eric: Yes, of course, but we prefer to get a request no -

wadays instead of just printing and producing generic

material as too much of it is wasted. Every retailer has

different needs, so if they just let us know what format

they want we will provide it to them. During these five

 years, we have probably sent a ton or more of printed

paper and cardboard to different locations, but I suspect

that only a small percentage has been seen by the 

end-consumer, and this is bad for both, business and

the environment. So – retailers – please let us know what

you need!

I N T E R V I E W
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The Toyfriend Rubin Rabit revitalises a classic
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An interview with Nathalie Vernin from Paris-based cosmetics producer Exsens

Nathalie Vernin,

Marketing and Sales at Exsens

I N T E R V I E W
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“Exsens conveys enormous 
positive energy through its products.“

The pack of establ ished, long-t ime exhibitors at this year 's  eroFame wi l l  be joined by

 numerous companies that are new to the trade convention and also new to the erot ic

 market.  One of these companies is  Exsens f rom France, a Par is ian cosmetics producer

that is  creating top-qual i ty lubr icants and massage oi ls ,  among other things. Their  pro-

ducts br ing back the sun, so i f  you want to experience a bit  of Summer in the rainy

days of  Autumn, you can do so with Pina Colada and Mint Moj i to. To learn more about

these and the other products in the Exsens range, we asked the company's head of

Market ing and Sales,  Nathal ie Vernin, for an inter view.
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Exsens is a new Parisian erotic

cosmetics brand. Can you give

us a quick overview of your 

company and the products you 

are offering?

Nathalie Vernin: Indeed, Exsens is

a new Parisian sensual cosmetics

brand, part of an international in-

dustry group that decided to imple-

ment a strategic diversification in

the cosmetics industry. We develop,

formulate, and produce all of the

Exsens products at our state-of-the-

art cosmetics facility, Kemesys, in Aix

En Provence, France. Our product

range includes gourmet warming

massage oils, with delightful cocktail

flavours, such as Pina Colada, Mint

Mojito, and Margarita. We also offer

personal lubricants with organic

aloe vera and other extracts, and

several beauty products such as a

glittering hair and body oil.

What sets your products apart from

those of you competitors?

Nathalie Vernin: There are many

 different criteria that set our products

apart, and I would like to stress

 several of them: 

       • Different marketing positio-

ning – we are an 

chored in the sensual cos-

metics consumer 

community.

       • Exsens conveys enormous

positive energy

through its products. 

       • Products are created and

produced in our own labora

tory with strict quality control

proce dures and in compli-

ance with the Medical De-

vice European Regulations

93/42/CEE, European Cos-

metics Regulations CE

N°1223/2009 (from 11 July

2013) and current Good Ma-

nufacturing Practices (cGMP

ISO 22716).

Which previous experiences does

the team of Exsens have with the

adult and the cosmetic market?

Nathalie Vernin: We have been

working in the adult and cosmetics

markets for several years now. La-

boratoire Kemesys is a well-known

manufacturer of erotic cosmetics

and skin care products in France.

Our shareholders decided to go

ahead with our private label

 activities and develop a portfolio of

brands on an international level.

You manufacture your products in

compliance with the guidelines for

Good Manufacturing Practices.

What exactly does this mean?

Nathalie Vernin: As I explained pre-

viously, we are manufacturing our

cosmetic products in compliance

with current Good Manufacturing

Practices (cGMP ISO 22716). GMPs

are manufacturing guidelines (recom-

mendations) that include standards

for product manufacturing, testing,

storage, handling, and distribution to

ensure that each step of manufactu-

ring is acceptable and guarantees

the quality and safety of the product.

It is very important for us.

Do you focus exclusively on women

or do you also offer cosmetics for

men or couples?

Nathalie Vernin: Exsens products

are definitely  universal and inten-

ded to be used by both men 

and women. 

N A T H A L I E  V E R N I N

exclusive
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How are you planning on distributing your products? Where

can interested customers turn to in order to get a more

detailed insight intoyour product range and sales

 conditions?

Nathalie Vernin: Exsens products are sold in many phar-

macies and novelty stores in France such as “Dollhouse”

and “Passage Du Desir”, among others.  They are also dis-

tributed via  “Concorde”. Our customers can get all the

necessary information on our  products from our internet

site  www.exsens.fr, from our catalogue, or by contacting

us directly, of course.

Are you marketing your products exclusively in 

Europe or are they available worldwide? When will you

start shipping?

Nathalie Vernin: Exsens is an international brand that will

be available in many countries very soon. We are  currently

forging partnerships with distributors in Europe and the US

in order to increase Exsens' international sales. 

Is Exsens only aiming to make an impact in the erotic

market, or do you want to access the mainstream market

as well?

Nathalie Vernin: Exsens products are at home in both,

the erotic and the  mainstream market. 

It's not easy to enter a market as a  new player. Where do

you see your biggest challenges when it comes  to

 establishing a new brand?

Nathalie Vernin: I completely agree with you, it is  never
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easy for a new player. For us, the first challenge is to in-

crease Exsens' consumer community, and the  second

step is to keep our brand on the highest level which we

intend to achieve with our innovative  products strategy.

How do you want to set yourself apart when it comes to

marketing? Which support do you offer to retailers?

Nathalie Vernin: Our entire team is here, ready to support

our retailers  selling Exsens products, offering all the ne-

cessary marketing materials, of course. 

Do you plan on expanding your portfolio in the future?

Do you think it's better to focus on a few well designed

products rather than offering a broad range,  especially

when it  comes to high-quality products?

Nathalie Vernin: As I already mentioned, there are many

new products that will be launched in the near  future.

We plan to present three new  products every year, 

and we have already planned everything for the next

two years. 

You will be present at eroFame 2014. What are your

plans for the trade fair? Will there be any special  offers

at this trade show?

Nathalie Vernin: First of all, we are very glad to participate

at eroFame 2014. It is an excellent opportunity for us to

present Exsens to the international erotic market, meet

our partners and  future distributors and retailers. Of course,

there will be special offers at eroFame 2014 - as well as

the presentation of new products.

I N T E R V I E W
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Exsens products are definitely

universal and intended to be 

used by both men and women.“

................................ 
“
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“It’s a whole new 
approach to the market.”

Times have changed, and we

have to listen to the

 target audience and anticipate

new trends to bring the right

products to the market.”

................................................ 

“

I N T E R V I E W
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Sabine Kircher and Rick Zwaan present: the new Cute Collection by Scala Playhouse

Nomen est  omen:  Scala P layhouse 's  new col lect ion i s  “Cute”.  The e ight-p iece product

l ine i s  geared towards newcomers  to the wor ld of  erot ic  products ,  and wi th  i t s  modern

and elegant  des ign,  the col lect ion i s  bound to be a success  wi th  that  target  audience.

Another  in teres t ing e lement  that  sets  these products  apar t  f rom the compet i t ion i s  that

Cute has been des igned as a col lect ib le product  ser ies ,  and once you have one of

these i tems,  you wi l l  def in i te ly  want  to col lect  the others  as  wel l .  Sabine K i rchner  f rom

the Scala P layhouse market ing team, and Rick Zwaan, who is  in  charge of  the company 's

p roduct  deve lopment ,  i n t roduce  the  p lay fu l ,  new co l lec t ion  in  ou r  EAN  in te r v iew,  

and they also expla in why the great  expectat ions  p laced in  Cute are indeed war ranted.

Cute, but these toys are also amazingly strong. You have

to feel it to understand it.

How many and which types of products are part of this

collection?

Rick Zwaan: There are eight toys altogether. The collection

consists of two wand massagers (small and large), a cock

ring, a vibrator, a bullet and mini-vibrator in one, two eggs,

and one stimulator.

The name Cute seems just perfect for these products, but

will they maybe surprise the user with strong vibrations?

Rick Zwaan: Absolutely! But that’s something you have 

to experience for yourself. That’s why we bring Cute 

to  eroFame. 

At the Scala Playhouse in-house show, a new brand of

sex toys was presented, its name: Cute. How has the

trade responded to this product line?

Sabine Kirchner: Very positive. Times have changed, and

we have to listen to the target audience and anticipate

new trends to bring the right products to the market. It’s a

whole new approach and strategy, very different from what

the other brands in the industry are doing right now. So we

expect a lot from Cute. 

Will Cute also be presented at eroFame?

Sabine Kirchner: Yes, we will present Cute to the visitors vat

eroFame. We presented Cute during the Scala Fair too,

but we want to be sure that everyone has the opportunity

too see and feel these toys. Especially because they look

...............................................

It’s a new generation of 

women who don’t want 

'naturalistic shapes' any more.”“
exclusive

The Cute collection is a perfect

sex toy set for beginners

Sabine Kirchner, Marketing Manager,

Scala Playhouse Rick Zwaan, Product Manager,

Scala Playhouse
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Which considerations led to the

creation of Cute? Do these products

fill a gap in the Scala range?

Sabine Kirchner: We wanted to

bring more round-shaped toys to

the  TOYJOY range. It’s more

 appealing and less threatening to

women who buy these kinds of toys.

They’re just really Cute, but because

of the power, these not just toys to

look at.

How big is the team that has

 developed Cute? Who was involved

in the creation of this brand?

Sabine Kirchner: In total, we had a

team of around 25 people who

created the toys, the packaging,

and the marketing around it. 

The team consisted of people in

China and our own team in 

the  Netherlands. 

Seeing the Cute products, I felt it

was pretty obvious which target

 audience you are aiming for with

this brand: young, modern people.

Is that assumption correct?

Rick Zwaan: Yes, it is. It’s a new

 generation of women who don’t

want the “naturalistic shapes” any

more. They just want something that

looks cute and still does what it was

bought for. 

Is creating a compelling concept

for first-time buyers harder than win-

ning over experienced consumers?

Sabine Kirchner: I have to say no.

First-time buyers have to be convin-

ced to buy a toy in the first place.

An experienced consumers has to

be convinced that he or she needs

a new toy to add to their collection.

So, with both of these target groups,

it’s a challenge to win them over.

You need a different approach.

What do you need to take into

 consideration if you want to fulfil all

the wishes, needs, and expectations

of that target audience?

Sabine Kirchner: The first-time buyers

need to be convinced that buying a

toy is a fun experience, a first-time

buyer has to feel free during his or her

shopping experience. We offer this

target group toys with soft, toned co-

lours and round and abstract shapes. 

Which products are suitable for 

first-time buyers anyway?

Sabine Kirchner: Toys that are non-

threatening because of the shapes

and colours, like Cute. Also they like

to buy starter kits and soft BDSM items

like blindfolds and furry hand cuffs. 

Why aren't there more products like

that on the market today? Wouldn't

that be the perfect way to bind

 consumers to your brand from the

very beginning, and to make them

curious about your other, more

 expensive products?

Rick Zwaan: It’s a whole new

 approach to the market, so yes, we

feel that this is the way to bind

 consumers to our brands. The Cute

brand is a great brand to introduce

first-time buyers to toys. It doesn’t

 necessarily mean that we get them

more curious about more expensive

brands or toys, though. The motto of

our mother company Beate Uhse is

“join the experience”. It’s more about

helping the consumers discover 

their preferences and provide 

them with a selection of items that

suit these preferences. 

Another interesting aspect of the

Cute concept is that the consumers

will look at the individual products

as collectibles. How did you

achieve that goal?

Sabine Kirchner: We want to offer

our target group the possibility to

create a collection for themselves

in the same look and feel. The Cute

collection has all the aspects of

friendly beginner’s toys. So when the

collection is complete, you don’t

have to buy anything else any

more. At least, for the time being.

When you open the box of a Cute

toy, you immediately see all the

 other toys that are available.

Will Scala support the trade with

Cute marketing aids? Will there be

POS materials such as slat walls,

posters, displays, or banners and

images for e-commerce shops?

Sabine Kirchner: Yes, there will be

product movies and a very cute

stand-alone display that can also

be placed on your slat wall. We also

have slat wall artwork, flyers, online

brochures, and our artwork

 department is always at your

 service to provide you with 

custom-made banners, slat wall

 artwork, and more! Please let us

know if you need anything by just

calling your  Scala Playhouse sales

representative.

Do you have some special advice

for the presentation of Cute in the

retail stores?

Sabine Kirchner: Ask for the display

or the slat wall artwork to emphasise

the Cute brand in your store. Also,

the Cute toys go together perfectly

with lingerie in the display window.

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R

R I C K  Z W A A N
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Carnal Creative is an international agency that

 specialises in design, communication and  events.

What exactly does yourportfolio include?

Nina Saini: Adult novelty brands, lingerie companies, retail

and distribution channels, adult entertainment, consumer

and trade events and so on. The Carnal Creative team

has a wealth of knowledge and experience in the adult

lifestyle and sexual wellbeing arena. Having established

ourselves in the adult industry and having worked with

 numerous clients, we are able to offer a variety of services

that would appeal to companies whose

hearts are in the adult sector. You can learn

more at CarnalCreative.com.

The Carnal Creative team offers their

clients a combined 40 years of experi-

ence. Did your company  always specialise

in erotic trade?

Nina Saini: Carnal Creative is a relatively

new agency, however our team that makes

up the company has predominately

 specialised in the adult trade for many, many years. We

love working in this industry and it seems to love us back!

Carnal Creative actually came to be through demand of

our individual clients asking us for additional services, so by

 joining forces we can now offer more to all we work with. As

a result, we are now the multifaceted agency we are today.

184 

Were there campaigns or designs

from Carnal Creative you are espe-

cially proud of and which have

 proven to be a huge success?

Nina Saini: Carnal Creative was

 approached to work with an iconic

and established British consumer brand last

year, which was a wonderful opportunity to showcase all

of our services at once – with fantastic results. For this

 particular client, we handled design and content

 management, event management,

social media across all channels,

sales support, PR and marketing.

 Although it is an adult brand, it was

very much placed in the mainstream

arena, which was hard work but im-

mensely enjoyable and very satisfying

to obtain such a positive response. 

You offer a lot of different services.

What can you tell us about the Team

of Carnal Creative? Do you work on projects as a whole

or are there specialists for each task?

Nina Saini: We realise that in order to provide a service for

one specific aspect of a business it is important to under-

stand the business as a whole, which is why we offer a be-

spoke consultation service to ensure our work is tailored to

.................

We realise that in

order to provide a

service for one specific

aspect of a business it

is important to under-

stand the business as a

whole.“

................................ 

“

exclusive
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“We love working in this industry
and it seems to love us back!“
Carnal Creative offers PR services for the erotic industry

Nina Saini

While there is no dear th of PR f i rms, agencies that actually focus on the erotic industr y are

few and far between. Carnal Creative is one such agency. The team combines for ty years

of industr y experience, and since they have exper ts f rom many dif ferent areas in their

ranks, they can offer individual solut ions for their cl ients. From brand design to the con-

ception of the packaging al l  the way to the product presentation on the internet including

social media platforms – the Br i t ish company offers everything a marketing depar tment

could wish for.  In our EAN interview, Carnal Creative's Nina Sir i  tel ls us more about her com-

pany, and she sums up the most impor tant bui lding blocks for success in the erotic market. 
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the individual

client. We un-

derstand each

business is dif-

ferent and, be-

cause of this,

we do not offer

a standardised

model for all.

Our team con-

sists of specia-

lists in a variety

of fields because

as much as we have

a strong understanding of

all the different elements, no one person can be good at

everything! So instead we have a solid and experienced

team of social media experts, award win-

ning web responsive designers, graphic

designers, technical boffins, consumer

and trade event organisers, experienced

project managers, brand experts, interna-

tional publicists, marketers to mention a

few. By working with us, clients are able to

take advantage of all that we offer and,

by working alongside companies and their

existing teams, we’re like that additional

member of staff that isn’t restricted to one

role. With Carnal Creative, clients have the

option of using us to focus on individual areas of interest

or to work on larger scale projects, depending on what

they require. Usually on smaller scale projects, we find our

clients are pleased with the results and want to expand

our involvement in their business in multiple areas.

One of your services is brand development and design.

What makes a strong brand in the erotic industry?

Nina Saini: We believe that a strong brand in the erotic in-

dustry is one that has the capacity to fit well into the main-

stream market. A company will have a strong brand iden-

tity, a clear brand message and identifiable,

well-established unique selling points all of which will con-

tribute to the core brand values. Although we do specialise

in the adult industry, we don’t ignore the fact that any

business ultimately wants to expand at some stage by
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ideally reaching the mainstream international

 marketplace. So with this in mind, we develop and

 implement strategies that reflect this and would appeal

to the identified target audience.

Another one of your services is the design of packaging

and manuals. What are current trends in this regard? 

Nina Saini: In regards to packaging and manuals of the

adult novelty industry, we believe ultimately this should be

reflective of the brand. It sounds like a simple thing, but it

is amazing how many companies are not brand consistent

across all of their communications, whether this is packa-

ging, manuals, advertising, social media, press materials,

trade packs and so on. Simply, as consumers we are all

enticed by things that look  interesting and appealing. So

as marketers we are  always looking for ways to encourage

that emotional engagement. Ultimately, when we are

shopping in a physical capacity it is

the packaging that reels us in. Consu-

mers are becoming more deman-

ding in their quest for instant and easy

to understand information, they want

the information that helps them get

the best from the product, whether

that is communicated through the pa-

ckaging or through a manual. Con-

sistency in these materials, ensures

brand recognition and assists in cus-

tomer loyalty.  

Does this industry differ from other industries? Or are the

strategies basically the same as everywhere else?

Nina Saini: In short, yes! The erotic trade industry is  incredibly

different from other industries and this is where our experi-

ence and expertise really comes in to play. We have spent

numerous years in the in the adult  industry, individually and

collectively. Which is why, we have been able to develop

and focus our skills entirely on creating a bespoke service

that is tailored specifically for the adult market. In addition,

we have also been able to implement the skills and

knowledge we have gained working with clients in the

mainstream market and apply them to the clients in the

adult industry when applicable. With the changing climate

of the business landscape and the growing emphasis on

online  marketing such as social media channels and viral

I N T E R V I E W
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The erotic trade in-

dustry is incredi-

bly different from other

industries and this is

where our experience and

expertise really comes

in to play.“

................................ 

“

Lee Schofield,

Director of Carnal Creative
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marketing, we

understand the

importance to

adapt and

 incorporate

these into mar-

keting strate-

gies. For exam-

ple, the recent

change in

Google policy,

public Wi-Fi fil-

tering and the

general pressure to

appear family-friendly has

affected many adult businesses. So in this particular exam-

ple, we would work with our clients to address and over-

come the issues that they are facing as a result.  

Advertising for erotic products can be

 delicate, since many media shy away from

ads for such products. Which ways can you

present to companies, to make their

 products and services known?

Nina Saini: We offer creative marketing and

advertising campaigns to ensure a range

of different advertising mediums are avai-

lable to our clients. We often find the best

advertising solutions present themselves

when you least expect and in the most unlikely places,

sometimes even involving wine! But by applying creative

thinking, we have found we are able to break free from

 limitation advertising. 

How important are social media and the internet in ge-

neral to spread the word about erotic products?

Nina Saini: Very important! Social media has actually over-

taken pornography as the number one activity on the

web. Given the nature of our work, we of course include

and offer implementation of social media campaigns as

part of our strategic planning for clients. We tend to use

social media as an additional marketing tool to work

alongside the marketing strategies we have in place. The

great thing about social media is that it enables a brand

to connect directly with the end consumer, responding
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directly and instantly. It enables the consumer to  connect

with the brand, to believe the brand is listening to them

and engaging with them, making them feel valued.

 However, many companies make the mistake of solely

pushing sales rather than nurturing and building a loyal

consumer base.

With limited options due to the nature of erotic  products:

Where should a player in the erotic business advertise to

create the biggest impact?

Nina Saini: As we offer a bespoke service, there is no

standardised list of places to advertise that we would

 provide. We believe in working with our clients to create

an individual brand campaign that enables them to stand

out from their competitors and by  creating an advertising

campaign that is exclusive to them; from concept to

 production to placement. Where other companies might

see limitations we just see a chance to be creative.

 Sometimes we find that a little bit of

lateral thinking can unearth adverti-

sing strategies that fit in with a client’s

existing marketing plan. Other times

we create a completely new

 advertising strategy tailored to work

across multiple platforms. When we

work with our clients, we become

them by proxy and as result; we

 always look for the best deals with

placing advertising. 

As an international agency based in the UK, do your

 services aim at companies that are also international? 

Or do you offer services for smaller, more locally  oriented

companies as well?

Nina Saini: We are happy to work with both international

and UK based clients, whatever their company size. Like

our clients, we are also selective about who we work with.

We believe that that we need to like our clients and they

need to like us! We also are very honest in our assessment

process. We sometimes have clients that approach us

and if we discover they are not ready to engage our

 services, wedo tell them this and explain why. We have

found clients and perspective clients appreciate this and

value our honesty to them. Our goal has always been to

achieve the best results for all those we work with.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

We believe that a

strong brand in the

erotic industry is one

that has the capacity to

fit well into the main-

stream market.“

................................ 

“

Jonathan Kirk is one of the

creative minds behind Carnal Creative
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Armoni Medikal was founded in the year 2000 and

is one of the most  successful companies in the

 health care sector in Turkey. Which brands do you

offer and which of those cater specificly to the 

erotic industry?

Aylin Ulloa: Armoni Medikal is an international  distributor

of many well knows brands. We decided to invest in the

production of our own brand, “Viaxi Series “, and to

 present it to the international market.

In 2014, we took over the Safex Condoms trademark

for the UK and Europe. We are happy to announce that

Safex Delay condoms will be on the market by the end

of this year. Also, we are the first company in Turkey that

managed to sell vibration rings – in this case, Viaxi Bizzz

- in pharmacies. This is the first adult toy to be sold in

 pharmacies in Turkey.

Armoni Medikal and Viaxi recently expanded to the UK.

Why did you take this step? Which countries do you

 supply at the moment?
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Armoni Medikal was foun-

ded more than ten years

ago, and over the course of

these  years,  the Turkish

company has seen  constant

growth. Now, the team has

opened a dependence in

England to ensure easy

avai labi l i ty of their  pro-

ducts, especially the brand

Viaxi ,  and better supply for the European

 market.  In our EAN inter view, Managing

 Director Ayl in Ul loa sheds some l ight on

 Armoni Medikal's expansion strategy and the

developments in the Turkish market.

“Interest in our brand Viaxi is 
growing faster than we were expecting.”

Aylin Ulloa: Interest in our brand Viaxi is growing faster

than we were expecting. As Managing Director of  Armoni

UK, I have business experience in the UK, so we decided

to use this advantage and established the company in

Britain. Coincidentally, our first export was to the UK .We

believe it is easier supply Europe from the UK. Our

 distribution network has grown successfully in the Middle

East, and we also sell our product in Europe and Asia. 

You announced your expansion the British market at the last

ETO show in Birmingham. Was it a successful event for you?

Aylin Ulloa: Viaxi has just completed its first year in the

 international market. ETO was our second exhibition after

eroFame Germany last year. We were pleased to see

Viaxi was being recognised by people in the business. We

 received a lot of feedback for our products,  especially

our new product Viaxi Whitening cream for the sensitive

area, and Viaxi Vagina Tightening Gel. Being a

 manufacturer, we believe we can build a very good busi-

ness relationship with  companies in the UK.

Aylin Ulloa talks about the position of Armoni Medikal in the European market

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Aylin Ulloa is Managing Director of

Armoni Medikal and in charge of the company's

activities in Britain and mainland Europe

Viaxi Whitening Cream

and Vagina Thightening

Gel were received very

well by the customers
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Is the market in the UK different from

other markets? Is your product port-

folio the same in all countries you sup-

ply, or do you offer a different range

of products in different countries?

Aylin Ulloa: There is no difference bet-

ween the UK and the European mar-

ket for us. We receive different orders

from different countries, for instance,

Viaxi Whitening cream is very popular

in hot countries, while Viaxi tightening

gel is very popular in Europe.

Do you plan on entering more new

markets in the  future? Where do you

want to expand to and are you  looking

for companies to partner up with?

Aylin Ulloa: Viaxi adds two new

 products every year to our existing

product range. Viaxi intimate wipes

and Viaxi Delay spray will be part of

our product range before the end of

the year. We prefer to work with

 distributors for each country, but we

are also happy to work with  retailers -

 especially  online erotic shops -  directly

if we do not have a  distributor in a

certain country.

Please tell us more about your

 distribution network. Do you have

branches that cater to the needs of

different regions or is it all centralised

in your headquarters?

Aylin Ulloa: Armoni UK will supply the

European, North and South American,

and Australian markets with  products

while Armoni Turkey is in charge of

supplying the rest of the world.

Turkey is your home market. How do

you see the  development in this mar-

ket at the moment? What do you

 expect from the future in your country

for the erotic trade?

Aylin Ulloa: As far as this sector is con-

cerned, we are the biggest buyer in

our country, and we hold a large per-

centage of the market ... We have

seen the erotic trade in  Turkey growing

year after year. Also, the number of

women buying erotic products has

increased; this is in part due to the

fact that they have more disposable

income and  are more comfortable

expressing their needs. Unfortunately,

the erotic sector in Turkey is still a clo-

sed market and is facing some diffi-

culties. We are still  working to develop

the market and  encourage

 pharmacies to sell erotic products.

Turkey has had a huge economic

growth over the last years. Did the

erotic trade profit from this growth?

Aylin Ulloa: Yes, the erotic trade has

grown, but not as much as other

sectors of the economy, Armoni

 Medikal has made the most of this

growth since its early stages. That has

enabled us to expand to the UK.

Turkey isn't a part of the EU yet. Is 

this posing a problem when selling

 personal care products to the 

European market?

Aylin Ulloa: I do not think this is a

 problem because  Turkey has a

 special customs agreement with

Europe. The buyer does not have

to pay duties when they export the

goods from Turkey to Europe. But

they still have to pay transport fees

and meet standards for customs

 clearance. This is why we establis-

hed Armoni UK: so we can supply

our partners with the products they

need as quick as possible, without

any  delay.

A Y L I N  U L L O A

.................

We were pleased to see

Viaxi was becoming re-

cognised by people in the

business.”

................................ 

“
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“Safe stands for Enjoying (sex) Together (safely) with luxurious,

innovative, and reliable products at an affordable price.”

Marijn Olthof, Product Manager Creative Group

I N T E R V I E W
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“Competition results 
in better quality for consumers.”

After a short period of time, Safe is already well-established in the market

' Var ie ty  i s  the sp ice of  l i fe ' ,  as  the say ing goes .  That  i s  a l so  t r ue fo r  the erot ic  market

wi th  i t s  incredib le  d ivers i ty.  But  there ' s  another  say ing that  i s  jus t  as  t r ue,  a l so  fo r  the

erot ic  market :  ' Somet imes,  less  i s  more ' .  The market  i s  f ie rce ly  compet i t i ve ,  and dozens

o f  p roduc t s  v ie  fo r  each  cen t ime t re  o f  she l f  space .  F i nd ing  a  foo tho ld  i n  such  a

 marketp lace can be ver y  d i f f icu l t ,  especia l ly  fo r  new brands and companies .  But  i t  i s

poss ib le ,  as  can be seen f rom the example of  Safe.  Mar t i jn  Ol thof,  Product  Manager  at

Creat ive Group f rom the Nether lands ,  te l l s  us  how the foundat ion fo r  the fu tu re  of  th i s

promis ing brand has  been es tabl i shed.
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With the motto “Enjoy Toget-

her” on your banners, Safe

has stormed onto the fiercely

 competitive marketplace with a

comprehensive range of  products.

How happy are you with the way

things went thus far?

Marijn Olthof: Very happy. The

 entire range of products has been

received very well in the market.

Also, last year’s newly introduced

products are doing very well. All of

these products can be enjoyed

 together. Our motto is ‘Enjoy

 Together’, and our consumers know

what we mean by that. There is

great demand for these  products

as evidenced by the fact that

many large distributors have inclu-

ded Safe in their assortment. I think

we got off to a good start with 

Safe and that a good  foundation

for the future has been laid.

From the very beginning, Safe has

been positioned as an alternative

to well-known products and

brands. Is there even enough room

for an alternative next to all the

companies in this industry?

Marijn Olthof: Yes, I think there is. In

my opinion, competition results in

better quality for the consumers.

Additionally, the consumers would

like to be able to choose from

 several options. Many shops also

benefit from alternatives.  Numerous

retailers have added Safe products

to their assortment and they notice

that their  customers like to have a

greater selection to choose from.

Safe also pays special attention 

to the needs of the e-com -

merce segment when developing

products. How has the feedback

from the online trade been so far?

Marijn Olthof: E-commerce

 companies are very happy with the

fact that the Safe packaging is

mostly mailbox proof. This allows

them to send orders in envelopes,

thus reducing the shipping costs.

Cost savings are always apprecia-

ted by entrepreneurs. Apart from

the quality of the products, the

 letterbox-proof packaging is one of

the reasons why Safe has been in-

cluded in the assortment of many

e-commerce companies this fast.

In order to make the  packaging

mailbox-proof, we have invested a

lot of time in  developing the pa-

ckaging. This has resulted in a tight

and trendy packaging design that

can be  displayed nicely in web

shops. 

You are presenting Safe as a

brand. What does this brand stand

for, what is your brand promise,

and which connotations do you

want to pop up in the customers'

mind when they hear the name

Safe? 

Marijn Olthof: Safe stands for

 Enjoying (sex) Together (safely), with

luxurious, innovative, and reliable

products at an affordable price.

With the Safe products, people can

keep their relationship passionate

because the products are especi-

ally enjoyable if you use them to-

gether. It is clear that all  the motto

of Safe applies to all of our pro-

ducts. Safe products are made for

ultimate pleasure for both, him and

her, to make sure that everyone en-

joys the shared sexual experiences.

Good quality and a classy look do

not have to be expensive.

Talking about brands: What is 

your opinion on the current

 situation in the erotic market? 

Are brands the new trend? Or 

are  producer brands slowly but

 surely made  obsolete by the

 growing number of private 

label products?

Marijn Olthof: Well, I think both

 private label products and

 products with a manufacturer’s

 label can co-exist. Both have 

their advantages, and each in

their own way, they know how to

reach their specific target

 audience. But private labels 

will need to be  creative. After all,

why should a customer choose a

new private label brand instead of

the well-known brand of a 

large  manufacturer that has

 already been around for years?

The level of creativity, in combi -

nation with the right pricing, 

will make the  difference for the

 private labels.

M A R I J N  O L T H O F

.................

I think that we got off to a good start

with Safe and that a good foundation for

the future has been laid.”

................................ 
“

exclusive
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Since our last

interview, you have

 presented numerous new  products.

Would you mind giving us some information

about these additions to your range?

Marijn Olthof: Since our last  interview, we have

 presented some new products as well as one

 improved product, the Safe  Vibraring. Instead of one

vibration mode, the Vibraring now has five different

vibration modes. Also, the bullet in this toy has been

enlarged in comparison to the

 previous model, so the vibrations

 become more intense.

This year, we have introduced new

products such as Safe Femme -

Tastique, Safe Toy Cleaner, the 

Safe  Perfect Vibe, the Safe 

Pleasure Gift Set, and the Safe

 Sensual G-Spot  Vibrator.

Safe FemmeTastique is a stimulating gel for women.

By applying Safe  FemmeTastique on and around the

clitoris, the gel improves the blood flow which increa-

ses the sensitivity in that area. This way, every touch

will be experienced more intensely. The enhanced 

sexual stimulation may lead to more frequent and

intense orgasms.

With the Safe Toy Cleaner, you can clean your sex

toys such as the Safe Sensual G-Spot Vibrator. Using

the Safe Toy Cleaner, you can be sure that the toys

have a longer lifetime as they are cleaned in a way

that is both, effective and hygienic. Additionally, the
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Safe Toy Cleaner

has a fresh lemon odour, so

your toys will also have a fresh scent. 

Our latest release is the Safe Sensual G-Spot

 Vibrator: a luxurious g-spot vibrator inspired by the

 female body. Thanks to a slight curve in the design,

you can reach and stimulate the g-spot very easily.

This vibrator is made of medical grade  silicone and

therefore very body-friendly. This g-spot vibrator with

tis ergonomic design is splash proof, has two motors,

and ten different vibration modes. With the  magnetic-

type charger (USB), you can easily  recharge the

 vibrator and use it again and again. 

Do you already have plans for new products? 

If so, what can we expect in the

 upcoming months?

Marijn Olthof: We love to keep busy

with designing and developing new

products. Of course, it is  impossible

to develop all products at once, so

we need to make a careful choice

about which idea is realised when.

In addition, we also use information

about demand for particular products to decide

which products will be launched in the near future. 

In the immediate future, we have plans to introduce

some new products. To keep it exciting, I am not

 telling you what it is going to be, but I promise you, it

will be great.

When you develop new products, which criteria are

particularly important to you?

Marijn Olthof: We think it is important that products fit

in with our motto ‘Enjoy Together’. Anything from the

design to the end result is checked thoroughly for

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Good quality and a

classy look do not

have to be expensive.”

................................ 
“
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quality and usability, and

of course, we only use the

right (raw) materials so 

that the products fit in 

with our motto. For exam-

ple, all Safe toys are

 designed with much care

and are based on the

 human body. 

After the design stage, we

produce a sample and

the prototypes are tested extensively by a test panel.

Once that is done, and the necessary (design)

 improvements have been implemented – if  needed

-, we select a few distributors for feedback. This is the

last stage before we go into wide production.

Apart from the product range, has Safe also

 expanded its range of POS materials for the brick

and mortar and the online trade?

Marijn Olthof: Yes, we have! For the brick

and mortar shops, we have developed a

counter  display where different Safe pro-

ducts can be exhibited, including the

Safe  condoms, the Safe Massage Cand-

les, Safe Lubricant, Safe Massage 2-in-1,

the Safe Vibraring, and the Safe Sensa-

tion. It is a very clean counter display with

the well-known Safe wave, the Safe logo, and the

motto Enjoy Together on it.

For the e-commerce shops, we have high resolution

images of the Safe products and several banners

which can be used for their marketing campaigns

and on their websites. Upon request, we can also

supply personalised banners.

Appealing products are important, but so is a solid

distribution strategy. Which channels do you use and

how do you use them to get Safe to the people?

Marijn Olthof: We use different distributors in different

areas. We work with the biggest names in Europe.

With these partners, we can reach almost every

 (online) store in Europe. Moreover, we are looking for

specialised distributors. For example, we now have a

partnership with a wholesaler who is specialised in
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condoms, and a distributor

who is specialised in retail sto-

res and can help us reach

another segment: drug stores.

Which distributors and whole -

salers in Europe offer your

 products? Where should Euro-

pean trade members turn to

if they want to add Safe to

their range?

Marijn Olthof: Our current  distributors include Eropart-

ner (Europe), Scala  Playhouse (Europe), EDC Internet

(Europe), Adloran (Germany), EroticWholesales

 (Norway), and Atlanta Healthcare (Europe).

What do you expect from your distribution partners?

What should they bring to the table?

Marijn Olthof: We expect that they want to be an

 official Safe partner because they are just as excited

about Safe as we are. In my

view, being enthusiastic about

the brand and the  products of

the brand is very  important if you

want to be successful with this

brand. And of course, the sales

team must be just as happy with

the brand and its products as the

purchasing team in order to present the products the

right way and to the right trade  customers. We want to

create a win-win situation for everyone: for us, for the

wholesaler, for the reseller, and for the customer.

Is Safe still looking for partners? Maybe for other  regions

in Europe?

Marijn Olthof: To distribute our products in Europe, we

are always looking for new distribution channels. We

are looking for distributors who act on an international

(European) level, but distributors who are working on a

national level can also contact us. In the UK, the North

and South of Europe, there is definitely still room for

new distributors. Wholesalers who are interested in

 becoming an official partner of Safe can contact me

via email (marijn.olthof@cg.nl) or via the contact form

on our website www.enjoysafe.com.  

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The entire range of

products has been

received very well in

the market.”

................................ 

“

The Safe brand includes condoms, lubricants,

massage products, and sex toys
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First of all congratulations on 15 years of Nice 'n'

Naughty. Did you expect to be where you are today

with your company when you started?

Simon Prescott: I think any entrepreneur would like to think

that something they have created with love, passion, risk,

and endless hard work would one day grow to be some-

thing they would be proud of, much as we are of Nice ‘n’

Naughty. But if they are honest, they would also say that

events leading to success can be random and at times,

down right lucky. In our case growth wasn’t the result of the

adherence to a regimented business plan, but rather our

reaction to opportunity. Some say that’s the definition of

luck. Luck is the intersection of preparation and opportunity.

Opportunity is always present but only those that are pre-

pared can take advantage of it. I was always prepared I

guess. Must be the Boy Scout in me.
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On Augus t  31 ,  1999 ,  S imon  P re sco t t

 opened the f i r s t  N ice 'n '  Naughty  s to re  in

Chester,  England.  Over  the course of  the

next  f i f teen years ,  th i s  nucleus  grew and

expanded in to  a chain  of  e leven s to res .  In

our  EAN in ter v iew,  the man who s tar ted i t

a l l  ta lks  about  the h igh l ights  o f  the past

f i f teen years ,  he expla ins  why wel l - t ra ined

sa lespeople  are  the key  to  success ,  and

he te l l s  us  what  sets  N ice 'n '  Naughty  2014

apar t  f rom Nice 'n '  Naughty  1999.

“Nice ‘n’ Naughty always saw 
itself as a family and always will.”

How did you celebrate Nice 'n' Naughty's birthday?

Simon Prescott: I suppose there are two celebrations. Our

managers have arranged something fun for our staff, in-

volving cake and no doubt the odd bottle of champagne.

For me, things were more subdued and I went out for din-

ner at a local restaurant, where my brother is the Group

Executive Chef. Little alcohol though, as I seem to be in

constant training these days for various marathons, fun

runs or triathlons. I invited some of our old staff who have

moved on to other paths in other industries. It was really

great to catch up with them. Nice ‘n’ Naughty always saw

itself as a family and always will.

Why did you decide to open an erotic shop back then?

Did you have a background in this industry?

Simon Prescott: No background at all. I just felt it was a

Nice 'n' Naughty celebrates its 15th anniversary

.................

I think the Nice ‘n’ Naughty 

difference and the reason we have

won Number One European Retailer on

two occasions, starts and finishes

with our amazing staff.”

................................ 

“
exclusive
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Simon Prescott, head of

passionate sportsman

Nice 'n' Naughty and a

“I seem to be in constant training these

fun runs or triathlons.”

days for various marathons,
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ows, to one wearing the same type

of underwear in the windows of a

number of High Street stores. We felt

the rules were discriminatory and

possibly worthy of Judicial Review.

Fortunately it never went that far and

common sense prevailed.

Looking back one can say that you

recognized the signs of the times:  so-

ciety was opening up towards love-

toys and shops started changing to

become more women and couple

friendly. Did you see yourself as an

pioneer in these days?

Simon Prescott: I think I was perhaps

a pioneer on the blacked out

window issue, all be it that was never

my intention. I was doing it for Nice

‘n’ Naughty and hadn’t considered

that other adult stores would follow

suit. But I wasn’t a pioneer on the so-

cial acceptability of toys. Nice ‘n’

Naughty recognized at a very early

stage that stores needed to be

bright, well lit and inviting, in order to

attract couple, female clients etc.

but we were not alone in that. Where

I think we were different is that we

also recognized that the staff in those

stores were the key to success. They

needed to be friendly, but not intru-

sive. Knowledgeable but did not

overly complicate things. And above

all they needed to be hugely profes-

S I M O N  P R E S C O T T

get older, that’s not necessarily a

bad thing.

A big step is always opening a se-

cond shop. When did you realize, that

the time was right for expanding and

why did you take this step back then?

Simon Prescott: It would be nice to

tell you that we had a carefully craf-

ted plan and waited until the first store

was generating a certain return on in-

vestment, but that wouldn’t be true.

The truth is that we were making rea-

sonable profit and were hungry for

more. So as soon as we

had enough cash to open

a second store, we just jum-

ped in with both feet.

There was no rea-

son to believe that the business wasn’t

scalable and we could just copy what

we did in our first store. This proved to

be the case and we went from

strength to strength.

In 2001 you challenged the Chester

City Council on their opinion that

adult stores should have blacked out

windows. Can you tell us a bit about

this conflict? 

Simon Prescott: Conflict makes it

sound far more dramatic than it

actually was. We just felt that there

was no difference in a mannequin

wearing lingerie in one of our wind-

margin rich industry that was likely to

straddle any swings in the economy. I

think we would all agree that the

downturn in the economy in recent

years has been a challenge but over

the 15 years, the market has been

very good and better than I might

have hoped.

Today, Nice 'n' Naughty is a chain with

eleven shops all over the UK. How was

managing a single shop in the be-

ginning different from being respon-

sible for so many shops and people

today? Are there things you miss

about this times?

Simon Prescott: I spend very little

time in the stores these days and I

miss that a little. There used to be

so many characters and stories. It

was such a buzz in the early days

selling a toy at a huge margin. Now

I am a typical MD and responsible

for the delivery of the business plan

and maximising shareholder return.

As such I could be selling any pro-

duct range in any sort of business,

since the principles are always the

same. I am more remote from the

day to day cut and thrust but as we

.................

The High Street 

has been brutal 

in recent years.”

................................ 
“
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sional. We wrote a detailed training manual which later

became the backbone of our Investors in People accre-

ditation. I think the Nice ‘n’ Naughty difference and the

reason we have won Number One European Retailer on

two occasions, starts and finishes with our amazing staff. 

The products changed as well. Would you say, that it

was society that  opened up first and the products for

that followed? Or was it the other way around?

Simon Prescott: The old chicken and egg argument. My

personal feeling is that the products reflect the changes

in adult behaviour and follow rather than lead. However

many would argue that things like 50 Shades can and

have influenced adults, to experiment with existing pro-

ducts that may have otherwise have never tried. But it’s

a brave company who develops any product in the

hope a niche market will follow, be it in the adult industry

or anywhere.

Nice 'n' Naughty acts as a sponsor for local sports teams.

Were you welcomed with open arms or were there re-

servations towards your business? 

Simon Prescott: Open arms of course. Sport is something

close to my heart as you know. Local clubs never have

sufficient funds and are always glad of a sponsor. At any

point in time we must have a hundred or so letters re-

questing support. We do what we can and in honesty it

would be nice to do more.

Over the years, Nice 'n' Naugthy's expansion has conti-

nued. What would you say are the most important

aspects which led to your success?

Simon Prescott: The first one is staff. The second one is

staff. The third and every other one would be staff. Staff

who are well trained. Staff who are passionate about the

business. Staff who enjoy their jobs and give 1000% to

Nice ‘n’ Naughty. Any business is only as good as its

people.

You place hight value on a well trained staff. Besides

 knowing the products and being friendly, what would  

you say is the most important  trait a good salesperson 

for erotic products should have?
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Simon Prescott: It is bordering on a cliché but they need

empathy. They need to be able to see it from the custo-

mer’s viewpoint and be able to read between the lines.

Know that what the customer is saying, isn’t really always

what he is meaning, perhaps due to embarrassment or

lack of information. 

One of the biggest changes not only for the erotic trade,

but to the whole of commerce was the rise of  e-com-

merce. How did this affect your shops and how did you

react?

Simon Prescott: E-commerce hasn’t just affected Nice

‘n’ Naughty; it has affected the High Street in general.

Footfall is lower and you have to ensure that you can ob-

tain the maximum spend form customers in store. At the

same time you need a cohesive E commerce solution

and an excellent web site. Investment in the web can

and has been significant for Nice ‘n’ Naughty and am

pleased to say we are now reaping the rewards. 

Even though Nice 'n' Naughty is a success story, sometimes

there are setbacks. What would you say were the biggest

challenges to your company and what did you learn

from them?

Simon Prescott: The High Street has been brutal in recent

years and in a couple of locations, we had to recognize

that stores simple were not financially viable. We put a lot

of resource into trying to turn them round but the reality is,

that even for the best of reasons, you cannot push against

the tide. So we probably kept them open a little longer

than was ideal in the hope we could protect jobs. Have I

learned from that? Probably not because I would do the

same thing again. Nice ‘n’ Naughty staff are fiercely loyal

to the Company and we owe it to them to try everything

in our power to keep a store open.  

What can we expect from the next fifteen years of Nice

'n' Naughty?

Simon Prescott: Nice ‘n’ Naughty is light on its feet and

highly adaptive to change and opportunity. You can

 expect continued profits, a great return on investment

and a product range that continues to reflect changes

in adult sexual behaviour. 
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There are two kinds of people: Those who think of pizza and pasta when they hear I taly,

and those who think of  “The I tal ian Stal l ion“ Rocco Si f f redi .  This  second group wi l l  be

thr i l led to know that MSX, the producer and wholesaler with headquar ters near Rome, is

going to present a new sex toy col lect ion modelled af ter the legendary actor this autumn.

But which other products wi l l  the company launch this year? Which changes have occur red

at MSX lately? And what plans does the team have for the future? Those were the quest ions

we asked Lucio Majel l i  in our EAN inter view.

MSX is one of the biggest wholesalers in Italy.

Which tools do you use to reach your custo-

mers, and how do you find out what they want?

Lucio Majelli: We are successful in this market be-

cause we develop marketing strategies targeted at

the consumers. We have social channels dedicated

to product information and newsletters that we send

to the retailers in our database that has been put to-

gether over the course of several years. Thanks to so-

cial and blogging activities, we are able to analyse

the sentiment in the network and create a profile of

the average user. So we have a pretty good idea

who buys sex toys and why they buy them.

Does Italy differ from other European countries when

it comes to developments in the erotic industry?

Lucio Majelli: Italy is the country of "you can do I,t

but you can not tell". We are in the land of the 

Vatican. People buy erotic products but do not tell

anyone. Although the market is growing considerably

every year! That's why we create “cleaner” graphics

and texts to communicate messages that are 

soft and elegant... After all, we are also the country

of fashion!

Lucio Majelli talks about MSX Distribution

Lucio Majelli, Team Communication & Web at MSX

exclusive
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“Originality. 
Innovation. High quality.“
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You recently expanded your

 warehouse and office building.

Was it getting too small? What

exactly did you build?

Lucio Majelli: A great building! A

monument to sex toys. Our

 business is expanding rapidly and

we needed the appropriate

structure. It's a building for all of us,

with a part of it devoted to offices,

a large kitchen and a dining room

to eat, a warehouse equipped with

the latest technology, and a large

showroom!

How will your customers benefit

from this change?

Lucio Majelli: The idea is to pre-

sent all the products in full view in

the showroom and ensure a great

selection for everyone. A beautiful

platform for products, and you

can buy them immediately.

Besides being an wholesaler you also

have your own brands,Toyz4Lovers,

Lube4Lovers, Toyz4Party etc. Is there

a certain segment of the market you

try to address with these brands and

their products?

Lucio Majelli: Toyz4Lovers was

born as a brand of sex toy originals

intended to combine all the know-

how gained through years of work

in this sector. The idea is to provide

high-quality products at a compe-

titive price.

Are there any new products you

will release in the near future? Will

we see them at eroFame?

Lucio Majelli: With our “Bestseller”

line, we offer our customers a se-

lection of sex toys that have been

particularly famous and popular in

Europe during the past years. 

We know that happy customers

are the key to our success, and

we’re working harder than ever to

improve every aspect of our busi-

ness. The line Toyz4Lovers is com-

petitively priced and available in

beautiful foil boxes that look great

on the shelf and on the web. All of

our products are made from high-

quality material! With Jammy Jelly

Anal, we have added a harder nu-

ance to toyz4lovers ... It's a series

of plug vibros and no-vibros, made

of soft, high-quality jelly. Given the

success of last year's jelly dildo line,

Jammy, MSX Distribution has deci-

ded to prepare this surprise for all

of our customers!

One of your new lines is the Rocco

Siffredi signature collection. Which

products will make up this collection?

L U C I O  M A J E L L I

.................

We know that happy

customers are the

key to our success, and

we’re working harder

than ever to improve

every aspect of our

business. “

................................ 

“
“We offer a selection of products designed with this legend in mind”
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Lucio Majelli: It's the Rocco Siffredi

Sex Toys and Essentials line. Finally, customers

can take Rocco Siffredi home with them, a myth for

many women, but also for many men ... It is a line of

sex toys and essentials inspired by the legend of the

porn world and Italian icon, Rocco Siffredi. The line

includes four realistic sex toys modelled from Rocco:

Rocco Realistic Cock, Rocco Cock Squirting, 

Rocco Realistic Cock Vibro, 

and Rocco Strap-On.

In addition to that, we offer a

selection of products

designed with this le-

gend in mind: a plug, a

vacuum pump, and cock-

rings. To complete the line,

we wanted to create a

 series of essentials inspired
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by him: anal lubricants, spray retardants, lubricants

classic... a real world in the image of Rocco and a

guaranteed best seller!

With an increasing amount of products under your

own label, could you imagine to withdraw from the

wholesale business entirely and just focus on your

brands and manufacturing?

Lucio Majelli: We do not know yet ... It all depends

on the success of the new lines!

Some people say that today, the market is saturated

with products, and yet it seems that every day, new

companies and products enter the mar-

ket. What does it take to set a product or

a brand apart from the masses?

Lucio Majelli: Originality. Innovation. High

quality.

How do you choose the new products

you take into your wholesale portfolio?

What does it take to spark your interest,

especially from smaller and newer com-

panies?

Lucio Majelli: We are open to new

brands and new companies when we feel that there

is something different, something original and never

seen before. Seeing the prevailing trend in Italy, we

are always open to more design objects that offer

elegance and discretion.

I N T E R V I E W
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We are open to new

brands and new 

companies when we feel

that there is something

different, something

original and never seen

before.“

................................ 

“

The Bestseller collection offers

great quality at moderate prices

New at MSX:

the Rocco Siffredi Realistic Cock 
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The Love to Love team fol lows a s imple phi losophy: Their  products embody sex, fun, and

Rock'n 'Rol l .  And they have been doing so for ten years now – with considerable success.

Or can you think of any other company in the erot ic market that had one of their  toys

 exhibited at Ar t  Basel Miami and then sold at the MoMA in New York? In our EAN inter view,

we look back at this decade of Love to Love with Nicolas Bunsel.  We ask the company's

founder and CEO i f  there was anything he would do dif ferently today, and he tel ls  us about

the highl ights in the Love to Love histor y.

Nicolas Busnel, founder and CEO

sure if it is going to be a success.”

a new brand, no one can predict for

of Love to Love: “When you launch

I N T E R V I E W
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“You can identify a Love    
The French designer brand Love to Love turns ten
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Lovely Planet’s brand Love To Love

celebrates its 10th anniversary

this year. Did you expect its success

when you first started out creating

this brand? 

Nicolas Busnel: When you launch a

new brand, no one can predict for

sure if it is going to be a success.

But Love to Love had been carefully

developed for a long time, and I

had faith in the concept, because

it answered an unmet demand in

the sex toy market: Love to love has

reconciled products of great quality

with an original design and a laid-

back philosophy: Sex, Fun, and

Rock’n’Roll!

Which products does your brand

 offer? Are they aiming at a certain

customer group? 

Nicolas Busnel: Love to Love offers

a very varied range of sex toys, cos-

metics, and erotic gifts. Although our

main customers are fashionable

women in their thirties, many pro-

ducts also target men. Part of our

line is aimed at a rather novice

clientele, while others address a

more experienced audience. 

Ten years is a long time. Was there

a product, which stands out as a

best seller, or a specific product

Lovely Planet is especially proud of? 

Nicolas Busnel: Two products espe-

cially stand out. The “Enjoy” toy,

created in partnership with the

especially true with

cosmetics, and edible products

such as body paints and lubricants.

Some flavours and colours have

more success than  others, and year

after year, we  develop a range that

is increasingly fitted to our

 customers’ tastes.

Wholesalers often develop their own

brands to increase their sales. In your

case it was the other way around.

Why did you chose to also get invol-

ved in the wholesale  business?

Nicolas Busnel: I started by crea-

ting Love To Love, which led to this

wholesaler activity with Lovely

 Planet when I saw there was a

whole new generation of less

 realistic, more  colourful sex toys in

need of a specific distribution

 network. This democratisation of

sex toys is what led me to become

a wholesaler. 

Do you let the design process be

influenced by your experiences as

a wholesaler? 

N I C O L A S  B U S N E L

exclusive

French artist Marine

Peyre, was shown at

the Miami Art Basel fair,

and  later sold at the

MoMA in New York City!

Ten years later, it is still

a reference in the de-

sign world, as it contri-

buted to elevate sex toys to the level

of art. We are very proud of this

achievement. The Cry Baby should

also be mentioned, as it was the first

 remote-controlled bullet ever

 produced, and has now become

a pop culture reference all around

the world: in various shapes and

forms, it is mentioned in many

 movies, books and tv shows. The

 original Cry Baby is still in production,

and we have now expanded the

range to the Cry Baby 2 and

 produced a limited edition called

“Le Déclic”,  illustrated by the Italian

comic artist Milo Manara.

It's not sunshine every day... Was

there a product, which disappoin-

ted your expectations and what did

you learn from this experience? 

Nicolas Busnel: Not every product

can become a best-seller. The

downside of constant innovation is

that it comes with taking risks, and

when the result targets are not met,

we analyse the reasons why, and it

allows us to do better the next time:

you learn from experience. It is

   to Love toy at first sight.”
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Nicolas Busnel: It is the other way around. Having our

own brand has helped make Lovely Planet a better

wholesaler because we understand the issues that

brands face everyday and we take

them into account. Having a true

brand philosophy is important as a

distributor and that is why Lovely Planet

has such know-how in brand implan-

tation and marketing. 

Manufacturing products and selling

them are two different things. When

you look back now at the start of your

own brand Love To Love, what would

you have done differently? 

Nicolas Busnel: Looking back, we could have empha-

sised communication actions on sex toys that deserved

more spotlight than they got. The “Enjoy” dildo contribu-

ted to the democratisation of sex toys thanks to its artistic

dimension, but many others didn’t get the same kind of

recognition even though they fully deserved it.

Are there plans for new additions to your own brand in

the next months? Will we see them on eroFame? 

Nicolas Busnel: Absolutely. We are just launching the

“Sexy Pills”, a brand new range of male masturbators

presented in amazing-looking prescription pills. It is a

fun and colourful range, designed of course for men

but also appealing to women as a gift idea for a friend
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or a boyfriend. The idea behind this product is to provide

a “treatment” against celibacy, a painful break-up, or a

girlfriend going away for the weekend. Laid-back, origi-

nal and fun, the Sexy Pills perfectly embody the mindset

of Love to Love’s core target audience.

Some products, like the vibrating banana or the no

longer available Mini Duckies, are focusing more on a

fun aspect of sex toys. Why did you add these products

to your portfolio? 

Nicolas Busnel: Love to Love offers a wide range of

what we call “Arty Toys”: from the vibrating banana “Oh

Oui”, to the “iScream” popsicle-shaped dildo or the

cherry-shaped geisha balls “Cherry Love”. While these

toys may appeal to a wider crowd thanks to their original

design, they are not any less qualitative than more

 traditional looking ones. Producing sex toys with such a

unique design is Love to Love’s core business, and one

of the brand’s greatest strengths. You can identify a

Love to Love toy at first sight.

Your company is based in France.

Do you pay special attention to this

market when it comes to designing

your products? 

Nicolas Busnel: Although France

 represent a sizeable part of our

sales, Love to Love is a very interna-

tional brand and is more and more

turning towards foreign markets that

represent at least half of our customer base. The export

market is growing quickly, therefore when it comes to

designing our products, we are not especially focused

on the French market and we try to take as global an

approach as possible.

Are you currently planning on adding further products

to your range? Which innovations can we expect in the

near future? 

Nicolas Busnel: We are currently preparing the launch

of a new, unique sex toy that we have been working on

for several years. It will see the light at the end of the

year or in the first months of 2015 and will most certainly

be one of our key products next season! Stay tuned for

more info… 
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Having a true brand

philosophy is 

important as a distributor

and that is why Lovely

Planet has such know-how

in brand implantation 

and marketing.“
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After two brands for men, you are presenting a brand

for women to the European market. What compelled

you to cater to the fairer sex this time?

Klaus Pedersen: We like to see ourselves as a company

helping people achieve a better sex life. We actually

think sexual health is a key factor for a truly great life,

and its importance is sometimes underestimated or

completely forgotten

Why did Zestra attract your attention?

Klaus Pedersen: The producer of Zestra had an interest in

our products Jes-Extender® and MaleEdge® for the me-

dical market, and during those talks, we actually just said

how about us selling some of your products as well?

Are you going to launch your new product under the Da-

naLife & DanaMedic banner?

Klaus Pedersen: Yes, for now we will. Once the feet are off

the ground,, we will start a separate company.

Are there plans to add more brands or products to your

range and present them to the market like that?

Klaus Pedersen: We do have another small project, but it

needs some refinement before we can elaborate!

Zestra is an arousal oil, and there are many products of

that type on the market. What makes Zestra special?
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Kim Kardashian, Whoopi Goldberg, and Tyra Banks are American celebrities who are also well-

known outside of the United States. What else do they have in common? Well, they are all

big fans of Zestra, the gel whose organic ingredients make sex more satisfying for women.

Now, DanaLife & DanaMedic are bringing Zestra to Europe. But can this product – the

effectiveness of which has been scientifically proven – become a similar smash hit

on this side of the big pond? Yes, says Klaus Pedersen in our EAN interview.

Klaus Pedersen: For us, it was the clinical

documentation that did it, along with the

FDA approval. It is of course a sensitive part

of the anatomy we are dealing with, so

there is no room for error. The clinical

data laid such concerns to rest. We

don't know of any other brands that

can produce a double blind/placebo

test to prove both safety and results.

Which substances are used during the pro-

duction of Zestra?

Klaus Pedersen: Zestra’s unique, patented blend

of botanical oils and extracts create deep plea-

surable sensations. The botanical ingredients in

Zestra include PA-free borage seed oil, evening

primrose oil, angelica extract, coleus forskholii

extract, theobromine, and the anti-oxidants vi-

tamin C and vitamin E. Zestra’s botanical ingre-

dients work together safely and effectively to

enhance female sexual pleasure, sensation,

sensitivity, and satisfaction. All ingredients are hor-

mone-free, of course.

Have the ingredients been approved and certified

by the Food and Drug Administration?

Klaus Pedersen: In a way! The Company did meet

exclusive
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“You could call it
alternative to the jungle

Klaus Pedersen about Zestra in Europe
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scientifically to ascertain they work as

claimed.

How is the product used? And how

much will it cost in the store? 

Klaus Pedersen:Well, it is a lubricant that

should be applied in the female genital

area to enhance desire and arousal as

well as the climax experience. The effect

is almost instant and won't wear off for

about 45 minutes. The cost will be

around 4€ per “round”, if you will, so as

the Americans like to say: “would you

like a latte or an orgasm”!

In the United States, Zestra is being

sold in many mainstream retail

chains. Are Americans already that

accepting of erotic products, or is

that more a result of the respectability

created by the scientific tests? 

Klaus Pedersen: It is correct that Zestra

is currently sold at Walmart, Sears, and

Kmart and a lot of other chains

The effectiveness of Zestra has been

scientifically proven. Would you mind

describing this test and the results for

us?

Klaus Pedersen: The tests took place

in 2003 and 2007 and involved 276

women from the US. It was a so-called

Controlled Placebo double blind

study, which in lay man’s terms means

that the women were given both the

placebo product as well as Zestra

and answered questions on the sub-

jects of desire, arousal, and satisfac-

tion as well as overall sex life satisfac-

tion. Zestra scored substantially higher

than the placebo on all “triggers”. Fur-

thermore, it showed no interactions

with other drugs such as birth control

pills, and anti-depressants – nor with

hormone therapies, diabetes and

cancer therapies.

How important is it that the effecti-

veness of Zestra has been proven 

by scientists?

Klaus Pedersen: Pretty much every-

thing! We do come across a lot of

exiting products that we theoretically

could distribute through the pipelines

and customers that we have come

to know after a few years in the busi-

ness. However, just as with our Ma-

leEdge and Jes-Extender products,

we do set high standards, and the

products must be tested seriously and
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with the FDA and

presented the

clinical data

and the pa-

ckaging, as

well as

the ingredients.

The FDA and the

FTC do not issue

any formal ap-

proval letter for

cosmetics (they

only issue ap-

proval for drugs

and devices)

but they do is-

sue warning let-

ters if the pro-

duct violates the

FDA cosmetic ru-

les and publishes

the violation letters

on their website. Ob-

viously, Zestra has not

been published on

the FDA website.

K L A U S  P E D E R S E N

.................

Zestra’s botanical

 ingredients work

 together safely and

effectively to enhance

 female sexual  pleasure,

sensation,  sensitivity, 

and  satisfaction.”

................................ 

“

the safe, serious 
of products out there.”
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throughout the States and Canada. Knowing the Ameri-

cans, however, I would say the tests have played a major

role before they took in the products.

The product has created quite a stir in the States – even a

number of celebrities recommended Zestra. Is that kind

of interest a great help? And could you imagine a similar

response when the product hits the European market?

Klaus Pedersen: Being on Oprah hasn’t hurt any product

yet, and many of the “celebrities” endorsing Zestra are

well-known to the European as well, so surely,

this will help us with marketing and selling. We

have no immediate plans to find a European

“VIP” to work with, though.

When will you launch Zestra in Europe?

Klaus Pedersen:During eroFame in Hannover

Oct. 8-10. Please come to Booth 43 and

check it out.

Which market will be the core market for

Zestra? Will the product be sold primarily in

erotic stores, or do you expect greater suc-

cess with the mainstream audience?

Klaus Pedersen: We are focusing on the

adult market, which after all is the

one we

know best.

We hope

our current

cus tomers

will see that it is
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only a matter of time before this hits Europe, so they better

get on the wagon first thing.

Will you be working directly with retailers, or are you going

to collaborate with distributors to market the product?

Klaus Pedersen: Well, actually both – we have historically

had success selling to both parties, due to our very strict

price policy. If a retailer wants the product, but cannot get

it from his “regular” wholesaler, they should be able to get

it from us. Should the wholesaler change his mind, he will

take over deliveries to the retailer, who will continue to pay

the same retail price.

As mentioned before, there are many similar oils on the

shelves of erotic stores. How do you want to position Zestra

in this marketplace?

Klaus Pedersen: Female viagra is a tempting term, ob-

viously rubbing off on a very well-known existing brand for

men. Furthermore, we will position it stressing the facts we

have been covering in this very interview:

Scientifically tested with very positive results, FDA, endorse-

ments, safe etc., etc. You could call it the safe, serious al-

ternative to the jungle of products out there that are clai-

ming pretty much the same. 

Could you tell us about the first steps you have planned

to make this brand popular and establish it in the 

 European market?

Klaus Pedersen: Currently, we are bouncing off ideas with

our closest customers, and we are also discussing possible

exclusive areas, but honestly, we have not decided on

any exclusive strategies yet.
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“The effect is almost instant and

won't wear off for about 45 minutes.” 
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“There’s still a large segment of consumers 
 looking for a cost-effective and powerful vibe.”
Steve Bannister grants us a peek at the  new products and product lines from BMS Factory

Steve Bannister will present new

product displays at eroFame 2014

At last year 's  eroFame trade convention, BMS Factory turned a lot of heads with their  Swan,

Leaf,  and Leaf+ col lect ions, and this year,  the Canadian company is once again going to

present interest ing new products in Hanover.  We asked BMS Factory 's  CEO Steve Bannister

for an  inter view to f ind out more about these new toys and their  unique sel l ing points.
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BMS is launching several new

products and product lines. Let’s

talk about the new Rain by Power-

Bullet collection first. As the name

suggests, these products rely on

your PowerBullet technology, but of

course, that is just one feature. What

else can you tell us about Rain?

Steve Bannister: Well since Power-

Bullet turns 10 years old this year,

we couldn’t think of a better

time to launch a fully redesig-

ned collection. The PowerBul-

let brand is so recognizable

around the world that we

didn’t want to play with the

design too much, but we took

this  opportunity to improve on

some key features to make

them more powerful and

easy to use than previous

 designs.

For starters, users will first notice

the shape. We gave it a tear drop

look for 2 reasons. It increases the

play area so that it still provides a

precise vibration, but now over a

slightly larger area. This shape also

allowed us to greatly increase the

size of the motor to provide much

stronger vibrations.

Secondly, the texture. Never before

have we introduced something like

this with PowerBullet, but we couldn’t

be more happy with how it turned

out. Across the entire surface of Rain

is a pleasurable water drop effect

featuring thousands

of tiny 

raised bumps. It results and in a re-

ally great and subtle feeling on top

of the already  tremendous vibrati-

ons. Rain also features 7 vibration

patterns that were designed to

please even the most picky users.

Or keep things interesting and mix it

up! The choice is entirely up to the

user and things couldn’t be easier

with a large, easy to find button on

the tip for simple pattern changes.

Is it really true that each individual

product is unique due to the 

Wet Look?

Steve Bannister: Yes. Instead of a

skin that is wrapped around the

item like many other products do,

each Rain vibe actually undergoes

a spraying process of its own. This re-

sults in some that may have larger

droplet sizes or smaller one. To that

average user though, this won’t

impact the sensation unless they

are particular about their plea-

sure! Rain is packaged in a see-

through box so that each one

can be seen before purchase.

Rain runs on batteries while the

majority of the products laun-

ched onto the market today

are rechargeable. Also, Rain is

made of ABS plastic whereas most

 producers use silicone. Why did you

decide to go against the grain?

Steve Bannister: Well that is true for

items in the luxury range, however

Rain isn’t meant to be one of those

items. There’s still a large segment of

consumers looking for a cost-

 effective and powerful vibe for many

reasons such as travel,  discreetness,

or they are just beginners. Rain fits

well into all of those categories and

more while keeping costs down for

the consumer. Even though it isn’t si-

licone, Rain is still  waterproof and will

provide plenty of vibration time on a

single battery.

How would you define the target au-

dience for Rain?

Steve Bannister: Rain has a beauti-

ful display which speaks to the

S T E V E  B A N N I S T E R

Not only is the PalmPower Recharge rechargeable,

silicone finish and individually controllable motors

but it also sports an all-new design, a seamless

exclusive

As a result of the production process,

each single Rain product is unique
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 woman who would be buying  designer cosmetics. It

was created to look much like a high-end display you

may see in a department store. The brightly lit back-

ground provides an enticing draw for customers to

come look at each Rain

colour as it’s displayed in

the open and

 encourages them to feel

the raindrop texture. Just

because it has the

image of a luxury item, it

is a great mini vibe for those people who aren’t looking

to invest in something high-end. There is still a market

for bullet vibes, so we took the simple controls of a re-

gular vibe and boosted it up to be a great, feature-

packed and easy to use bullet. This should appeal to

almost anyone and makes an excellent bed-side or

travel companion.

What can you tell us about the  pricing of Rain?

Steve Bannister: Rain is a great, cost-effective item.

We did everything we could without sacrificing quality

to make sure that it stayed in the lower price bracket. 

Rain works as an excellent add-on sale that anyone

would be happy to get.

Your PowerBullet technology is known the world 

over, but technologies change and deve-

lop constantly. How has the

PowerBullet techno-

logy changed over

the course of the

 years, and how will it

change in the  future?

Steve Bannister:

We’ve changed a

few things over the

years to improve

power and functio-

nality, but why fix

something if it isn’t

broken? What I can

say is the great thing

216 

about the way we make our PowerBullet is that we

can change the vibration source to match the size

of the item. Many manufacturers use the same motor

for their entire product line, so while that may work

great in a smaller item, it

doesn’t do much for the

larger items. PowerBullet

adapts to the product to

keep a consistent and

 scalable vibration across

the line.

PantyVibe is another new BMS product. What sets

 PantyVibe apart from other comparable vibes?

Steve Bannister: We’ve very excited about PantyVibe.

Other similar items on the market may have a great

vibrator as well, but they don’t have a special panty

that is designed with a pocket to specifically fit the

vibe. What’s the point of having a great  vibration if it

doesn’t stay where it needs to be?

How do you want to position your  PantyVibe in the

market - as a gimmick, a gadget, or a niche product?

Steve Bannister: Very rarely do we make an item as a

gimmick.  PantyVibe is for the couple who wants to spice

up their night out. It’s priced right, has an included set

of specially designed  panties and comes in three

 different colours. As we like to say, it puts a

little spring in her step.

Your PalmPower has

been a tremendous

success ever since its

launch, which is all the

more  remarkable given

the great number of

massagers on the mar-

ket. What makes Palm-

Power so popular?

Steve Bannister: Palm-

Power is such an easy

sell when  someone

feels the difference for

I N T E R V I E W
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......................

Rain has a beautiful display which

speaks to the woman who would be

buying designer cosmetics.”

........................................ 
“

PantyVibe comes with a special slip designed

particularly for this products 
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themselves. Compared to other leading wand massa-

gers, PalmPower beats them in almost all  categories.

One of the biggest things people first notice is how

much power is packed into such a small device, espe-

cially when compared to other wand  massagers. The

fact that it can match and often exceed the power of

much larger massagers (when it looks like it shouldn’t

be able to) really amazes people.

One of my friends in the industry actually came up to

me once to tell me how amazed he was that with so

much power in the PalmPower’s head, so little of that

vibration was carried down to the handle where you

don’t want to feel it. This may not sound like much to

the average user at first, but if you use a poorly

 balanced wand  massager with as much power as

the PalmPower has, your hand would be numb in no

time. The PalmPower  doesn’t have this issue.

Another reason that it’s so popular is because of the

freedom to choose the exact intensity of the vibration.

Like many of our items, PalmPower also has Press &

Hold technology instead of simple preset vibration

speeds. Those are just two of many reasons. As I

 mentioned, PalmPower surpasses the competition in

almost everything it does!

While the original product was fed with electricity

from the power socket, BMS is now presenting a

218

 rechargeable version. Did the consumers feel that

the power cord was  getting in the way of the user

experience, or why did you  decide to introduce this

new model?

Steve Bannister: Each product serves the needs of a

different consumer and the original PalmPower will

still remain as one of our active skus. I will admit that

we did approach PalmPower with the intention of

 making a cordless version, but in the end it became

a new product instead of a replacement for the

 original. PalmPower Recharge is not only  wireless, but

also has an entirely different shape, is waterproof

 because of the virtually seamless silicone finish, and

has independently controlled dual motors. The

 Original PalmPower is still a great item for those who

don’t want to concern themselves with  recharging

something, and are just looking for precise and in-

tense power. We haven’t had any complaints about

the cord length since it’s about 100” (254 cm) long.

Which new products will the visitors of eroFame get

to see at the BMS stand?

Steve Bannister: eroFame visitors will get to see the

whole Rain collection, PalmPower Recharge, the

 Original PalmPower, PantyVibe and the crowd-

 pleasing Swan collection. Also make sure to stop to

see our brand new product displays.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Compared to other

 leading wand massagers,

PalmPower beats them in

 almost all categories.”

............................... 

“
The PalmPower Massager is

one of BMS' top-sellers
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You are selling lingerie in your LoveShop.hr online shop.

When was the company founded, and why did you

decide to get into this industry?

Robert Tubikanec: It sort of happened by accident. There

aren't many places in Croatia where you can buy lingerie,

except maybe low-quality products that are sold in sex

shops, and so we decided to start an online shop where

you can buy European top-quality lingerie. After just three

years, we are the market leader for sexy underwear and

lingerie in Croatia. Many people are uncomfortable visiting

an erotic store to buy certain products, that's why we

 decided to take our business online. In our online shop,

you get everything you want, quickly and discreetly.

Please tell us more about your business? Which products

do you sell, and what are the current top-sellers in 

your range?

Robert Tubikanec: We are selling underwear and lingerie

by Provocative, Avanua, Livio Corsetti, Obsessive Passion,

Bassaya, and Fiore, and we are constantly looking for 

new brands that could be successful in our market. 
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I n  2011 ,  Rober t  Tub ikanec rea l i sed  that

there was something miss ing in the Croa-

t ian  market,  and he decided to change this

s i tua t ion  by  c reat ing  the  webshop Love-

Shop.h r.  Mere ly  th ree years  have passed

s ince then,  and  LoveShop.hr  has become

one of  the  major  suppl iers  of  h igh-qual i ty

l inger ie for  the Croat ian market .  In th is  EAN

inter v iew,  he  descr ibes  the bus iness  con-

cept of  h is  company, points  out  the special

character is t ics of  the Croat ian market,  and

predicts  the  future of  the erot ic indust r y  in

the 28th EU s tate.

At the  moment, the undisputed top-sellers are high-quality

body  stockings.

Is LoveShop strictly online, or do you also sell your products

offline?

Robert Tubikanec: We are only selling online to save costs

and offer better prices to our customers. On top of that,

we offer a free express delivery service.

What are the big trends in the lingerie and underwear

market right now? Are there differences between the

trends in Croatia and other markets in your opinion?

Robert Tubikanec: I don't think Croatia is different from

any other EU  country when it comes to lingerie.

You also offer an XXL collection. Do you market these

 products differently from other product lines? Are there

products in that category that are particularly successful?

Robert Tubikanec: Due to enormous demand, we have

added a large range of plus size products, mostly baby-

dolls and body stockings. The way I see it, you just have to

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“The Croatian people are very  
conservative when it comes to erotic products.“

Robert Tubikanec: “I believe LoveShop.hr

will be the market leader in this region.“

Robert Tubikanec takes us on a tour of the erotic market in the youngest EU member state
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make sure that you offer something

for every taste.

Judging from your experience, are

most of your customers women who

shop for themselves, or is your site 

also frequented by men who are

 looking for a special gift for their wife

or  girlfriend?

Robert Tubikanec: I feel that our

 clientele is evenly split, 50% women,

50% men. Many men like to surprise

their partner with a little gift, and many

women like to surprise their partner

with sexy lingerie, especially around

Christmas time, New Year's Eve, and

Valentine's Day.

The economic crisis that has haunted

Europe in recent years has left many

scars, also in Croatia. How has the

economic development in your

country been affected, and what

about your store?

Robert Tubikanec: Of course, Croatia

felt the the impact of the crisis, and it

still does. This is a very small market,

and we are still very new to the EU

 family, and under these conditions, it

has been very difficult to grow. The

unemployment rate is up, which

 obviously doesn't help the economy,

and I feel it is going to take some time

before we will reach the level of an

average EU member state.

A little more than one year ago, on

July 1, 2013, Croatia became a

member of the EU. Did that have a

tangible effect on the economy in

general and your store in particular?

Robert Tubikanec: Actually – no. Of

course, you can feel this positive spirit;

people know it's a good thing. But I

believe we will have to wait a little

longer before there can be a

 tangible economic upswing.

In many European countries, there is

an increasing acceptance of erotic

products, in people's minds as well

as in the media. Would you say that

such a development can also be

seen in Croatia?

Robert Tubikanec: No, the Croatian

people are very conservative when

it comes to erotic products. That's also

one of the reasons why we decided

against opening a brick and mortar

store in the foreseeable future.

How would you describe the

 Croatian mentality when it comes

to sex and erotic products? Are

there taboos you need to steer

clear of when marketing such

 products? Is it possible to advertise

these products publicly?

Robert Tubikanec: The way I see it,

there are two types of people who

buy erotic products. On one side, you

have people who visit erotic stores or

webshops where they can get

 anything they want. On the other side,

you have people you want

 something more elegant. Our online

shop caters to that group; it is more

like a sexy lingerie boutique – no toys,

no porn or any such products.

 Therefore, we don't have any

 problems advertising our products. 

Are there plans to add other pro-

ducts to the range of your store –

products such as sex toys? How do

you envision LoveShop.hr ten years

from now?

Robert Tubikanec: I believe Love-

Shop.hr will be the market leader in

this region in ten years' time, and 

we will be offering many new 

brands and a much bigger range 

of products.

Right now, we are working on a new

project with a focus on sex toys, but

it will be something entirely different

that is in no way connected to

 LoveShop.hr. LoveShop is for lingerie,

this new project will be for toys.

R O B E R T  T U B I K A N E C

.................

I feel it is going to

take some time

 before we will reach the

level of an average 

EU member state.“

................................ 

“

Behind the scenes:

the LoveShop.hr team
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Mr. Nori’s Magic Gel is a special Gel for nuru

massages. What makes these massages

 different form traditional ones? Which special

 properties does Magic Gel have that make it perfect

for this use?

Orit Cohen: Traditional massages, for the most part

involve the use of hands to rub and relax different

areas of the body. The nuru massage is considered a

222 

So far,  nuru massages have not real ly gained a lot  of  t ract ion in our Western society.  

In  Japanese, nuru means “s l ippery“ or “s l i thery“,  so that already gives an indication of the

nature of this massage. Whi le the concept of most t radit ional massages is  that the hands

are used to knead par ts of the body, nuru is  more of a ful l -body affair  – a unique, sensual

experience. Ori t  Cohen is the mastermind behind Mr. Nori ’s  Magic Gel and one of the pio-

neers who are making this sensual ar t  f rom the Far East popular in the United States r ight

now. In our EAN inter view, Ori t  explains the appeal of nuru, and she tel ls  us about her pro-

ducts that have been developed to make this ful l -body massage even more pleasurable.

body to body massage that involves massaging each

other using all body parts with a very slippery gel, the

ancient Japanese  technique is actually quite sophis-

ticated, however, anyone can perform a nuru mas-

sage. We at Magic Gel, believe the nuru massages

are one more  element that can be used to re-kindle

a relationship, or for many other reasons, simply to

have a fun  sensual experience. Mr. Nori's Magic Gel

in mind, and only then it sells...”

Orit Cohen, founder of Mr. Noris Magic Gel:
“As I like to say, I produce for myself

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“We have come a long way, but this 
is clearly just the beginning of the trend.“
Orit Cohen wants to make Nuru massages popular with Mr. Nori’s Magic Gel
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was the first nuru

massage gel

Made in the Uni-

ted States. We

 believe in crea-

ting a superior

massage pro-

duct with superior ingredients, fur-

thermore, a product that is 98% na-

tural. A nuru massage gel must be

elastic, slippery, and easily enhan-

ced by the use of water. Magic Gel

creates a very appealing visual ex-

perience, this due to its shine -

when applied to the body the skin

looks shiny and sleek. 

How did you come up with the

idea of making such a product?

Did you have prior experience in

this field?

Orit Cohen: Magic Gel, was foun-

ded by a husband and wife team

in 2008. When we learned about

the nuru massage technique, we

were fascinated by it, however,

there were only a few products in

the world market, and they were

only manufactured in Asia. Since

our background included manu-

facturing Hawaiian Tropic for South

America in the 90’s, we decided

this would be a great fit for us. We

are passionate about making high

quality products and transforming

this ancient Japanese technique

into an every day sexual trend.

Magic Gel is the first Nuru massage

gel made in the US. Which ingre-

dients do you use and does your

 product bring additional benefits,

like moisturising the skin?

Orit Cohen: We are proud to be

the nuru massage pioneers in North

America. Magic Gel is  created with

the finest ingredients that are highly

regarded in the cosmetic industry

because of their antioxidant, deto-

xifying, and  nourishing properties:

seaweed, aloe vera, chamomile,

and grape seed extracts are some

of those all-natural key ingredients.

As I like to say, I produce for myself

in mind and only then it sells...When

we started back in 2008, our pro-

duct was first called Numa Gel, la-

ter we decided to improve our

brand image and Mr. Nori's  Magic

Gel was conceived, to cater to a

public that not  necessarily knew

about nuru massages but wanted

to put some "Magic" back into their

sex lives!

You are currently selling three 

different version of Mr. Nori’s Magic

Gel: Authentic, Moist, and Concen-

trate. How are these variants diffe-

rent from each other?

Orit Cohen: Our Magic Gel

 Authentic resembles the original

Japanese gel, very

elastic  somewhat

“dry”, nothing less

than a perfect re-

plica of the Original

Japanese formula,

with a Western twist.

Since we are based in  California,

USA, we decided to create our own

version of the Nuru Massage Gel,

and that’s how the Magic Gel Moist

came into the  product line, with

aloe vera and  chamomile. This ver-

sion provides an enhanced moistu-

rising experience. Our Magic Gel

Concentrate is more of a  Shower

Play and Shave gel, a thick  version

of our Authentic massage gel 

that lasts longer under  running  water,

not to be confused with  other con-

centrates that are meant to be

mixed with water to create more

gel.

Can Magic Gel also be used 

as  a 'normal' lubricant? 

Orit Cohen: Magic Gel is manu-

factured according to strict FDA

 guidelines, at an FDA certified

 facility. That said, our product is a

sensual massage gel that is

 intended to moisturise the body,

while remaining safe for intercourse

as well as to be used with condoms,

toys, and during oral sex. In  essence,

the product provides amazing

 lubrication but cannot be conside-

red a medical device and shouldn't

be used to treat, cure, or 

prevent disease.

You sell Magic Gel in 124ml, 244ml

and 1000ml bottles. How much is

 necessary for one massage?

Orit Cohen: All our Authentic 

and Moist gels are essentially 

O R I T  C O H E N

.................

We are passionate

about making high

quality products and

transforming this

 ancient Japanese

 technique into an every

day sexual trend.“

................................ 

“
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concentrates; they are mixed  1 part gel to 1 part

water to achieve the ideal consistency. With a 124 ml

bottle, you get 248 ml of nuru massage gel ready to

use once mixed with water, and so on with all the other

sizes. A 124ml bottle will supply enough for a moderate

body-to-body massage, which will essentially  cover

both bodies and provide a fun  experience.  Others also

keep the 124 ml bottle handy in the shower or bedside

table for mini   nuru massage sessions. Those looking

for a more generous massage tend to go for the 244

ml bottle or the 1-liter, both ideal for longer massage

sessions in which all participants can be drenched in

shiny nuru  massage gel.

Nuru massages originated in  Japan and are a still a 

relatively unknown form of pleasure in the Western

world. Do you  expect this form of massages to be-

come a broader trend or will is continue to be a niche

for a circle of “ specialists“? Are there indicators that

point to nuru becoming more  popular?

Orit Cohen: Yes, this in fact like taking the kama sutra

and making it known around the world. We were the

first to hit the social media worldwide promoting the

nuru massage gel as a new sensual massage  product.

Our Twitter account says it all: twitter.com/ nurugel. We

continue with our efforts of getting the nuru massage

trend known. Recently, we ran a workshop at a well

known retail location in Las Vegas, Nevada, and then

carried on to help produce a Nuru Massage show at

their strip club in the same area. We have come a

long way, but this is  clearly just the beginning of the

trend.

Besides the massage gel, you also  sell a lot of different

nuru massage  supplies. Are these supplies, like a

 special mattress etc., necessary to  enjoy a nuru mas-

sage?

Orit Cohen: The ancient nuru massage technique is

performed in Japan’s Red District, there, the so-called

Nuru Nuru parlors where masseuses perform the 

massage on a silver inflatable bed. The Nuru Massage

Air and Water Mattress is our key accessory. Re-desig-

ned in  California, this staple of the nuru massage tech-

nique brings a fun new environment for the couple to 

.................

Mr. Nori's Magic Gel

was the first nuru

massage gel made in the

United States.“

................................ 

“
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perform the  massage. Other great options are our Nuru

 Massage Wet Sheets and the Escape Wet Mat, which were

developed in conjunction with Liberator®. We have noticed

people love the Nuru Massage Gel Mixing Bowl

as much as we do. This icon of the nuru mas-

sage experience provides a reliable and stylish

container to mix your one part gel to one part

water before the massage. We have also re-

cently released our first instructional Nuru Mas-

sage Video with The Alexander Institute under

their Loving Sex label. This is a great tool for

those diving into the nuru massage realm with

no previous experience. All our accessories

are designed to enhance the nuru massage

experience, but the

beauty of it is that you

don't need anything but yourself and some

gel to enjoy a nuru massage . And it will

not stain or leave any residues, only wet

sheets and a lot of laughter, giggles, and

memorable moments

of pleasure ...

How do you distribute

your products? Are they

also available in statio-

nary stores?

Orit Cohen: Our pro-

ducts were at first avai-

lable only through our

online store at

w w w. m a g i c g e l . u s .

Since then, we have

carefully picked a num-

ber of distributors to

help us build our brand

globally. Currently, we

work with  distributors

across the United States

and Europe.

Are you currently selling

in the EU or are you

planning to expand

your involvement there?

Orit Cohen: Yes, we have been selling in Europe since

2010. We are currently working to solidify our distribution

network in the EU and work on our branding efforts with

our local partners.  Mr. Nori Magic Gel

became a EU Registered Trademark

late in 2013.

Are you also offering supporting POS

materials to  promote your products

in the retail stores? How should

 Magic Gel be presented to spike the

interest of  customers who maybe

have had no contact with Nuru

 massages before?

Orit Cohen: We have a number of

POS initiatives that go from floor stan-

ding displays to our latest initiative, the Nuru Massage

Gel Fountain, and our Nuru  Massage Mixing Bowl and

Display mini stand. Magic Gel should be presented with

a screen with a loop of our promotional videos, and

ideally with an open sample of the product so we

people can touch and feel the texture of the gel.

You will be an exhibitor at eroFame this year. This being

your first time at the trade convention, which expecta-

tions do you have for the show and what will you present

to the visitors at your stand?

Orit Cohen: We are very excited to be part of  eroFame

this year for the first time. We will present our full product

line of massage gels, including the Authentic, Moist,

and Concentrate in all different sizes at our stylish brand

new stand. We will also have our key accessories avai-

lable, including the mattresses and nuru massage gel

mixing bowls.

Are you planning on releasing new products for 

nuru massages?

Orit Cohen: Yes, we are always developing new  exiting

products for this category, and we are  planning to

take some of our key eroFame attendees by surprise!

Our product line will probably be doubling in size year

over year for the next three years. That should tell you

how many products we have in our pipeline! Thank

you for taking the time to interview us, it's been a 

true pleasure.

Mr. Nori’s Magic Gel offers various

POS materials to support the trade

.................

All our accessories

are designed to en-

hance the nuru massage

experience, but the

beauty of it is that you

don't need anything but

yourself and some gel to

enjoy a nuru massage.“

................................ 

“
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Doc Johnson was founded 1976. What prompted the

foundation back then? What was the idea behind

the creation of the company?

Ron Braverman: Doc Johnson was born in 1976 when I

purchased a very small company that sold 

adult toys along with gag novelties and rubber fishing

items. The adult items were selling so well that I 

quickly made the decision to focus exclusively on creating

a sex toy company, with all manufacturing to be kept in

America. Since then, the Doc Johnson brand has grown

and evolved, but one theme that has remained constant
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is our strong commitment to American manufacturing.

Today, not only do we produce the majority of our products

in America, but we also strive to create the most high-

quality, innovative, and body friendly products on the mar-

ket. As most companies continue to take their production

overseas, we are proud to say that we’re still bringing you

premium, hand-crafted products that are Made in America.

Doc Johnson is one of the oldest and most successful

companies in the erotic industry. Can you give us an

 overview of the milestones in your history?

Ron Braverman and his son Chad run

the California-based company

exclusive
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Not only is  Doc Johnson one of the major players in the international erot ic industr y,  but

being founded in 1976, i t  is  also one of the longest-standing companies in this market.

Doc Johnson has achieved many successes dur ing these years,  but there is  one thing the

team is par t icular ly proud of:  Whi le more and more companies have their  products made

in Asia, they have managed to keep production in their  home countr y for the greatest

par t.  But of course, innovation and independence also play an impor tant role in the history

of Doc Johnson. In our EAN inter view, the company's founder,  Ron Braverman, and his son

and COO, Chad, talk about their  way to the top of the erot ic industr y,  about the achieve-

ments that have shaped the company, and about the things that are yet to come.

“Doc Johnson was the natural 
response to a void in the market.“
Doc Johnson: “Proudly Made in America”
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Chad Braverman: In 1976, the Doc

Johnson factory in North Hollywood

was just 1,500 square feet and had

nine employees. Eventually, the

company moved around the cor-

ner to its present location and se-

cured a 33,000 square foot buil-

ding. Now, Doc Johnson is a family

of over 500 team members, with

multiple buildings on a campus of

more than 250,000 square feet, and

proudly offers a catalogue of over

2,500 products. Doc Johnson pro-

duces an average of five million

pieces per year, 75% of which re-

mains “Proudly Made in America”. 

Ron Braverman: Nurturing em-

ployee relationships has been a

constant during the company’s his-

tory. Many members of our team

have been here for over 20 years,

some for over 30, and even some

from the beginning, more than 38

years ago. Personally, it makes me

proud to have a family of people

that I look forward to working with

every day. 

Your company was founded 1976.

How did the erotic market look

back then and what was different

when compared to today?

Ron Braverman: There really wasn’t

an erotic market in 1976, in the 

traditional sense. Sex toys were

being lumped in with other types of

novelty products, and sex shops

were still fairly unregulated. Doc

Johnson was the natural response

to a void in the market. 

Where there any difficulties or

 resistances you had to overcome?

Was it hard getting accepted as a

manufacturer of erotic products

back then?

Ron Braverman: Not really. The 

 market was prime for a business 

that was devoted solely towards

sensual needs. 

Since when do you also cater to the

European market and what made

you expand overseas at that time?

Ron Braverman: We have been

 selling to the European market since

the beginning. Staying current with

European market trends has always

been a huge priority for Doc John son,

and has benefited us tremendously

in staying at the forefront of the

pleasure product industry. 

Did the erotic market in the US differ

from the European market back

then? Do you see differences today?

Chad Braverman: It seemed that

Europeans were a lot quicker to

 realise the profit potential of the

pleasure product industry, whereas

American buyers tended to 

be more sceptical. Today

 Americans have largely accepted

the pleasure product industry as a

legitimate business, and our success

continues to grow both internatio-

nally and domestically.

What were in your opinion the most

important developments in the past

decades regarding the erotic 

market and sex toys?

Chad Braverman: Without even 

having to think about it, I can 

Doc Johnson building at sunrise

R O N  B R A V E R M A N
C H A D  B R A V E R M A N
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confidently say that

the most important

development for the

pleasure product  in-

dustry has been the

expanded use of

the internet. You can

browse thousands of

sex toys without leav-

ing your house, and

rest assured that

your sex life will

 remain as private as

you want it.

How does one manage to keep at it over the years

and never lose touch to the customers and new trends?

Chad Braverman: In recent years, we have increased

our focus on outreach and branding. This culminated

when we instituted a dedicated mar-

keting department in 2011. It is the

job of our marketing department to

keep us in step with what the public

wants. They analyze market trends to

determine what drives our consumers,

and how we can make our products

more accessible to the public. The

marketing team also spends a consi-

derable amount of time interacting

directly with customers through chan-

nels like Twitter and Facebook. The

fruits of their teamwork have been re-

cognised with several prestigious industry awards and

press for their accomplishments. 

The market changes did not happen out of thin air, so-

ciety changed and became more open towards erotic

products. How did your customers change during the

existence of Doc Johnson? 

Chad Braverman: Sex toys have become much more

accessible to the mainstream population for a number

of reasons. One of the most visible catalysts for the

 public’s growing acceptance of sex toys has been the

media. The Sex and the City episode where the girls

shop for a Rabbit led to a huge spike in our vibrator
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sales. And the “50 Shades of Grey Effect” is not a myth.

Not so long ago, BDSM products were very niche, but

since the massive popularity of 50 Shades of Grey, more

and more consumers are asking for products like whips,

restraints, and masks. We have two BDSM-centric lines--

the James Deen Black and Blue collection, and a softer,

more feminine line called Black Rose. Both are selling

like crazy.

Is there one product that stands out when you look

back? An all time bestseller maybe or an influential

 design that changed the market?

Chad Braverman: Our R&D team revolutionised the

market when they came up with the idea to mould the

body parts of adult stars to create lifelike toys. They wor-

ked tirelessly to perfect a material that mimicked the

feel of human flesh, and they called the finished product

UR3® (Ultra Realistic version 3). The result — lifelike mas-

turbators that felt real and perfectly replicated the

world’s most famous adult stars —

took the pleasure product industry

by storm. As far as all-time best-

sellers go, our Original Pocket

Rocket and iVibe Rabbit vibrators

have both become household

names. 

Is there an aspect of your com-

pany, you are especially proud of?

Chad Braverman: I am especially

proud of the extraordinary results

we have achieved while keeping

the great majority of our products manufactured in the

United States — something that has been a dream and

a source of inspiration for us since our establishment 

in 1976. 

With over 2000 products in your portfolio you cover al-

most every aspect of the erotic industry. Where do you

see room for growth for Doc Johnson? Are there still

new segments for you to conquer?

Chad Braverman: Absolutely. We have been seeing a

growing demand for prime-quality ingredients, like our

Platinum Premium Silicone material, in sex toys and we

definitely plan on incorporating that concept even more

I N T E R V I E W
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Doc Johnson's realistically shaped

products are in high demand

.................

Staying current with

European market

trends has always been a

huge priority for Doc

Johnson, and has benefited

us tremendously in staying

at the forefront of the

pleasure product 

industry.” - Ron Braverman

................................ 

“
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going forward. For example, we have a new collection

of men’s health and wellness aids called OptiMALE that

incorporates a variety of high-quality materials and 

designs- from cock rings made of luxurious Black and

Slate silicone to an array of  sexual enhancement creams,

sprays, and gels made from natural ingredients like Tea

Tree Oil, Aloe, and Vitamin E. Customers love the entire

collection, which shows us that people

are willing to spend a little extra when it

comes to higher-quality materials.

Among your products are some items

moulded after famous porno actors.

Are naturalistic formed products still

up to date, since a lot of your com-

petitors seem to prefer a more abs-

tract design?

Chad Braverman: Many of our top

sellers are realistic strokers, so I don’t see them losing

their appeal any time soon. But realistic strokers and

abstract strokers are two different genres. Consumers

tend to buy our realistic strokers that are moulded

from adult stars because they are fans of that parti-

cular star. We do also produce a number of abstract

strokers, like our Mood Thrill masturbator which has a

plush, ribbed tunnel design and comes in a variety of

bright, stylish colours. These sell well too, simply be-

cause people like variety. Not everyone wants their

stroker to look realistic. 

What are in your opinion the current trends in the ero-

tic market and how is Doc Johnson reacting to those?

Chad Braverman: We like to stay on top of market

trends but we do not feel obligated to follow them

blindly. People see Doc Johnson as being synonymous
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with top-quality and innovative pleasure products, and

that’s where we want to put most of our energy.

Is it for a company more important to follow it's own

instinct than just to try to cater to latest trends? Would

you consider Doc Johnson a trendsetter for the 

erotic industry?

Chad Braverman: It’s definitely more important for 

a company to follow its own instinct than try to 

blindly cater to the latest trends. Integrity is 

important to us. We have developed and 

released some of the most ground-breaking products

on the market and we have always shied away 

from any concepts that seemed too similar to another

company’s concept. Sometimes it is a challenge to

work with concepts that don’t necessarily come pre-

approved with an established track record for 

success, but our innovation has certainly paid off. 

If we look back on the market in a

couple of years, what will have

changed? Where do you see the

market on the one hand and so-

ciety on the other hand moving in

regard of sex toys?

Chad Braverman: Society is beco-

ming more and more open-minded

and liberal when it comes to sexual

health and wellness. I imagine that

sex toys will become more and more accessible to

the mainstream, as far as social norms go. Packaging

and design will also move towards the mainstream,

with industry growth facilitating greater diversity and

room to target more specialised demographics.

And this year? What can we expect from Doc Johnson

in the last quater of 2014?

Chad Braverman: The public can expect more of

what they love about Doc Johnson products—

new partnerships with top adult stars, creative 

marketing campaigns for exciting upcoming 

collections, American-made products, etc. We will

also be putting a lot of energy towards incorporating

a wider, more diverse variety of health-grade materi-

als and prime ingredients into our new collections

going forward. 
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.................

Our R&D team

 revolutionised the

market when they came up

with the idea to mould

the body parts of adult

stars to create lifelike

toys.” - Chad Braverman

................................ 

“

All-time bestsellers: the Pocket

Rocket and iVibe Rabbit vibrators
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Can you give us a quick overview of your company,

Bluemoon Venice?

Maximiliano Gimenez: Bluemoon Venice is a work-

shop specialised in the production of Venice's famous

paper mâché masks. Our experience comes from

twenty years of artisanal work as well as the search for

ever new techniques and materials. From an artisan

workshop we have developed into a small enterprise

that can cater to any of our clients' interests, also with

unique models for collectors or customised masks for

special events.

Since when have you been in the business of 

making masks?

Maximiliano Gimenez: I‘ve been working at Bluemoon

for ten years. I entered this line of work thanks to my

uncle Alberto who taught me this art. We are a family-

owned company that is constantly working to improve
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A mask is the oppor tunity to sl ip into another

role. I t  f rees you of constraints and al lows

you to do things you could or would never

have done otherwise. In Venice, masks have

a long an colour fu l  t radi t ion:  S ince the

 Medieval  ages,  the lagoon ci ty  has been

known for i ts  masks of unparal leled ar t is t r y,

and not  jus t  because of  the carn iva l .

 B luemoon is  one of the companies that is

creating the beauti ful  disguises – a family

business that has been practis ing this craf t

for 20 years.  Curious to learn what makes

Venetian masks so special,  EAN asked Blue-

moon ' s  Max imi l iano Gimenez fo r  an

 inter view. The ar t isan generously granted us

a look behind the scenes  of  the fami ly

 workshop in the hear t of La Sereniss ima.

“With the mask, you will be transformed 
and you let yourself go in a carefree manner.”

and remain competitive by creating new models,

 experimenting with new techniques and materials in

accordance with tradition. My uncle taught me to place

the utmost importance in the quality of materials and a

nearly maniacal attention to detail.

Venice is historically the city of masks. Can you give our

readers a quick insight into the history of your masks?

Maximiliano Gimenez: The mask was and is a symbol

of letting go of the game, the joke, and the illusion of

walking in someone else's shoes. Masks can express

 different meanings: celebration, transgression, and the

freedom to change the character of everyday life.

Why did Venice become the city of masks?

Maximiliano Gimenez: The history of the Venetian Mask

begins in 1268, the year when the oldest law restricting

the misuse of the mask was introduced. In the Venetian

The Venetian family business Bluemoon has specialised in hand-crafted masks

.................

We are a family-owned company that 

is constantly working to improve and 

remain competitive by creating new models, 

experimenting with new techniques and 

materials in accordance with tradition.”

................................ 

“
exclusive
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Maximiliano Gimenez has learned the

art of making masks from his uncle
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culture,  the

term "mask" refers to the activity of

"putting on beard and moustache"

and "mask" was also the nickname

given to women who disguised

themselves as men and men 

dressed up as women.

The iconic mask of Venice is the

Bauta. What makes this mask spe-

cial? Do you offer this kind of mask?

Maximiliano Gimenez: The "noble"

or "national" mask of the Serene

 Republic, this is a Venetian disguise

par excellence. The description gi-

ven to us by Boerio is cursory. He

tells us only that it is a veil or cape

used as a mask. Yes, we have this

model in different versions, full of

fantasy and decoration.

You have many different lines of

masks. Can you tell us what lines

those are and which masks are in

high demand right now?

Maximiliano Gimenez: We

do not have specific models,

people are buying a second eco-

nomy. I say that people generally

have many personal requests and

do not want things they have

 already seen on somebody elses

face. You can see our unique and

original pieces at our website

www.bluemoonvenice.com/en.

In your opinion, which occasions do

people seize to wear masks?

Maximiliano Gimenez: I believe

that a mask may reflect who you

really are or even who you are not.

With the mask, you will be transfor-

med and you let yourself go in a

carefree manner. Sometimes you

can be surprised by the behaviour

changes that occur when people

are wearing a mask: You can find

that you also have a hidden talent

for acting and discover a talent you

have ever known you had. The mask

hides shyness, makes us become

another person, you can play with

thousands of identities. As a matter

of fact, there have been more and

more masquerade parties throug-

hout the year lately, where the mask

becomes the highlight. Let your ima-

gination fly and explore other

 personalities. It is also a nice game

of seduction.

All your masks are handmade. 

Are they also unique items that will

be made upon demand?

Maximiliano Gimenez: All the

masks are totally handmade.

 Certainly, we can make pieces on

request, we do it all the time. Over

the years, we have provided masks

for clients all over the world: private

collectors, shops, simple fans, or

big firms (Bulgari, Liu-Jo, Almo

 Nature, Hewlett Packard, Coop,

and others). We have designed

 unique models for all of them.

Since all your masks are hand-

made, what does the production

process look like? Which materials

do you work with?

Maximiliano Gimenez: The materi-

als we use are the result of an end-

less search, from paper (the most

M A X I M I L I A N O  G I M E N E Z
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flexible and resistant types) to the best lace and passa-

manerie. Most of our masks are made with ribbon ties or

batons so they don't get heavy when you wear them;

they can also be used for interior decoration, adding to

your home a special touch of Venice. Our masks are

 often worn for special events -  masquerade balls, parties,

weddings, ceremonies, theme parties – bringing a

 special touch of elegance and mys-

tery to the occasion.

Can your customers express special

wishes for their masks? Do you offer

customisation?

Maximiliano Gimenez: Customers

can ask their every desire, and we'll

always try to give them the best 

we have.

All over the world, people can buy fake plastic masks

(often from China). What is the advantage of buying a

handmade Venetian mask from an atelier like yours?

Maximiliano Gimenez: We live in a free market economy

and people choose depending on the price. We do not

really compete with plastic masks made in China; we

cater to a completely different market. However, we are

fighting against unfair competition from Chinese produ-

cers who sell their products as " Made in Italy", thus de-

ceiving people, or selling plastic masks that they describe

as hand-made of papermache in Venice. The advan-

tage of buying our masks is quite obvious: quality.

Everyone must know that the masks are produced from

paper mâché and completely hand-made in Venice.

Masks made of plastic should not be even looked at.

We want to preserve an ancient art. If you want to buy a

mass-produced plastic product, that's not what we do.
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The advantage is that our customers will get something

original, made by artisans who create pieces of art with

passion and love, something authentic and unique. As I

said, we think about quality first, the price is a result, not

vice versa. If you do not understand that, go ahead and

buy Chinese masks. The market is vast, and we under-

stand that in times of crisis not everyone can not afford

our products. My uncle taught me that

competition is a stimulus, not a limit.

One of the product lines you are

 offering is the Erotic Mask Line. What

can you tell us about this line? How are

these masks different from the 

other ones?

Maximiliano Gimenez: With this line,

we went a bit further. It was something we had wanted

to do for years, and we succeeded. It is very exciting to

see people wearing your products, knowing that you can

make them happy. Here's the game of eroticism that

was a taboo for many years, now we are more free and

we want special things for special moments.

Where can your masks be bought? Do you distribute

your products via wholesalers or directly to retail and

 online shops?

Maximiliano Gimenez: Our masks can be purchased

directly from us, this is our website 

http://www.bluemoonvenice.com/en. We also sell

 wholesale. Interested parties can find an extra section

for that on the website.

Do you deliver Europe- or even Worldwide?

Maximiliano Gimenez: Yes, we ship worldwide! For

 shipment in Italy and abroad, we use DHL and UPS.

I N T E R V I E W
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The mask was and is a

symbol of letting go

of the game, the joke, and

the illusion of walking

in someone else's shoes.”

................................ 

“
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You analyzed over 300,000 of Lovehoney's customers

who bought a sextoy in the last five months. 

Did you have any knowledge of this

 industry beforehand?

Jon Millward: I've been writing

about sex and relationships

since I was 16 in a profes-

sional capacity, so have

always had a keen in-

terest in what people

do to vary and im-

prove their sex lives.

Before analysing Lo-

vehoney's sales, I

hadn't examined the

world of sex toys in an

academic way though. 

One million sales, 65,000 re-

views... can you tell us a bit how

you handle this amount of data? Do you
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Recently,  Jon Mil lward publ ished his study “Down the Rabbit-Hole”, an analysis focussing

on the sales of Lovehoney. He found that in one year,  the Br i t ish company sel ls  so many

di ldos, v ibrators,  and buttplugs that they'd create a l ine 36 ki lometres long i f  placed end

to end. And the lubr icants sold during the same period would be enough for a 52-hour

non-stop lubr icant shower.  To get conclusive, representat ive data, the “ ideas detective”

kept a close eye on Lovenhoney's sales over a period of f ive months, and he also analysed

the data of 300,000 customers and 45,000 reviews that were posted on the company's

website. But Mi lward's study does much more than just quanti fy the success of on one of

Europe's biggest companies in the erot ic t rade. I t  also offers fascinating insights into the

night stands and the minds of the customers.  Even exper ts wi l l  f ind new and interest ing

facts,  making this study recommended reading for everybody in the industr y.  EAN talked

with the author of “Down the Rabbit-Hole” and with Richard Longhurst ,  the co-founder of

Lovehoney. In our inter view, we f ind out how this col laborat ion came about, which results

i t  has yielded, and how the erot ic industr y can benefi t  f rom Mil lward's study. 

“I was surprised by the 
distribution of sales between the sexes.“

know beforehand what you are looking for or is it a more

exploratory process?

Jon Millward: My usual approach, once I

have scraped or otherwise acquired

the data, is to build a 'master list'

of questions for which I'd like

answers. For Down the Rab-

bit Hole, the list numbered

over 100 and comprised

questions of my own, as

well as many that were

contributed by Loveho-

ney's own staff. Then I

set about answering

them, knowing full well

that many--if not the

 majority--will lead to fairly un-

inspiring, uncontroversial or just

plain uninteresting answers. The

best I can hope for is perhaps a se-

lection of five or six questions whose answers

Jon Millward and Richard Longhurst present their study ”Down the Rabbit-Hole“

exclusive
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Jon Millward analyses and data and looks beyond

“Down the Rabbit-Hole” - are published on

this website: http://jonmillward.com/

the bare figures. His studies – among them
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contradict pre-existing ideas or ste-

reotypes. For example, in my porn star

analysis I found out that the average

porn star is not blonde with big breasts,

she's a brunette with a B cup. And in

Down the Rabbit Hole, I discovered

that men buy many more sex

toys, especially anal sex

toys, than most people

might imagine. In fact,

the variety of toys

men buy, especi-

ally straight, single

guys, was really sur-

prising, with lots

more than ex-

pected indulging in

dildos and butt 

plugs for use on 

their own.

Working together with a dis-

tributor like Lovehoney with its

large amount of data it can provide

must have been a jackpot for

 somebody who works with such

data and finds whats behind the

sheer numbers. How did the coope-

ration come to pass?

Jon Millward: Alice Little at Lovehoney

wrote a blog post about Dirty Words,

my analysis of 5,000 escort reviews,

and I emailed her to say thanks. I also

mentioned that I'd very much like to

do something with Lovehoney's data,

if its co-founders Neal Slateford 

and Richard Longhurst were interes-

ted. Happily, there were, although it

was almost a year before we eventu-

ally were able to meet and really start

on the project.

Let's talk a bit about your findings.

What surprised you the most?

Jon Millward: First, and most gene-

rally, I was surprised by the distribution

of sales between the sexes. The 'sex

toy sales by gender' wheel graphic

shows this. All items in anal sex product

 categories are bought more by men

than women. Whereas half of the

female-dominated product

categories are types of clot-

hing. Men buy 71% of

wigs, which seemed

counter- intuitive until I

looked at wig reviews,

and saw that many

men buy wigs to

cross-dress, and many

more buy them on be-

half of their female part-

ners. The largest toys are

preferred by men. Guys are

much more likely than women

to buy large butt plugs and dildos,

regardless of their sexual preference

or relationship status. I also found it in-

teresting that sales data appeared to

reveal that each sex is slightly embar-

rassed by certain types of products.

For instance, men buy 70% of con-

doms (no surprise there), but that

number  rises to 88% when the

 condoms are 'small'--a suggestion

that men would rather buy their own

J O N  M I L L W A R D
R I C H A R D  L O N G H U R S T

Popularity of butt plugs and dildos

by size of toy and gender of buyer
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small condoms than leave the buying to their partners.

 Similarly, women are more likely to buy lingerie (as opposed

to their male partners buying it for them). But they are

even more likely to buy it for themselves if the items are

needed in a plus size. Presumably this is

because they would rather not des-

cribe the larger size to their part-

ner.

While the sales of Lo-

vehoney are evenly

split between men

and women, the

items they buy dif-

fer. Where do

men and women

differ the most

when it comes to

buying sex toys?

Jon Millward: As one

would expect, men buy

the vast majority of male

sex toys, presumably because

women simply have no use for

them. So, the toys whose sales are most do-

minated by male customers are things like Fleshlights,

small condoms, lifelike sex dolls, etc. These are items one

would struggle to imagine being used by men and women

together, as they are mostly simulacrums (likenesses) of

the female body. Men do however buy female-centric

items like vibrators for use as a couple, because they pro-

vide functions that supplement the man's anatomical tool

kit (i.e. he can't vibrate rapidly, whereas the rabbit or bullet

vibrator can). The types of products women buy much

more than men are novelty gifts and different kinds of lin-

gerie and sexy outfits. I thought this was interesting, be-

cause these are still items one can imagine a man bene-

fiting from: he gets to see his female partner wearing a

sexy outfit. But women don't benefit from the items men

buy much more than women, like sex dolls. Instead, these

are reserved strictly for solo use--in fact, it's quite possible a

man might never tell a living soul about his Fleshlight. Wo-

men, on the hand, perhaps thanks to Sex and the City

and other social influences, are much more inclined to

talk about their sexually liberating toys. 
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You also analyzed the reviews given by the buyers in Love-

honey's comment section. What did you look for in these

reviews and what did you find?

Jon Millward: Women on average use more words to

 review the things they buy than men (110

vs.100), and even more when revie-

wing certain female-centric

products (62% more for sexy

plus size clothing). They

also use the word 'love'

in their reviews 64%

more than men.

Men mention their

female partners

70% more than

vice versa, which I

believe is because

men buy more pro-

ducts whose purpose

is to directly pleasure

their female partners than

vice versa. For example, a

man who buys a bullet vibrator is

 likely to mention how his wife felt about

it in his review, but a woman is unlikely to talk

about how much her  husband enjoyed his new 

blow-up doll--because she didn't buy it for him, 

or use it with him.

Even though sales are divided evenly between genders,

women are much more likely to write a review about an

item they purchased and then also write longer reviews.

Are women more talkative when it comes to toys and their

sex lives or do you see another reason behind these figures?

Jon Millward: The stereotype of women being chattier

than men and more open with each other about personal

topics like sex was tentatively confirmed by the part of my

analysis that looked at product reviews. I think it stands to

reason, too--men still have to deal with the social stigma

of buying toys that simulate sex (like Fleshlights), whereas

for women, sex toys have become almost like fashion ac-

cessories: symbols of sexual liberation and independence

from men. There's also the possibility that men are less in-

clined to review their purchases because they are busy en-

joying them and see little benefit in discussing their merits

I N T E R V I E W
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Richard Longhurst, co-founder of Lovehoney:

new customer's eyes.”

to see the sex toy market through a

“It's very hard for industry people
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with other people. It's hard to say, but

is certainly interesting to think about. 

A lot of erotic retail shops are trying

to present themselves more female

or couple friendly in recent times. Is

that a good idea, based on the the

data provided by Lovehoney?

Jon Millward: It certainly

seems to be, based on

Lovehoney's ever-in-

creasing sales. I think

anything that pro-

motes openness

and diminishes an-

xiety and guilt

about sex is a

good thing. Bottling

up sexual urges can

make them darker

and more sinister, but

expressing and sharing

our natural kinks, fetishes and

desires with like-minded people

can be one of the most invigorating

and life-affirming experiences there

is. I can't wait to see how people's sex

lives and sexual happiness continue

to evolve over the next few years and

decades. I'm sure that, where sex toys

are concerned, Lovehoney will conti-

nue to lead the way. They genuinely

seem to care about helping people

embrace their inner sex gods and

goddesses. And that attitude is noticed

and appreciated by their customers. 

Lovehoney opened its huge data-

base about its customers and sales

to Jon Millward for this study. What

were you hoping for when you deci-

ded to do this?

Richard Longhurst: We thought it

would be interesting - for Jon, for us,

for the industry and the public at

large. We crunch our numbers for

business purposes of course, but we

thought that Jon's approach would

give us a unique insight into the data,

and so it proved. There isn't much 

published research on sex toy buying

behaviour so we were glad to be able

to give Jon the opportunity to do 

the project.

Did you learn something new about

your customers from the study?

Richard Longhurst: The graphic that

Jon produced showing the proportion

of each product category purchased

by men and women is fascinating

and contains quite a number of sur-

prises. You'd expect that Fleshlights

would mostly be bought by men (and

they are) but we weren't aware than

most of the wigs were bought by

men. That's just a small example, but

it leads to other thoughts - why are

they buying the wigs? Do they want to

dress up or are they dressing up their

partners? Do we stock enough wigs?

Would more people like to try wigs? 

The people at Lovehoney work with

erotic products every day. Is it impor-

tant to get an outside view on things

once in a while and can a study

like this one provide this?

Richard Longhurst: Yes, I

think that applies to

whatever business

you're in - you can't

see the wood for

the trees. It's very

hard for industry

people to see

the sex toy mar-

ket through a new

customer's eyes

and it's easy to

make lazy assumpti-

ons about what regular

customers are looking for.

Down the Rabbit Hole gave

us a fresh perspective on our cus-

tomers and the market in general.

One of the reasons for doing such

a study is, that it gets people talking

about it on the social media

 channels. How was your success in

that  regard so far? How was the

study  perceived by your followers,

fans, etc.

Richard Longhurst: There has been

a great response across Twitter, Fa-

cebook and Reddit. It's the kind of

article that will be of interest to

people who just want something

good to read but enduringly to any

media outlet, researcher or business

that is looking for solid information

on sex toy buying habits. It's a uni-

que piece of work and we're really

pleased that we have been able to

help Jon make it happen.

J O N  M I L L W A R D
R I C H A R D  L O N G H U R S T

Every vibrator, dildo, butt plug

colour and shown to scale

and set of beads sorted by
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How does it feel to work for brands in a market which

was getting along just fine without brands so far? 

Sophia Nystrand: The answer is in the question. It feels

 important and essential to be able to establish brands in

this market. 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Sophia Nystrand: Since I was very young I had ambitions

to be an artist (painting), and when I decided not to, I

started working in the creative business instead. 

How did you get into the love toy industry?

Sophia Nystrand: Through my friend Eric Kalén, founder

of LELO. I was contacted and got the job as PR and Com-

munications Manager in the year 2008 at the LELO head

office in Stockholm. 

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Sophia Nystrand: Interesting question! I'd be working in

the IT sector. I have already been working in that field and

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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Questions & Answers

exclusive

Sophia Nys t rand i s  r ight  at  home in  the wor ld  of  brands and communicat ion as  she has

proven in  the most  impress ive way at  LELO,  on TV,  and wi th  her  own company Bas ic  In -

s t incts .  But  on ly  few people know that  she once wanted to  become an ar t i s t  o r  that  she

has a dog named Har r y  o r  that  she l i kes  to  s ing “Somewhere over  the ra inbow“ when ta-

k ing a shower.  Luck i ly,  that ' s  what  our  “Month ly  Mayhem“ i s  fo r.

Sophia Nystrand 
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dels - unfortunately. Maybe I have

been too busy these last years to

notice them. 

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner?

Sophia Nystrand: Andreas Petters-

son, my partner. As Art Director, he

has achieved great things by setting

up the communication profile for

LELO, Tickler, and Viamax. His role is

in the background but it is one of

the most important keys for success.

Therefore he is definitely worthy of 

a medal. 

Which personal success are you

proud of?

Sophia Nystrand: I am very proud

of my brand Basic Instinct. It's all

me, from the business idea to the

profile and set up. It’s a “tight pa-

ckage”! 

What do you particularly like about

yourself?

Sophia Nystrand: I am a doer, ef-

fective and very goal-oriented. 

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Sophia Nystrand: Drugs!

What song do you sing in the shower?

Sophia Nystrand: “Somewhere over

the rainbow” 

S O P H I A  N Y S T R A N D

sometimes I actually miss the high-

tech internet industry. 

What was the biggest step in your

career? 

Sophia Nystrand: When I got the job

as Business  Developer at TV4 Channel

in Stockholm. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 ye-

ars’ time? 

Sophia Nystrand: I think I will be CEO

of a company or I have some com-

panies/projects on my own. 

How do you envisage the future of

the love toy industry? 

Sophia Nystrand: The sales channels

will develop (and have to). I think there

will be a lot more interactions and

sales via smart phone devices.  

How do you relax after work?

Sophia Nystrand: I cook lots of he-

althy food together with my kids and

their father.  And I cuddle with my

dog Harry. 

Who would you consider your role

model and why?

Sophia Nystrand: I don’t have any

role models at the moment, but

when I was younger it was Ma-

donna! Now I am more of a busi-

ness woman and mom, in that field

I don’t have any particular role mo-

Who would you never ever like to see

naked?

Sophia Nystrand: My colleagues. 

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would you

watch?

Sophia Nystrand: With my partner. I

would like to see a movie with Michael

Fassbender. My favourite actor!  

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Sophia Nystrand: South of Spain or

Los Angeles. 

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Sophia Nystrand: My family; Gordon,

Nikki and Andreas. Or it must be

things?

If you could swap lives with somebody

for a day, who would it be? 

Sophia Nystrand: Barack Obama

Is there anything you would never do

again?

Sophia Nystrand: No, I don’t regret

anything!

Do you have some good advice you

want to share with our readers? 

Sophia Nystrand: Set goals for yourself!

Focus on what is important, be positive,

work hard and you will reach them. 

...........................

Set goals for yourself! Focus on what is important,

be positive, work hard and you will reach them.“

.........................................“
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